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DEDICATION
EORGE
H.
HOLMES, the
man
behind
the
news but seldom in
the news himself
. A New Yorker
by birth . . . a middlewesterner
by adoption . . . and more particularly, a loyal supporter of Iowa
State Teachers College and its student body. He's always busy, but
not too busy to talk over a student's
( or a faculty member's) problems.
A true journalist, he sees a story or
a picture in everything- even when
members of his feature-writing
class cannot.
Next to his work, as Director of
the Bureau of Publications, visualizing and developing new ideas is
his favorite hobby. Evidence of a
very fertile mind is the story of his
sound camera experiment in a physics class at his alma mater- U . of
l\1ichigan. After many hours of
experiment young George presented a crude construction, fundamentally the same as our modern sound
camera, to his instructor. The instructor foresaw no future for the
instrument, however, and labeled it
as impractical, thereby discouraging any aspirations of the would-be
inventor.
Born and reared in the Empire

State, he temporarily abandoned
his high school studies in the war
years for office work in a brass
foundry. With the cessation of
European hostilities, young George
enrolled at Buffalo Technical
High, to be graduated with honors
and a two-year scholarship to the
University cf Buffalo. His undergraduate studies were continued at
the University of Michigan, from
which he was graduated in 1925
with Cum Laude honors in rhetoric. After a summer as reporter in
Cleveland, Ohio, he returned to
Michigan for his Master's Degree
and a year as assistant and director
of the Journalism Laboratory.
With Horace Greeley's advice in
mind, the next stop was South Dakota, where he occupied the position of Instructor of Journalism and
Director of Publicity at the State
University until 1929. In that
year, at the request of President
Latham, Mr. Holmes came to Iowa
State Teachers College, where he
has since served as Director of the
Bureau of Publications.
Fond parent of two sons, George
"Junior" and Richard, he gets no
keener enjoyment than the hours
spent with them skating, swimming,
movie-going or even riding in the
family V-8. His wife, Grace, comPage 6
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pletes a happy family circle.
A true editor, he criticizes-constructively and helpfully, of course.
A favorite pastime is munching
peanuts while editing copy- much
Page 7

to the delight of the office force ...
also supervise student publications
... definitely does not like having
his picture taken or listening to
amateur musicians in his office.

CHAPTER I
Tutor Traditions
HE Customs and
Traditions Committee of the Student
Council was born in
1938 because that
student
governing
body felt there should be an organized effort to establish and perpetuate campus traditions, thereby fostering loyalty and a spirit of unity
among the student body.
The committee soon found its
problem was not to invent something and label it a tradition. The
problem, rather, was to convince
the future Tutors that their alma
mater has many annual events meriting the recognition and respect
accorded true campus traditions.
The Freshman Orientation Program was selected as an appropriate
channel through which to begin
this process of education. Accordingly, Edwin C . Kepler, chairman
of the Customs and Traditions
Committee and editor of the Student Handbook, issued to the
Panther Cubs this sage advice:
"College life will be a new life
to you. You're going to do new
things. You'll develop new ideas
Page 9

and you'll acquire new attitudes.
"The newness is part of it. But
there is much more. The Iowa
State Teachers College is more
than a group of buildings set on a
plot of land. It is a living, growing institution. It has purpose; it
has direction; it has unity. It has
atmosphere, and, above all, it has
spirit.
"And supporting these things,
like the foundation of a building,
lies tradition- proud tradition anchored in the bed-rock of histo1:y.
"All of this will seep into you.
The purpose, the direction, and
spirit of Iowa State Teachers College will become a part of you, a
fine, intangible part you'll never
erase."
Thus, was the process of "tradition education" begun.
Realizing the desirability of a
more loyal and more spirited student body, as advocated by the Student Council committee, the 1940
OLD GOLD editor seeks to propagate
this campaign of traditions education of Iowa State Teachers College students by using "Customs
and Traditions" as our theme.

Miss Albert gives the instructions.

The Van Houtens re-register.

REGISTRATION DAY
Of all sad words of tongue or pen,
the saddest are, "It's registration
day again!" To the weary, footsore, and bewildered freshman it's
a grueling horror that can never be
adequately described; to the somewhat more sophisticated soph it's
just one of those things; and to the
seasoned j u n i o r and senior
equipped with sun helmet, lunch
knapsack, folding chair, five fountain pens, and a well-inked name
stamp, it's a jolly lark.
But to the hurried perspiring adviser ("But Dr. Jones, I had my
schedule all arranged. Couldn't I
requisition into the course, or some-

thing") it's a- well, as long as professors are gentlemen we'll probably never know.
The administration and auditorium buildings on registration day
present a view of endless lines of
students winding in intricate patterns from the Dean's offices and
back again. Not to mention the
confused paths of students who peer
from door to door to find the teacher
who is to sign them for the course.
And the thrill that comes when a
yellow, scrawled-over card is
placed in our ink-stained fingers is
one that can never be equalleduntil next term, at least.
Page 10

SOPHOMORE COTILLION
SUCKER S"WING
Once in every four years, girls in
general have a chance to corral the
men of their dreams and make them
say "yes."
Teacher's College's
fairer sex made the most of this
Leap Year privilege on Thursday,
February 29, and when their choice
said "yes," fastened on him a hook,
line and sinker denoting to the public that he was entitled to attend
the Sucker Swing. Programs were
green and white with a fish motif,
and as each couple "swam into the
aquarium," they bit on a lollypop
which served as bait. Facsimiles
of lollypops circulated for the feature dance. Court Hussey played
for the two hour tea dance.
Another sucker hooked.

Pac;e 11

The class of '42 were the first to
capture the social spotlight when
they sponsored the initial semi-formal dance of the current season,
the Sophomore Cotillion.
Paul
:M oorhead and his popular orchestra, making their third appearance
on our campus, furnished the music
for the evening of dancing. Programs featured the fall colors of
old gold and brown. The grand
march, exclusively for sophqmores
and their guests, was the highlight
of the evening's entertainment.
W. C. Snyder, Jr., was general
chairman of the dance. Assisting
him were Josephine Faris, in
charge of the guests and hospitality, and Robert Hardin, who arranged the feature dance.

Coh·ille and Collman enjoy the Cotillion.

the annual Washington Ball. Mr. and
Mr s. Washington
were in reality Katherine Holmes and
Curtis Mahaffey, attired in eighteenth
century powdered
wigs, buckles, and
ruffles. H e r b e r t
Hoch, also dressed
in knee breeches and
silver-buckled shoes,
introduced the many
prom-trotters to the
first president and
his lady.
Jimmy Barnett's
orchestra furnished
the sweet and swing
music for the evening's dancing. Programs featured the
patriotic colors embodied i n B e t s y
Ross's famous flag.

George (Mahaffey) and Martha (Holmes)

WASHINGTON
BALL
To the strains of the music, "In an Eigteenth
Century Drawing Room," George and Martha
Washington led the stately grand march for
members of the junior class and their guests at

l\1 r . a n d Mrs.
Washington were
also co-chairmen of
the dance. Working
with
them
were
John Muir, who
had charge of programs, Virginia
Gore, who arranged
the feature dance,
l\1 a r j o r i e Armstrong and Ted
E v a n s , who had
charge of guests.
Page 12

The th rill of knowing that this was
"their" dance, coupled with the regretful feeling that it
was the last all-college dance · t h e y
would attend as students, made the Senior Prom of 1940 a
memor~ le event in
the lives al-seniors.
"Sweet s p ringtime"-or the fact
that it was the one
and only all-college
semi-formal dance
of the spring terminspired Teacher's
College's co-eds to
rn
blossom forth
their frilliest and
frothiest gowns.
so1Z-spung mooniight filtering down
on the terrace lent
that certain air of
glamor to the scene
that is necessary for
lasting impressions.
crowning
The
glory for these celepersonages
brated
was t h e g r a n d
exclusively
march
for graduating senScintillating
iors.
music for the evening's dancing was
furnished by A 1
Menke and his popPage 13

ular orchestra. The social life committee of the
Student Council, headed by Evelyn Tesmer,
made arrangements for the last prom in the
student life of the seniors.

SENIOR PROM
The get-together at intermission.
Could it be politics?

Baker and Seerley Halls were besieged with college gals collecting
their dates on a Friday evening last
November, as Hal Leonard's mellow music floated through Commons windows across the campus.
Masterful women hung fruit and
vegetable corsages on the lapels of
their blushing men, and led them to
the Femme's Fancy, annual girltakes-boy dance.
Coeds escorted, entertained, and
paid the expenses of their boy
friends in a turn-about entertainment that resulted in one of the

FEMMES
Paddle calls for the boy friend.

year's most popular informal social
events. Rug-cutters swung their
partners in the "Sox Trot," "Fedora Fling," and "Sweater Swing,"
feature dances planned by Vera
Scott and her committee. Publicity
hanaled by Lola Raker and Jeanne
Leo stimulated the ticket sales directed by .M ildred Walters and
.Marilyn 1\1iller. Bonnie Wakeman was general chairman of the
leap-year-inspired frolic.
The ideal man, the mosthandsome man, and the most muscular
male were selected by dance-goers.

-

FANCY

Denny and June admire bis corsage.
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Mr. Farlow visits Kay. The faculty entertain at varieties.
Just after the game. Tommy Dorsey Searight.

DAD . S DAY
Dads who attended the eleventh
annual celebration, October fourteenth and fifteenth ► in their honor,
were feted by respectful sons and
daughters who were pledged to
give their fathers a "whee of a
time!"
A lively pep meeting on Friday
evening officially opened the weekend of festivities.- G o v e r n o r
George A. Wilson was the principal speaker at the Dad's Day luncheon in the Commons on Saturday
noon. Immediately following this,
the fathers were special guests at
Page 15

the Iowa Teachers-Kansas Teachers College football game.
At eight o'clock that evening in
the Commons recreation ha]], the
Press Club and Phi .Mu Alpha Sinfonia presented a Saturday Night
Varietres p r o gram designed to
please the fathers of Teachers Coltege students.
The chapel service, Sunday
morning; with the theme, "God as
a Father," closed the program, and
fathers "drew back in their sheHs
and became merely bank accountsnuntil next year at the same time.

The judge meets the beauty candidates.
Mr. Reed, Mr. Gardner.

OLD GOLD

.BEAUTY DANCE
Suspense permeated the atmosphere at the Old
Gold Beauty dance previous 'to the presentation
of the six girls adjudged by Christian Petersen
to be the most beautiful on the Teachers College
campus. Five of these girls were chosen from

the twelve voted on
by the student body
previous to the
dance, and one, the
famed sixth beauty,
was picked by Mr.
P e t e r s o n from
among the dancers
on the floor.
Vivian
Cooper,
candidate of Phi
Mu Alpha and Sigma Alpha Iota,
Ver 1 a Diekman,
sponsored by Lambda Gamma Nu,
Ruth Johnson, Pi
Phi Omega's candidate, Vivian McClelland, A 1 p h a
Delta Alpha's beauty, and _ Marjorie
Zeiger, of,_E-i Theta
Pi, were :p,-esented
as the finalists in the
competition by W.
C. Snyder, Jr., cochairman of the
dance w i t h Lawrence Dennis. Bette
Teale was chosen as
the sixth beauty.
Preceding
the
beauty ball, members of the OLD
GOLD and College
Eye staffs and· their
guests were hosts at
the traditional formal dinner honoring
the judge.
Page 16

Now is the time for
a last long look at
the stately murals
and the rows of familiar green study
lamps in the library,
the time for a last
walk through
crowded crossroad<;
halls. Now is the
moment for a slow
stroll down the sidewalks of Dogtown's
hill street, with the
feel of the rough
bricks under your
feet, and the sound
of laughing voices
loud in your ears.
Listen t o t h e
grumbling rattle of
the streetcar as it
sways past; listen to
the friendly "Hi
there'", the campanile's chiming,
and the creak of the
Auditorium stairs,
you semors. These
are the things that
will bring back college days in a flood
of warm memories.
There is one brief
interlude of a slow
march across the
campus in the unfamiliar dignity of
cap and gown, the
sound of solemn music, the feel of the
Page 17

diploma in your hand, and graduation is over.
The chummy bull sessions, the long nights of
cramming, the assembly talks, and the "spreads"
are past. Ahead lies the bright horizon of the
future, holding who knows how many hopes and
dreams to come true.

GRADUATION
The last walk.

HOMECOMING

Ride 'er cow gal. Mahaffey leads the parade. Death before dishonor.
A winning float. One of the two homecoming dances.

LUMNI returned to the
campus of the Iowa
State Teachers College
in October to participate
in the twentieth annual homecoming celebration. At every turn they
were greeted to . the prominent
"Welcome, Alumni" signs, and by
students whose very manner seemed
to say "Glad to see you back!"
On Friday evening a pep meeting on the Commons' terrace officially opened the weekend of festivities. An inspired cast presented
the second performance of the
homecoming play, "Family Portrait," telling of the Savior's family, to a spellbound audience.

At ten o'clock on the memorable
Saturday morning, the first homecoming parade in ten years began
its colorful trek to the business district of Cedar Falls where students
and c1t1zens alike cheered for
Teachers College.
Registration
for the graduates was from eight
o'clock in the morning to noon at
the Commons. Alumnae of the
women's physical education department defeated the present majors in
their annual hockey game, 2 to 0.
Sororities, fraternities, and honorary organizations welcomed their
own group of alumni at homecoming luncheons, dinners, and breakfasts throughout the weekend.
Page 18

HOMECOMING
Approximately five thousand
spectators gathered at the stadium
to witness the Panther squad battle
the Broncos of Western State
Teachers College to a thrilling
thirteen to thirteen finish . The
winners of the float contest were
also announced, Phi Mu Alpha
Sinfonia and Sigma Alpha Iota
capturing first place honors in the
college organizations divisions.
After the game, the newly remodeled women's gymnasium was open
for inspection, as were the residence
halls and off-campus houses.

Sternie Sternberg's orchestra
played for the Homecoming dance
on Saturday evening. The traveling cups for house decoration were
presented during the intermission
to Bartlett Hall, first place campus
winner, and to Alpha Delta Alpha,
top off-campus winner.
The chapel service on Sunday
morning and a campanile concert
in the afternoon brought festivities
to a close, and the alumni went
back to work with beautiful memories and pleasant anticipation of
what Homecoming 1940 will bring.

· Must be discouraging. He got it away. An alum explains how they used to do it.
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John Cross

Bette Teale
Dorothy Vogt
Evelyn Tesmer
Bob Krulish

BETTE TEALE is president of
Women's League. She is also a
member of Pi Theta Pi. DOROTHY VOGT, who is the president
of Bartlett Hall, also belongs to Pi
Theta Pi. President of the Student
Council, Pi Omega Pi, and JOHN
CROSS go hand in hand. Besides,
he attends Blue Key and Kappa

Delta Pi meetings. Successful as
chairman of the Social Life Committee, EVELYN TESMER is
also a member of Kappa Theta Psi,
and Kappa Delta Pi. ROBERT
KRULISH is a member of Blue
Key, Lecture and Entertainment
Committee and Alpha Chi Epsilon.

~HO'S ~HO
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~HO'S ~HO
ALICE SCANLAN is president
of the Board of Control of Student
Publications. She is a Delta Phi
Delta and is a Senior Counsellor.
HARLAND RIEBE, editor of
the College Eye, is an Alpha Delta
Alpha and belongs to Blue Key.
LEO STROUP is the peppy editor
of the OLD GOLD. But he takes
Alice Scanlan
Leo Stroup
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time for Alpha Chi Epsilon, Pi
Gamma Mu and Blue Key meetings. Besides being responsible for
putting the annual together, DOROTHY TQSTLEBE attends Kappa Theta Psi, Sigma Tau Delta,
and Gamma Theta Upsilon meetings, besides discharging duties of
the OLD GOLD managing editor.
Harland Riebe
Dorothy Tostlebe

Joe McPherson
Meriwyn Pollins

Margaret Cupp
Bob Kamm

~HO'S ~HO
JOE McPHERSON, dramatist,
belongs to Theta Alpha Phi, Kappa Delta Pi, Alpha Chi and Social
Science Honors. MARGARET
CUPP marks on her calendar,
Inter-sorority Council, Phi Sigma
Phi, and the social life committee
of the Student Council for her
spare moments. "Leading Lady"

could well be the title of MERIWYN POLLINS, brilliant drama
student, who is also president of
Kapp:i Theta Psi, social sorority.
ROBERT KAMl\1 was co-director of Tutor Ticklers this year.
He includes in his club memberships Blue Key and Theta Alpha
Phi.
Page 22

Men's Union president, ED
PUCK, also belongs to Blue Key,
Lambda Gamma Nu and Beta
Beta Beta. LEO KAGAN is the
main figure head of the Blue Key.
He is also a member of the "I"
Club and Social Science Honors.
MARJEAN ORR is a member of
the Student Council, Publications

and Theta Gamma Nu. One of
those who met the British debaters
was DUGAN LAIRD, whose
Blue Key and Alpha Delta Alpha
meetings fill spare time. MILDRED LUND is a busy soul with
Women's League, Kappa Delta Pi,
and Pi Gamma Mu meetings
which keep her in the student eye.

-WHO'S -WHO
Marjean Orr
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Ed Puck
Leo Kagan
Dugan Laird

Mildred Lund

REPRESENTATIVE
STUDENTS
RADITION says
that four representative students shall
be selected from the
o r i g i n a 1 list of
Who's Who. To be
eligible for this high spot of the
year and of the annual, a student
must be a senior and a leader.
The Student Welfare Committee
composed of Dean Sadie B. Campbell, Miss Amy Arey, Dr. L. V.
Douglas, Dr. Paul F. Bender, and
Dean Leslie I. Reed who chose the
four, announced the winning students on February twenty-third.
ROBERT KRULISH who is a
commerce major is one of the fellows that you see shooting important events with his camera. It is a
profitable business with him now,
for at times his pictures find their
way into the Des .Moines Register
and the Collegiate Digest. He is a
member of Blue Key, national honorary service fraternity for men,
the Press Club, and Social Science
Honors. Before the point system
came into effect he was chairman
of the lecture and entertainment
committee of the Student Council.
However, he continued as a member, besides serving on the social
life committee. His social fraternity is Alpha Chi Epsilon.

ELIZABETH TEALE'S responsibilities are mostly connected
with the Women's League, of
which she is president. She was
chosen as the sixth Old Gold beauty at the beauty dance, and was
chosen as the most nearly perfect
beauty by the judge. A senior elementary education major, she is
past president of Pi Theta Pi
sorority.
MARJEAN ORR who is senior
representative to the Student Council is a home economics major.
However, she does not confine her
interests just to the Council. She
is also a member of the executive
board of Women's League, and is
the Student Council's representative on the board in control of student publications. Theta Gamma
Nu is her social sorority.
JOE McPHERSON is one of
the college's dramatists. His name
is included in two honorary organizations, Theta Alpha Phi and
Kappa Delta Pi. He is also a
member of Playcraft Club, a local
dramatic interest group. He does
not confine his interests in dramatics wholly, however, for he attends
the meetings of Social Science
Honors Club.
Blue Key and
Alpha Chi social fraternity complete the list of his activities.
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Robert Krulish
Marjean Orr

Bette Teale
Joe McPherson

REPRESENTATIV E
STUDENTS
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INTERESTING FACULTY
AND STUDENTS

Maybe that is why Buffum got the name of "sure shot". A true student and
scholar is Miss Eveleen Richards.

Ambitious gun collector, guitar
player, individual Santa Claus, and
enthusiastic Boy Scout-all these
are MR. HUGH S. BUFFUM,
professor of education, rolled into
one.
In 1938, through his persevering
work, a boy scout service fraternity, Alpha Phi Omega, was established on Iowa State Teachers College campus. Every year he plays
the role of Santa Claus for many
groups. But the absolute pride of
this professor's heart is his complete, growing collection of ancient,
modern and unusual guns.

MARY EVELEEN is one of
those rare personalities who express
themselves well by pen and by
mouth. er talk to freshmen on
"'The College Program from the
Student Point of View," labeled
her ·as a forceful and challenging
speaker. She frequently contributes to the College Eye. A member
of the Classical Club and a past
member of the Purple Arrow,
Mary dotes on good grades and
good literature. For recreation, to
balance her work as student assistant at the "Libe," Mary walks,
hikes, and plays golf.
Page 26

Do you remember the poster on
the bulletin board a little distance
from the cross roads on which were
several feathers tickling a person?
Of course it was for "Tutor Ticklers" and the person who concocted
it was LUCY ANN CATHEY,
freshman student from Waterloo.
She is the artistic maiden who
keeps the Women's League Bulletin Board filled with notices and
posters. Whenever a concert or recital is in the offing, it would be a
good bet that you would find Lucy
Ann down in the Hobby Shop
mixing up a good sign!

DOY BAKER, music major, fills
a very interesting capacity on the
campus-that of campanile player.
As a result of his daily coaxing of
tunes from the bells while students
wander to class, Doy rated a picture and press notice in the Des
Moines Register.
At the back of the orchestra, behind the fiddles, and the clarinets,
are the bass fiddlers- Doy sawing
away as principal bass player. To
ferret out another of his talents,
ask him to play ''.l\1y Country 'Tis
of Thee" in four keys at the same
time!

Another beautiful bulletin board gets the Cathey touch.
tonight," says Doy Baker.

"The campanile must ring

INTERESTING FACULTY
AND STUDENTS
Page 27

INTERESTING FACULTY
AND STUDENTS

"Scoop" of the Register and Trib.

A journalist is LA WREN CE
"SCOOP" DENNIS. Past editor
of the College Eye he is now campus correspondent for the Des
lVIoines Register. Some may remember the days when "Larry)!
Dennis and his band "swung out"
on the campus and other places in
Northeastern Iowa. Not only was
he in charge of the band but added
to the musical efforts with some
snappy renditions on the drums.
When a review of one of the latest
plays is needed, Lawrence is usually
the person who is called upon to
render the verdict.

Fagan, a man of many words.

A unique pedagogue is MR. W. B.
FAGAN, associate professor of
English. Should you happen to
ring the Fagan doorbell on a Saturday morning you might be greeted
at the door by the popular professor himself, enfolded in a colored
apron with dough on his fingers
and flour in his hair. For peppery
Mr. Fagan can whip up a batch
of pastry which would arouse the
envy of any blue ribbon housewife.
But the hobby which he would
rather eat is his specialty- the one
of studying the history and the
derivation of words.
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Behind this camouflage is DR. H.
A. RIEBE, photographer, boater,
painter, trumpeter, educator. Having added oil painting this year to
his already bulging list of hobbies,
he nevertheless continues with photography. His first accomplishment in this field was a full page of
flower pictures in the Des Moines
Register. His snap-shotting has
won many awards and prizes for
him, and his pictures have been exhibited in many cities. In the winter and spring of 1938 and 1939,
he built his own motor boat. Below he aids Dads Day activities.

Would you like to take a trip to
New Orleans?
"Wild" BILL
McGAHEY thought he might enjoy a visit and so entered a campus
essay contest sponsored by the Illinois Central Railroad. He won the
contest, traveled to New Orleans,
expenses paid, and spent five exciting days in the old French city
where he saw points of interest of
which he had written but never seen.
Bill has earned campus recognition not only for his ability in debating but in oratory. A sophomore
now, he won the state oratorical
contest when he was a freshman.

Gabriel, Riebe in true form. McGahey checks his essay which won the free trip
to the Mardi Gras in New Orleans.

INTERESTING FACULTY
AND STUDENTS
Page 29

RAZZ DINNER

Jive, boys, _jin!

HE "Communazi Political Rally" was the talk
of the day and the days
after Friday, April fifth.
The annual razz dinner, ( an affair
in which the students "give the
works" to the administration),
sponsored by members of the Press
Club was a good down-to-earth
"political" banquet this year with
many
interested
off-campusers
sharing in the fun of razz-politics.
No item included in the school
curriculum was omitted in the
razzing. The point system took a
beating from the tongues of able

Heil! Dennis.

"politickers," as did the ever-ready
topic of the day, the cut system.
Satire was spilled in good quantities
on the Faculty Senate, the Dean of
Women's office, and the Dean of
Men's office. Skits and speeches on
the departments of the institution
shared in the spotlight of the rally.
Robert Hardin, president of the
Club, was in charge of the arrangements. l\tiary Richards, Lawrence
Dennis, Ed Kepler, Harold l\1cConeghy, and Don Templeton
planned the program. Two of the
most ardent speakers were Dennis
and Kepler.
Page 30

VEN though "There's
only one mother the
whole world over," there
were hundreds of those
"one" mothers moving about the
campus on May eleventh and
twelfth. They were rushed from
teas to dinners with barely time to
catch their breath or appetites.
Each fraternity and sorority as
well as other campus organizations
had numerous functions honoring
the mothers of members. The fellows had as fine a time showing
their "best girl" around as the girls
did introducing the "gang" to mom.

On Friday night the Cecilians
gave their spring musical concert
with the "Life of a Girl" as the
theme. Saturday was the busiest
day of all, for mothers were entertained at the three dormitories,
sorority and fraternity luncheons at
noon, and the all-campus Mothers'
Day dinner that evening in the
Commons.
A breakfast on Sunday morning
for mothers was Bartlett Hall's
contribution to the festivities. The
chapel service at ten o'clock was
dedicated to the mothers of Iowa
State Teachers College students.

Miss Teale, president of Women's League, pours.

MOTHER'S DAY
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■ LONG with the stately
beauty of the campus and
the drowsy hum of classrooms, Dogtown's· cobbled street has its place in the heart
and memory of every Iowa State
Teacher College "Grad."
"For the Students" is the motto
of the trim shops, well-stocked
stores, and up-to-date restaurants
along the noisy hill, and students
swarm in and out of them all da y
long, buying their textbooks, their
postage stamps, or a sack of groceries for that IO o'clock spread.
Outsiders looking for a cross-cut

section of extra-curricular college
may find what they are seeking at
Dogtown. In the cafes coeds nibbling lettuce sandwiches gaze wideeyed at football heroes mauling 3inch steaks; in the barber shops
eager collegians learn what the
modern young man is wearing in
hair styles. In the muffled tread of
sport shoes and sneakers striding to
a coke date and the clatter of highheeled slippers and dancing oxfords tripping to an after-the-prom
snack our hilltown street has felt
the pulsing hea rt-bea t of T eachers
College life.

A composite view of the fun spots. Can it be for pecuniary compensation?
The unforgettable "Dad Aldrich".

DOG TO~N
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PEP JAMBO REE

Hagerstrom and Hook are not camera shy.

REAKFAST food I Pep I
No, this is not a plugit is just the theme of the
first all-college dance,
sponsored by Rho Epsilon Rho, initiating the whirl of social events for
the fall season.
More than one hundred couples
attired in brightly-hued sweaters
danced throughout the lower floor
of the Commons to the music of the
Burt Russell orchestra.
Programs were miniatures of
Pep breakfast food boxes. Cheer
leaders burst through a huge paper
carton on the stage to present the
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Unpaid advertising.

queen of the affair, l\1iss Lotta Pep,
in reality the much bewigged and
costumed Harland Riebe. During
the intermission cheerleaders also
led a few Teachers College yells
and the singing of the loyalty song.
The victory over Northeast Missouri Teachers College had a great
deal to do with the amount of pep
generated at the initial swing session of the school year.
Arletta Refshauge, as general
chairman of the dance, was assisted
by John Colville, Robert Krulish,
Marjorie Carter, Kathleen Riebe,
Mary Connell, and Leslie Fry.

OLD GOLD BEAUT Y

VIVIAN COOPER, the candidate of Phi Mu Alpha and Sigma
Alpha Iota music groups, is a music major from Melbourne, Iowa.
Not content with just being beauti-

ful, she also can play the piano and
Besides
the marimba expertly.
practicing for music lessons, she
attends Kappa Theta Psi and Sigma Alpha Iota meetings.
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VIVIAN McCLELLAND, that
peppy little freshman girl from
Corning, Iowa, was the Alpha
Delta Alpha's lucky bet in the annual OLD GOLD Beauty Contest.
Dark and small, she was easily one

of the first choices of Christian
Peterson, well-known judge from
Ames, Iowa. Her chosen major is
in the field of commercial education, and dancing is one of her
favorite hobbies.

OLD GOLD BEAUTY
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OLD GOLD BEAUTY

MARJORIE ZEIGER, the candidate of Pi Theta Pi sorority, was
another of the upper choices of the
judge. "Peggy" is chairman of the
social standards committee of

Women's League, is member of Pi
Theta Pi and Kappa Pi Beta
Alpha, kindergarten-primary club.
A junior, she is enrolled on a fouryear kindergarten-primary course.
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Vivacious and sparkling VERLA
DIEKMANN, freshman student
from Waterloo, Iowa, came out in
the top five finalists from the list of
the original twelve from which the

judge had to choose. The Lambda
Gamma Nus are responsible for selecting this candidate. Verla is
working toward a B. A. degree, but
as yet has declared no major.

OLD GOLD BEAUT Y
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OLD GOLD BEAUT Y

Capturing the envious title of the
"Sixth Beauty" fell to BETTE
TEALE this year. Then to top it
all, she was chosen by Christian
Peterson, as the model for the girl

most nearly meeting his standards
of ideal womanhood. Bette, who
captured a berth in the Representative Students section of the OLD
GOLD, is also a 1940's Who's Who.
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RUTH A. JOHNSON, sponsored
by Pi Phi Omega sorority, is another one of the lucky girls who
catches the judge's eyes. Graduating this year from the two-year ele-

mentary curriculum, she is president of her sorority. She is a busy
member of the Inter-sorority Council, yet she finds time to attend
meetings of the Elementary Club.

OLD GOLD BEAUTY
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"No gift is more precious than good advice."

CHAPTER II
Administration
Traditions
Deep in the history of the past
begins the administration traditions of Iowa State Teachers College. Seventy-five years ago country winds swept over the bare tract
of land on which the college now
stands. In 1869, when the Soldier's Orphan's Home was completed, foundations were unknowingly laid for the present Teachers
College. In 1876, the board of directors of Iowa State Normal
Schoo 1 ( representatives from
Blackhawk county had finally won
their bill in the General Assembly)
convened for the first time. At this
meeting James C. Gilchrist, then
superintendent of the schools of
Mason City, was chosen principal
for the new institution. On a drizzling September 6 of that year the
school convened for the first time,
complete with five faculty members
and twenty-seven students.
The ten years of Mr. Gilchrist's
administration saw the enrollment
increase even in the face of legislative opposition and the problem of
a too small faculty. The first class
of four was graduated in 1877 and
by 1879 an alumni association had

been organized.
When Mr. Gilchrist resigned in
1886, about four hundred students
were in attendance in the college.
Homer H. Seerley was the first
president's successor. Exactly ten
years later the school opened under
the new management. The enrollment had fallen from the preceding
year, and rumors were spreading
through the state that the school at
Cedar Falls was "a joke." But
through great perseverance, both
attendance in the school and institutional equipment increased.
In 1909, the Iowa State Normal
School became Iowa State Teachers College. At this time the Board
of Trustees of the school died a natural death and the State Board of
Education became the "power behind the throne."
During Mr. Seerley's administration twelve buildings were added to the campus.
Eleven years ago, Dr. 0. R.
Latham became president of the
already growing college. Under
his supervision the institution has
expanded even more physically
and educationally.

PRESIDENT
LATHAM
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DEAN of FACULTY

Dean Nelson prepares questionnaires to
get better cooperation between faculty
and students.
Dr. Larson discerns whether or not we
graduate.

To Dr. M. J. Nelson goes the honor of being
the first Dean of the Faculty of Teachers College. He has held that position since 1934
when the office was created. Previous to that
he had been professor of education, Director
of Research, and Head of the Department of
Education at Teachers College.
He was born in a small town in the state of
Wisconsin, and there learned his a b e's. He
received his high school diploma from De
Forest, Wisconsin. Following that he abandoned academic pursuits for a year and
weighed out potatoes and sold calico in a general store. He took up learning again and in
1916 was granted his sheepskin from Luther
College at Decorah.
After graduation he led a varied existence
with teaching, Army service and graduate
work intermingled.

REGISTRAR
Dr. Selmer C. Larson, Registrar at Teachers
College for the past two years, was born on a
farm in Freeborn County, Minnesota. He
received his elementary education in the little
red rural school. For his secondary education he came to Iowa and attended Waldorf
Academy in Forest City, Iowa. For his B. A.
Degree he went back to his native state to St.
Olaf at Northfield, He holds his M. A. and
Ph. D. from the University of Wisconsin.
He has tried many occupations and professions ranging from teaching and coaching
athletics in high schools, high school principalship and superintendency to college professor and from that to a building contractor
and an efficiency engmeer. His hobby is
building.
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COLLEGE
OFFICE

Excuse me! I meant to call outside.
Tabulation of grades

Dr. Selmar C. Larson, in fulfilling
his duties as Registrar, probably
does more checking and rechecking
of grades and registration and
credits and keeps more records of
academic achievements than any
other person on the campus.
His staff of twelve assistants is
constantly kept busy preparing
"credit balance" sheets, checking
credits earned toward graduation,
keeping a complete record of all
credits earned here and issuing
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grades at the end of each term.
With approximately one thousand, nine hundred students on the
campus this is no small task. Students whose registrations are incomplete are notified and their mistakes ironed out.
This service
steers many a student straight and
prevents him from nearing his
graduation lacking credits in required subjects he knew nothing
about.

ADMINISTRATIVE
AGENCIES
IAlumni Affairs I I Publications
"Here's to the class of 1965 !" This
is the matter that interests the
Alumni Bureau most, for in that
year the twenty-five year class will
be back at their alma mater to talk
over the events of a quarter of a
century.
The Alumni Service, headed by
Mr. A. C. Fuller, keeps a record
of all Iowa State Teachers College
graduates, where they live and
what they do. Special emphasis is
placed on the teachers who have
been graduated. An interesting
fact is that up to October 1, 1939,
the records of 18,716 graduates
were filed. Four times a year the
Bureau distributes The Alumnus,
quarterly magazine. Omitting the
cases where husband and wife are
both graduates, the deceased, and
unknown (who number approximately 1,600), 15,851 copies are
sent out to various parts of the
country. Enough to keep any staff
of office workers occupied are the
three thousand annual address
changes.
To this bureau goes the credit of

The force behind Iowa State Teachers College campus is personified in
the Publications Bureau.
Bartlett Hali and Women's
League Hand Books, departmental
bulletins and viewbooks, the College Eye, and the OLD GOLD, along
with stories to state and home town
newspapers, are publications administered by the bureau.
Public address announcements
for basketball and football games
and wrestling meets are furnished
by this office, as are the programs
which the sports fans receive at athletic contests. The publication of
the "Dope Book," which comes out
at the end of each season, is another
of the duties of the office directed
by Mr. G. H. Holmes.
The news bureau mailing list includes one hundred newspapers
and colleges. Sponsored by the
Publications Bureau, four hundred
feet of natural color film of the college campus were prepared and
exhibited at the Iowa State Fair.
To this office also goes the title
of Information Bureau.
Any
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MR. FULLER

sponsoring Homecoming and the
reunion of the twenty-five and fifty
year classes.
Public School Relations work
comes under the province of this
bureau, and its purpose is to establish friendly contact with the high
schools of the state. This contact
is carried out by visits to the various schools throughout the state
of Iowa. The high schools themselves are encouraged to pay return
visits to the Teachers College. Debate tournaments, speech clinics,
and drama conference during the
year gave the "high-schoolers" a
view of college life and its "campus capers."
Miss Florence Pieres of Waterloo is the bureau's secretary who
spends her time in filing and general work for the alumni affairs.
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knowledge that can not be procured
in any other office is referred to
Mr. Holmes or one of his office
associates.
The capable assistants of this bureau are: Harry Burrell, whose
job is preparation of sports news
for Iowa papers and issuing the
Dope Book; Leroy Furry, who
gathers general, hometown, and
feature news for the papers and
serves as managing editor af The
Alumnus; and Mildred Holly, a
trained journalist who is secretary
to the bureau.
The recently-redecor ated office
in which Mr. Holmes and his triumvirate of helpers reign is a busy
place, resounding with the ring of
the telephone and the clatter of
typewriters and the sound of voices.
Mr. Holmes, the nucleus of publications.

RELIGIOUS
ACTIVITY

P LAY NIGHT

Dr. Knoff, religious leader.

Under the leadership of Dr. Gerald E. Knoff, the Religious Bureau
functions smoothly and efficiently.
Dr. Knoff, who has been on the
campus for two years, directs all
of the religious activities, preaches
on Sunday morning and heads the
U nited Student Movement.
In November, Dr. Knoff attended the religious emphasis week on
the U niversity of Florida campus;
upon his return, he directed the religious week in February, an event
equally successful on the Teachers
College campus as the one he visited in Florida.
Under the sponsorship of this
bureau, social and religious problems are discussed every Sunday
evening.

Fall Fun Fest gets underway.

These
"Swing your partner!"
words started the college year off
with a bang, October 27, at the Fall
Fun Fest sponsored by the United
Student Movement of Teachers
College. Approximately four hundred new arrivals paid their nickels
and got a dollar's worth of fun instead, at Men's "Gym" where folk
dancing and group pantomime
stunts gave the "freshies" a chance
to get acquainted. Miss Monica R.
\-Vild of the Women's Physical Education Department, with student
help, directed the affair.
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UNITED STUDENT MOVEMENT
If you've wondered what U. S. M.
stands for on Teachers College
campus, your wondering is at an
end. The United Student Movement cooperates with the Bureau
of Religious Activity in planning
all of the programs of religious
nature.
The group began its activities of
the year with a retreat up the Cedar
River last fall. In December, in
conjunction with their study of
comparative religions, a number of
students visited the Jewish synagogue in Waterloo. Sponsoring
three students for work in the Student Peace service last summer was
a part of the United Student Movement's work.

Lampman explains the inner workings of the
Spring Fling.

Choir

Mr. Hays directs a fine college choir.

The vocal music of the college choir adds a great
deal to the beauty and dignity of chapel services
each Sunday morning. Directed by Mr. Hays,
these black-robed singers render anthems and
hymns for the college church-goers. Both men
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and women take part
in the choir, blending
their voices in the
melodic harmony of
inspirational music.
During the early
morning chapel services of Holy Week,
at which faculty
members gave talks,
this group volunteered its services.
A vote of thanks is
owed these young musicians who h e 1 p
make religious ser.
.
.
vices so impressive.

The leaders discuss.

The retreat.

RELIGIOUS EMPHASIS WEEK
One of the outstanding events of
the year was Religious Emphasis
Week, which occurred for the first
time on the Teachers College campus. The week from February 17
to 23 gave students and faculty a
chance to hear many noted speakers in forums, clubs and classrooms.
The student-faculty committee,
who "lined up" the lecturers for
the different meetings numbered
one hundred.
The University Christian Committee, with headquarters in New
York sent a team of internationally
known religious leaders to participate in discussion groups, personal
conferences, and general worship
meetings.

During this all-important week,
over two hundred groups met to
listen to the various speakers. Doctor T. Z. Koo, Secretary of the
World's Student Christian Federation, Shanghai, China, and Daniel
Thambyrajan Niles, a fourth generation Christian of Ceylon, who
spoke of social problems of India
were among the speakers who led
the religious discussions.
The nominating committee that
chose the general chairman, vicechairman, and executive secretary
to make all contacts for the group
of religious leaders was Dr. John
W. Charles, Mrs. Nell W. Black,
and Miss Margery Houk.
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"Nine" is the number that describes the extent to which interest
is shown in religious organizations
on the Teachers College Campus.
The Methodists lead the list in having three groups. Kappa Phi, for
girls, was founded in 1928.
The Wesley Players, another
.M ethodist group, aim at the promotion of religious drama as it relates to the Methodist Church. Phi
Tau Theta, fraternity for men has
as its head Dwight Davis.
Stowaway Club, interest group
for Presbyterian men, lead the
Presbyterian organizations. Elmer

Falk is its president. W estminister
Student Council, the leadership
group of Westminister Fellowship,
and directed by Mrs. Charles
Black, has a voluntary membership
of approximately 125 to 150 students. Trapezoid is the organization which holds the Presbyterian
girls' interest.
The Baptist Church provides its
girls with Theta Epsilon Sorority,
founded in 1934. The Lutheran
Student Association, whose president is Lawrence Orton, completes
the list of religious groups.

I RELIGIOUS ORGANIZATION I
Religious organizations prepare groundwork for an active year.
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Dr. Paul, research expert.

RESEARCH
BUREAU
Service and research are the functions of the Research Bureau. In
its capacity as a service bureau it
issues the placement tests, photographs new students who enter
Teachers College, cooperates with
the faculty in the construction of
course exams and maintains a test
scoring service for the members of
the instructional staff who care to
make use of it.
As a research bureau, it cooperates with the teaching staff in conducting research studies and also
conducts somi: investigations of its

own. A series of tests is given each
year to sophomores at Teachers
College and the results compiled.
These results are compared with
sophomore students in other colleges and suggestions submitted to
the faculty based on the data.
Tests were given and the results
used for placement purposes in the
Survey of Biological Sciences and
Physical Sciences, Freshman English, and Social Usage. Dr. J. B.
Paul, director, cooperates with departments of the college in selecting or devising tests to be used for
courses offered.
Machine scored tests are corrected by this office and it has in its possession an attachment that makes
possible an item analysis.
This bureau has been in existence
for fiive years. Any type of research that will better a teachers
college is of interest to this branch
of the administration.
Students try to find a way to " beat" the machine
test scores.
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EXTENSION
DIVISION
"The oldest service in the country,
in connection with a teachers college," is the title claimed by the
Extension Division. Since 1914
the division has been growing, until today it has $25,000 a year for
its support, an off-campus staff of
six persons, and an able campus
staff of seven. Last year the service reached approximately eight
thousand teachers and fifty thousand pupils and patrons of schools.
The work of this extension service is to help in the improvement of
Mr. Hart, director of extension service.
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A glance at the office of the Extension Division.

teachers in th e schools throughout
the state. That there is a definite
demand for this work was proved
by the fact that ninety-one of the
ninety-nine counties in Iowa and
almost one-third of the Iowa public school teachers benefited by the
service last year.
A new work in connection with
the Extension Division was begun
last year. Members of the campus
staff were transferred to the extension service for a short time. Dr.
E. H. Henrikson, in the field of
corrective sp eech, opened the work
in this policy by working throughout the state in the fall quarter. Dr.
Paul F. Bender, of the men's physical education department, was
transferred to the service in the
winter quarter, and in the spring
quarter, Dr. Marshall R. Beard of
the social science department, was
the off-campus worker.

Dr. Durfee and patient Arnette Carrothers.

HEALTH
SERVICE
"Open your mouth and stick out
your tongue. Now say 'ah'." No,
it is not a voice lesson, but a
student being cared for at
the Student Health Service.
Students with the sniffles,
sore fingers, or any other ailment which they may have
acquired may receive treatment at stated hours
throughout the day and
even during week - ends.
Doctors are on call at all
times; so should a student
become ill during the night,

he may receive care even then.
Dr. Max L. Durfee, as Director
of Health in charge of the work, is
assisted by Dr. Frank N. Meade,
Doctor Emeritus, and Dr. Leonora
Nash, who aids especially in the
care of Bartlett Hall girls.
To give each student a good beginning and to check any abnormalities which he may have, the student is given a complete physical
examination when he enrolls.
Should a student become seriously
ill, five days of free hospitalization
is given in either of the two college
hospitals. Contagious cases are
kept in the Isolation Hospital popularly known as the "Pest House."
With such an efficient and well
trained staff, students need not observe the old proverb, "An apple a
day keeps the doctor away," with
the intention of keeping the doctors
away from the campus of Iowa
State Teachers College.
Tom Foote recovers from a cold.

•
r
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LIBRARY
The Library, largest and most complete to be found on the campus of
any teachers college in the United
States, is the real center of the Iowa
State Teachers College educational
system. On the first floor are separate rooms devoted to education,
art, music, fiction, and juvenile literature. Covering the downstairs
walls is the four hundred piece art
collection, where creations by ultramodernists rub frames with those
of old masters.
The reading room, occupying the
main part of the second floor, is
made inspirational by five murals,
The ever-helpful M a rybell e M cCl ell a nd.
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Miss Duncan, library head.

painted in 1920 by the New York
artist, William Dodge. This well
organized study hall, which accommodates 230 students, is the true
Crossroads of the college, as well
as the scene of that unique Teachers College institution, the "libe
date." The end of the term finds
"cram sessions" predominating under the greenshaded study lamps.
Students are allowed to delve into historical documents of all sorts
on the third floor shelves, and seekers after knowledge will find the
scientific value of the Museum well
worth the long climb to the top .
Miss Duncan, head librarian, directs a staff of ten trained workers
and forty student assistants. Under their efficient management the
book that you need is quickly located in the files of thousands of
volumes.

PLACEMENT
BUREAU

Dr. G-Oetch places another graduate.

To assist qualified graduates and
prospective graduates of the Iowa
State Teachers College in finding
teaching positions is the main function of the bureau situated on the
second floor of the administration
building, known as the Placement
Bureau.
If one were to peek into the files
of Dr. E. vY. Goetch, bureau director, he would find the records of all
applicants: their personality quotient, academic training, professional training, practice teaching
and teaching experience. These information files are available to employer and employee at any future
time or as long as the records are of
service. Over fifteen hundred records of former graduates of Teach-

ers College fill these files.
During 1939, teacher placements
were made in twenty different states
and one in Japan. A splendid record for placements is the fact that
in the past year out of three hundred graduates, two hundred seventy-six are teaching, thirty-six
have other employment, and only
twenty-one students are not located.
This gives a ninety-three and sixtynine hundredths percentage record
to the above office.
Just so you will know what the
director of Placements does with
his time, here are some figures.
Over five hundred personal interviews with prospective graduates
and fifteen thousand pieces of mail
a year allow time for "twiddling of
thumbs." Salaries of teachers according to the Placement Bureau's
records, vary from an average of
$1,178 for a superintendent· of
schools to $608 a year for rural
school teachers.

Getting credentials in shape.
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BUSINESS
OFFICE
Though the term Business Office
suggests the work carried on in the
rooms so designated, a statement of
activities will show more clearly the
scope.
The time required to collect the
receipts by this office hardly takes
more than the time of one person.
The time of the other five persons
in the office is to disburse the receipts and record the transactions.
Over 250 orders are made each
month and all of them must be authorized, recorded, audited and
paid.
Efficiency expert, Boardman.
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A smil e from behind the bars.

Dormitory accounts are collected,
cafeteria receipts are checked and
deposited, and vouchers for the
payment of all accounts of dormitories and cafeteria are audited and
paid. The financial supervision of
both the laundry and of the mimeographing service is carried on.
The checking of the inventory of
the college plant, which consists of
nearly three and one-half million
dollars of value in real estate and
buildings, together with three-quarters of a million dollars of value in
furniture, equipment and supplies,
is carried on through the office.
Since there are no banks on college hill, a Trust Fund has been established which provides a means
for handling the accounts of students and faculty organizations.
l\llore than one hundred and fifty
titles are found in the Trust Fund,
and a balance of nearly fifteen thousand dollars, is held in trust constantly, for this purpose.

The heating plant, efficient to the
"nth" degree, supplies heat to every
building on the grounds twentyfour hours a day. On every average winter day the giant-like furnace consumes fifty tons of coal, and
once in below-zero weather the record-breaking amount of eighty-seven tons was used. All the up-to-

Campus builder Cole.

BUILDING
&GROUNDS

Heating plant-a place of beauty.

A long stride toward the campus
beautiful was taken in 1932, when
a trim new heating and power plant
was completed. Situated in the
quadrangle southwest of the Isolation Hospital, this building, with
its modern architecture and attractive masonry and even a pond of
water for background, is a favorite
point of interest for both visitors
and residents. I ts one hundred
ninety foot concrete smokestack, almost twice as high as the campanile, towers above the rest of the
college.

date mechanical appliances which
would make for better operation
such as automatic stokers and an
electric crane, are included in the
plant's equipment.
The five hundred kilowatt turbine already in operation at the
plant was supplemented this winter
by another, this installation resulting in a two-fold increase in generating power. The entire campus is
now lighted by electricity supplied
here, and it is only in the case of
emergency that Cedar Falls current
is used.
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tions of the Teachers College greenhouse. In 1932, workmen put the
finishing touches on a shops and
garage building just east of the
heating plant.

SHOPS
The ever refreshing Conservatory.

Greenhouse
To the snakes, toads, salamanders,
and alligators in the terrarium
Teachers College greenhouse is
home sweet home. Built in 1938
for the purpose of furthering scientific research, the greenhouse units
contain laboratories, display and
supply rooms, as well as living
quarters for plants and animals.
Here budding scientists experiment in growing wheat in different
kinds of soil. Here the scorpion;-;
from Yosemite, the seventy-year old
snapping turtles, along with other
assorted fauna, dwell happily in
their adopted habitat. Even the
shy mimosa plant, which closes its
leaves at the touch of a finger, and
the pitcher plant and sundew that
dine upon live insects, thrive in the
carefully produced climactic condiPage 59

Mr. E. E. Cole, Superintendent
of Buildings and Grounds, directs
the work of the twenty-five electricians, plumbers, carpenters, steamfitters, and painters who are employed there. In the five wellequipped departments overalled
men with capable hands go about
the important tasks which are necessary to keep the Teachers College
campus and buildings running
smoothly. The jobs range from
the manufacture of a room key or
curtain to the complicated repairs
of the Teachers College bus motor.
If something goes wrong-come the shops.
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HE Dean of Men's
office continually
hums with activity.
Dean Reed watches
over the men in college in much the
same manner as Dean Campbell
supervises the women . And that, it
must be admitted, is not an easy
task.
Dean Reed assists wandering
freshman students who hie from the
farm, the big city, or the little town
in adjusting themselves to the complicated machinery of college life.
The encourageme nt of high moral
and scholastic standards of the men
is a goal of the Dean of Men's office. This latter aim is furthered by
Dean Reed 's representatio n in such
organization s as the .Me n's U nion,
which includes all men students in
the college, Blue Key, an honorary
service fraternity for men, InterFraternity Council, mediating body
for the Greek groups. All these organizations are for the express purpose of increasing the well-being of
each man as an individual and as a
member of the student body. A socially well-adjuste d student, adequate in scholastic work, participating in at least one extra-curricu lar
activity, and getting the most possible value out of college life is the
Dean 's ideal. He watches with a
fatherly interest over recreational
opportunitie s for his proteges, and
endeavors to provide them with
hobbies, as well as to encourage
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them in developing a line of interest outside of class work. "All work
and no play makes Jack a dull boy,"
is firmly believed by l\1r. Reed.
Not content just to serve as adviser to the above groups, the Dean
of 1\tlen also finds time to serve on
many important committees. The
success of this year's Homecoming ,
with its blare of bands, waving flags
of welcome, football game, play,
and throngs of returning alumni,
was due in large part to the helpful
cooperation of Dean Reed and Mr.
A . C. Fuller on the committee in
charge of planning the program.
Supervision of the living conditions of the men has been noticeably
simplified by the quartering of
many of the students on the campus
in one of the two relatively new dormitories, Seerley and Baker Halls.
The dean's office keeps a list of the
approved off-campus housing units
for the convenience of students not
wishing to live on the campus.
Each off-campus home must conform to the same regulations and
standards as the campus halls.
The Dean of Men holds honorary membership in many campus
organization s. From early morning
until late at night this busy executive is in demand among students
,vith problems to be solved, committees with questions to be answered, and faculty members with
requests for conferences.
Laird and Bush philosophize.
Mrs. Crouter. Dean L. I. Reed. L. G ron-ney.
Seerley Hall in reflection.

BAKER HALL
The George
T. Baker
Hall for Men
Mrs. Bock.
named in
was
Baker Hall Lounge.
honor of the
President of the Iowa State Board
of Education. Opened for the first
time in the summer of 1936, the hall
accommodates one hundred and
eleven men. Mrs. lvladge Bock is
the director.
Each student room is comfortably furnished with individual beds
and study tables, and built-in wardrobes. Guest rooms are provided
for overnight guests. In the modern solarium, students may play
cards and read current newspapers
and magazines. The recreation
hall is used extensively, especially

during the ping pong and billiard
tournaments.
The House Council of Baker
Hall has as its members, a president who is popularly elected by
the men, and a representative from
each of the seven corridors. One
of the main activities during the
year is the Baker-Seerley billiard
and ping pong tournaments in
which the men within each hall
compete against each other. The
winner of each hall in each sport
plays the winner from the other
hall in the finals. A trophy is
awarded to both the ping pong and
billiard champions. Other activities include the Baker-Seerley
Dance, decoration of the hall for
Homecoming and for Christmas.
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SEERLEY HALL
Named in honor of a man dearly
loved by all who knew him and former President of Iowa State Teachers College for many years, Homer
H. Seerley Hall for l\1en stands as
one of the most modern dormitories
in the state. It has facilities for one
hundred and nineteen men. In the
Fall of 1936, it was first opened for
occupancy, with Mrs. Nina J asman
as the director.
The Iowa State Teachers College men living in the Homer H.
Seerley Hall enjoy many conveniences which exist in their homes.
They have access to current newspapers and magazines which are
read in the solarium. Guests are
entertained in the beautifully furnished lounge. For their own con-
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venience two
small lounges,
located on the
Mrs. J asman.
second and
Sferley-hall for men?
third floors,
provide a
place to read and enjoy those good
old fashioned bull sessions. In the
fully equipped recreation hall,
pool, billiards, and ping pong may
be played.
The House Council is made up
of a President popularly elected by
the men, and a representative from
each corridor. The hall's activities
during the year include a Christmas
Party, co-sponsoring of a BakerSeerley Dance and the participation in a ping-pong tournament
with the Baker Hall men.

IOPEN HOUSE I
Last fall the "room leasers" at Baker and Seerley halls smoothed
their bed spreads, picked up stray
stockings, knocked ashes out of
their favorite pipes, straightened
picture or pictures in their gallery
of smiling feminine admirers and
prepared for open house. Both
halls were thrown open after the
homecoming game to visitors who
drifted in and out during the designated two hours.
In order to aid those unfamiliar
with the halls, there were escorts
stationed throughout the corridors
who showed persons to their specific destinations, or merely took them
over the dormitory. Those fellows
who had been calling from room to
room in Bartlett about-faced, re-

turned to Baker or Seerley, an<l
played host to the callers from
across the campus or from any other far-off destination. There were
no cuddle dogs for the girls to hold,
but they did get to see first hand
what a fellow's idea of a model
room was. Seerley and Baker's sophisticated doors creaked in astonishment at the gentle touch of the
coeds' hands, the clattering of high
heels over their sills, and the unfamiliar sighs of feminine sightseers entering their massive portals.
The polished corridors gleamed in
surprise at the sound of girlish
laughter echoing th rough the
dorms, and the scent of cologne
and perfume instead of the usual
pungent tobacco smoke. Did someone suggest that men were not as
neat as women? Dash over next
homecoming and see if you can find
anything out of place.

Baker and Seerley Open House in retrospection.
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Strains of "Farmer in the Dell"
echoed from the rafters of the old
red barn, and sun-bonnets, worn out
overalls and drama-shop whiskers
ran riot at the annual Farmer's
Frolic sponsored by Baker and
Seerley halls, residence halls for
men.
Everyone present let down their

hair, literally, and had a "whopping" good time.
All those present unanimously
agreed that those inseparables,
Horace Hoover and Bob Kamm,
and thei r guests, the l\1oen twins,
carried off the honors for the most
hickish costumes, with Dennis McDonald running a close second.

The Commons hayloft, but the straw is lacking.

BAKER-SEERLEY DANCE
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ITH more than
a thousand coeds to
s u p e r vis e, .Miss
Iowa
Campbell,
State Teachers Col1 e g e Dean of
\Vomen, is one of the busiest people on the campus. Every woman
student can feel free at any time to
discuss with her personally questions of student welfare, knowing
that she will receive thoughtful and
Through the
helpful attention.
sponsorship of Women's League, an
organization which embraces all
women on the campus, Miss Campbell endeavors to help each girl find
a place for herself in college life
according to her individual ability
and personality. In performing
this service, the Dean takes a heartfelt interest.
The duties of this office do not
end with the guidance of the feminine part of the student body, but
cover a much wider scope of college activity. One of the greatest
annual tasks facing the Dean of
Women is the necessary transition
of the homesick freshman to a happy, satisfied college student. This
is rapidly brought about by the extensive and ever-growing orientation program which originated in
the Dean of Women's office.
Miss Campbell is universally respected and admired for her ability
in aiding the organizing and maintenance of worthwhile student activities. She acts as adviser not only
to the Women's League, but also to
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the Bartlett Hall Council, which
adapts up-to-date trends in housing
units to its own management, and
the Student Council, governing
group representing the entire student body. When one remembers
that the general purpose of the
above three organizations is to promote general welfare for the largest number of students, it is easy to
realize just how important the
Dean of Women's position is.
Miss Campbell is very fortunate
in having as able assistants her secretary, Miss Ruth Johns, and her
stenographer, l\liss Margaret Patton.
In and out of the doors of the
newly redecorated office rushes a
continual stream of girls- girls
seeking absence excuses, special permissions, or advice and help. The
busy scratch of pens, the ringing of
the telephone bells, the thud of
footsteps on the sumptuously carpeted floor, and a buzzing of voices
greet the stranger who seeks admission to Miss Campbell's headquarters. A secretary's quiet voice greets
the supplicant, an appointment is
granted and from out of her inner
office comes the women's chief executive to graciously solve the problem. Many and many are contacts
she makes, the frictions she smooths,
and endlessly through the day
stretches the chosen work of the
Dean of Women.
Miss Patton supervises registration for women.
At the Women's League Bulletin Board. Miss
Campbell. Miss Campbell informally. Must be
a discussion of the point system.

Every Monday at "Rec."

The ten of twelve bell rings, another noon hour rush begins.
Where is everyone rushing? Why,
the Commons, of course.
Entering the Commons, the modern building that adds much to the
beauty of our campus, we find it

alive with hurrying students. Some
are anticipating a delicious lunch
from the spotless cafeteria downstairs; others are expecting to find
a letter in their mailbox from home
or from "him," others hurrying for
a last-minute dance before class.
Just as there are as many other
times besides noon when the Commons buzzes with activity, there are
also periods of quiet. l\1any opportunities for the enjoyment of reading and music are offered at the
Commons. In the main lounge,
luxuriously furnished in a Georgian style, one finds current magazines and newspapers, and new
books, recently purchased by the
Commons, on the book shelves. For
those who have a longing for the
old piano back home, a lovely
grand piano is included.

Mi ss P eck, Mi ss Smil ey.

THE COMMONS
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COMMON S ACTIVIT IES
The Commons combines a stately
beauty of architectural design with
a homey atmosphere of good fellowship.
The scene of dances listed on the
social calendar, the polished dance
floor is kept busy by Teachers College swingsters. Saturday Night
Varieties, student-arranged proNorman Thomas pa uses.
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grams and vaudeville acts, attracts
crowds of collegians to the Commons each week.
Sunday one o'clock coffees in the
Georgian Lounge provide a pleasant social hour and the opportunity
for sharing hobbies. The Sunday
Leisure Time Hour brings faculty
soloists to perform informally.

Commons Recreation Hall. Beginning of the Assembl y line.
Teale, Bolt and cokes.

BARTLETT HALL

Miss Haight, Mrs. Moir, Miss Nash.

Bartlett Hall for Women is the
largest single building on the campus. Five hundred and twentythree women share the conveniences the hall offers.
Each room is furnished comfortably with individual beds, study
desks and chairs. Every double
room has separate closets for each
girl, and a lavatory. The residents
have access to pressing, washing,
and shower rooms.
Characteristic of college life are
the numerous "spreads" held in the
East and West spread rooms by
many groups of women. The Blue
and Yellow Kitchens are often the
scene of many sorority and other
organization parties.
Guests may be entertained at
definite hours in the Rose and
Green Living rooms where a radio,
piano and card tables are available.

The scene of much activity is the
Reception Room where callers may
be received at regular "dorm
hours."
The new wing which is nearly
completed will be open for occupancy during the summer term.
The familiar Bartlett Reception Room porch.
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Theta Garn personalities. Bartlett tea.

Hobby shop addicts.

Rose Rose and clouds.

IBARTLETT HALL ACTIVITIES I
Bartlett Hall is the site of a "lass
roundup" through the fall, winter,
spring, and summer quarters. It is
more than a roundup in that it is
a real home for the girls living and
playing together for nine months.
Miss Peck is the adviser of Bartlett Hall activities, and Margie
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Brown is the chairman. Together
they keep things humming.
The reading rooms are seldom
unoccupied, and there is seldom a
soul who hasn't had a spread in one
of the spread rooms or been a party
to crime to an undercover spread,
alias a "bull session."

Mast, McCabe and a couple of dollies.

AT BAR TLET T HAL L

OPE N HOU SE
On Homecomin g and on Dad's Day
every room in Bartlett Hall was
open to callers, friends, or those
who merely wanted to peek in and
see what kind of housekeeper a certain girl was.
Stuffed cats, pink elephants,
fuzzy dogs, rubber dolls, pillows
and frills dominated the room in
the "A" corridors, indicating those
rooms belonging to upper class
girls who had lived here long
enough to know of all the fluffy,

frivolous things a college co-ed
keeps in her room. The green
freshlings . were sprouting fastsome of them had dashed about the
day before stuffing dogs and making skirts for their sinks to add
touches of life to their school home
and to show they, too, needed more
than two beds, a dresser, and a window to be happy away from home.
Thus every year, the bars are
lifted and outsiders see "how the
other half lives."
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BARTLETT HALL DANCES
The weather man played right in
with the committee members in
charge of the Bartlett Hall spring
dance and obligingly made the elements fit the theme of the dance
which was "April Showers." Programs embodied this idea and pictured a voluminous umbrella enveloping a mite of a girl being literally flooded by letters which, unjumbled, read "April Showers."
General chairman in charge of
arrangements for the dance was

Dorothy Quirin. Publicity was in
charge of Helen Levsen and Allison Wyland. The hostess who
greeted incoming couples was
Helen Strom, and Vivian McClelland directed the program making.
Betty Hall, for the feature dance,
sang a few songs appropriate to the
theme.
During her appearance
rays of colored lights flashed over
the dancers, vvho tripped the light
fantastic to the music of Wally
Wallace and his orchestra.

Presenting the prizes, including the one to "Wow Man" McPh,:rson.
in the Georgian lounge.
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In between dances

Krulish and l\'1cPherson shake at the end of the trail with Bette and
Marjean looking on.

CHAPTER III
Seniors

"Still ending, and beginning still."
Cowper
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LOIS ADAM, Cedar Falls. B. A. Commerce, V. 0. V. Sigma Phi . . . FAYE ALLEN, Stanhope. B. S.
Physical Education. Orchesis, Life Saving Corps . . . FLORENCE ARNOLD, Cedar Falls. B. A. Home
Economics. Theta Theta Epsilon, Senior Counselor . . . FRANCIS BABCOCK, New /Ja111pto11. B. A.
Biological Science. Beta Beta Beta, Kappa Delta Pi, Biology Club . . . ALICE BAILEY, Cedar Falls.
B. A. English . . . HELEN BAINBRIDGE, Kingsley. B. A. Elementary Education. Gamma Theta
Upsilon . . . DOY BAKER, Mason City. B. A. Music. Phi Mu Alpha, Symphony, Gamma Theta Upsilon
. . . FRANCES BARRAGY, Waterloo. B. A. Commerce. Epsilon Phi Epsilon . . . LEROY BAUMAN,
Waterloo. B. A. English . . . ARNOLD BECKMAN, Cedar Falls. B. S. Industrial Arts. Alpha Phi
Omega . . . RUTH BEHRENS, Cedar Falls. B. A. Applied Music. Phi Sigma Phi, Sigma Alpha Iota,
Kappa Delta Pi . . . MELVIN BELL, Williams. B. A. Commerce. Pi Omega Pi . . . ALBIN BENANDER, Pomeroy. B. A. History . . . WILLIAM BENNETT, Mason City. B. A. Biological Science.
Kappa Delta Pi, Beta Beta Beta . . . JANE BICKENBACH, Waterloo. Phi Gamma Nu, Epsilon Phi
Epsilon.
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AVERILL BLEWETT, Goldfield. B. A. Commerce. Pi Omega Pi, Kappa Delta Pi . . . ARNOLD
BODE, Da'Venpart. Instrumental Music, Symphony, Phi Mu Alpha . . . MAX BOCEN, Stone Ridge,
N. Y. B. A. Physical Education . . . DON BOGOTT, Milledge'Ville, Illinois. 13. S. Agriculture. "I"
Club . . . AUGUST BOLINSKI, Oelwein. B. S. Industrial Arts. Alpha Chi, "I" Club . . . WILLIAM
BOLT, TraPr. B. A. Physical Education. Lambda Gamma Mu . . . HARRIET BOSWORTH, Manly.
B. A. Commerce. Pi Omega Pi, Symphony . . . ELEANOR BOWIE, Oskaloosa. B. A. Music. Sigma
Alpha Iota . . . DEAN BRIETBACH, Maso11'Ville. B. S. Industrial Arts. " I " Club, Phi Sigma Epsilon
. . . MARY BRICKLEY, Winthrop. B. A. Commerce. Nu Omicron Nu, Sigma Phi . . . MAEDLINE
BRIGGS, Wat erloo. B. S. Home Economics. Theta Theta Epsilon, Kappa Mu Epsilon . . . HELEN
BRINKMAN, Rolfe.

B. A. Elementary . . . MARY BRISTOL, Des Moines. Kappa Phi Beta Alpha,
Phi Chi Delta . . . RICHARD BRITSON, Roland. B. A. Mathematics. Alpha Chi Epsilon, President
•.. RUTH BROGILET, Dubuque. B. A. Kindergarten-Primary, Pi Theta Pi, Kappa Pi Beta Alpha.
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MARYELLEN BROWN, Mason City. B. A. Kindergarten-Primary . . . LOUIS BRUNS, George. B. A.
School Music . . . 'A7 ILLIAM BUCHWALD, Marshalltow11. B. A. Physical Education. "l" Club . . .
ALICE MARY BURGER, Cedar Falls. B. A. Home Economics . . . ZOLA H. BUTTERFIELD, Wa!erloo. B. A. Home Economics. Kappa Delta Pi, Theta Theta Epsilon . . . DOROTHY CALDERWOOD,
Traer. B. A. Kindergarten-Primary. . . . ELDRED CAMPBELL, Madrid. B. A. Elementary. Gamma
Theta Upsilon . . . MILDRED E. CHAPMAN, Blairsburg. B. A. Public School Music. A Cappella Choir
. . . KATHLEEN CHRISTENSEN, Albert Lea, Mi1111esota. B. A. Commerce . . . HELEN L. CHURCH,
Cedar Falls. B. A. English. Writer's Club, Sigma Tau Delta . . . LEONA M. CLARK, .'1/ta. B. A.
Physical Education. Physical Education Club, Life Saving Corps, Orchesis . . . MAURINE L. CLAUSEN,
Holstein. B. A. Physical Education. Pi Phi Omega, Orchesis, \,V. A. A . . . . JANET LITTLE CLAYTON, Waterloo. B. A. Commerce. V. 0. V., Kappa Delta Pi . . . ELEANOR COLLMAN, Massena.
B. A. Home Economics.
B. A. Biology.
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Theta Gamma Nu, Ellen Richards Club . . . LOREN B. CONRY, Hudson.

Phi Sigma Epsilon.
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JEAN COOPER, Cedar Falls. B. A. Science. Beta Beta Beta, Playcraft ..• JOHN F. CROSS, Cedar
Falls. B. A. Mathematics and Commerce. Kappa Delta Pi, Blue Key, Pi Omega Pi, Student Council
President . . . TOM H. CURTIS, Letts. B. A. Mathematics . . . WAYNE E. DA VEN PORT, Woodburn. B. A. Commerce. Minnesingers . . . THERESA M. DAVIES, Sheffield. B. A. Elementary . . .
CHARLOTTE L. DAVIS, Mount Pleasant. Critic Training. Kappa Mu Epsilon . . . DORIS DE JONG,
Keokuk. B. A. Art. Kappa Theta Psi, Art League . . . STELLA DELBRIDGE, Storm Lake. B. A.
Elementary. Gamma Theta Upsilon . . . LAWRENCE E. DENNIS, Cedar Falls. B. A. English. Lambda
Gamma Nu, Blue Key, Phi Mu Alpha . . . MARTIN DETTMER, JVa'Verly. B. A. Mathematics. Alpha
Chi Epsilon . . . DALE D. DINSMORE, Hillsboro. B. A. Mathematics . . . HENRY J. DODSON,
Marshalltown.
English.

B. A. Chemistry.

Alpha Chi Epsilon . . . BETTY DONOVAN, Cedar Falls.

Delta Phi Delta . . . DONALD R. DUBBERT, Cedar Falls.

B. A. Mathematics.

Epsilon, Lambda Delta Lambda, Phi Mu Alpha . . . ESTHER DUFFUS, Newton.
Speech.

B. A.

Kappa Mu

B. A. English and

Phi Sigma Phi.
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PAUL W. DUITSCHER, Clarion. B. S. Industrial Arts . . . LUCILLE DUNN, Iowa Falls. B. A.
Elementary. Beta Alpha Epsilon . . . BETTY EBERS, Des Moines. BA. Physical Education. Alpha
Beta Gamma, President, Orchesis . . . NAN EDWARDS, Dunlap. B. A. Kindergarten-Primary. Kappa
Delta Pi . . . RICHARD ELWOOD, Folga. B. A. English. Alpha Chi Epsilon . . . JULIA E. ENTZ,
Waterloo. B. A. English. Sigma Tau Delta . . . BERNARD ERDMAN, Wesley. B. S. Physical Education. Lambda Gamma Nu, Beta Beta Beta . . . VIVA J. ERICKSON, Traer. B. S. Physical Education.
Orchesis . . . KENNETH ETZEL, Alburnett. B. A. Industrial Arts. Phi Sigma Epsilon . . . THEODORE EVANS, Sioux City. B. A. Commercial Education. Alpha Delta Alpha, Business Manager OLD
GOLD, Social Science Honors, Pi Gamma Nu .•. ELMER FALK, Rockwell City. B. A. Mathematics.
Writers' Club, Minnesingers •.. DOROTHEA E. FEISNER, Sumner. B. S. Social Science. Nu Omicron
Nu Sigma Phi . . . ALVIN J. FUEGEN, Spragueville. B. A. Music. A Cappella Choir . . . CLARENCE
GARDNER, Tipton. B.A. Physical Education. Zanho . . . MERLYN C. GERSEMA, New Hartford.
B. S. Physical Education.
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"I" Club, Beta Beta Beta.
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KENNETH G. GILBERTSON, Bladensburg, Md.
GILLESPIE, La Porte City.

B. A. Biology. A Cappella Choir . . . FRANCES Z.

B. A. Home Economics.

Ellen Richards Club . . . LOUIS GOLDBERG,
Brooklyn, New York. B. A. Physical Education . . . MARGARET GOLDSBERRY, Gruver. B. A.
Kindergarten-Primary. Kappa Pi Beta Alpha . . . JAMES W. GOODMAN, Strawberry Point. B. A.
Physical Education and Social Science. "I" Club, Baker Hall President . . . JAMES GORDON, /Vaterloo.
Instrumental Music. Phi Mu Alpha, Symphony . . . WAYNE GRADY, B. S. Physical Education.
Lambda Gamma Nu, Beta Beta Beta . . . ROBERT GRAY, Fairfield B. A. Industrial Arts . . . ELSIE
M. GRONBERG, /Vaterloo. B. A. Home Economics, Kappa Theta Psi, Orchesis, Theta Theta Epsilon
•.. CAROLINE GROW, Rippey. B. A. Physical Education. W. A. A., Orchesis . . . VIRGINIA R.
HAIGLER, Unionville, Mo. B. A. Kindergarten-Primary. Tau Sigma Delta . . . BETTY HALL, Mt.
Pleasant. B. A. Kindergarten-Primary. Tau Sigma Delta . . . HARRISON HAMILTON, Maquoketa.
B. A. Commercial Education.

Pi Omega Pi . . . HERBERT HAMIL TON, Greene.

B. A. Commerce.

Alpha Chi Epsilon, Pi Omega Pi . . . FLORENCE M. HANSEN, Reinbeck. B. A. English.

Sigma Tau

Delta.
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GENEVA LUCILLE HANSEN, Palmer.

B. A. English . . . RUSSELL HANSEN, Alta. Commerce . . .
B. S. Home Economics. Pi Tau Phi, Theta Theta Epsilon, Lambda
Delta Lambda . . . DAVID B. HAWK, Davenport. B. A. History. Pi Gamma Mu, Kappa Delta Pi
. . . HELEN JO HEIDE, Pomeroy. B. A. School Music. A Cappella Choir . . . DERMOND REINMILLER, Ionia. B. A. Chem istry .. . HARLEY L. HILBORN, Rodman. B. A. Industrial Arts. Phi
Sigma Epsilon . . . DOROTHY HILLERSON, Sioux Falls, S. Dak. B. A. Kindergarten-Primary . . .
AGNES D. HOLM, Taylor, Texas. B. A. Physical Education. Physical Education Club . . . HORACE
DORIS MA YE HARRIS, Reinbeck.

S. HOOVER, West Union.

B. A. Speech and English.

Playcraft Club, Theta Alpha Phi. Co-director
B. A. Physical Education. Life Saving Corps . . . VIRB. A. Commercial Education. Orchesis, Life Saving Corps . . . GORDON

of Tutor Ticklers . . . ANN HOUCK, Plover.
GINIA HOWE, Cedar Falls.
HOXIE, W alrrloo.

B. A. History." Alpha Chi Epsilon, Interfraternity Council, Kappa Delta Pi, Gamma

Theta Upsilon, Social Science Honors . . . HELEN HUUS, Northwood.
Critic Training.
ards Club.
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Kappa Delta Pi . . . VELMA JACOBSEN, Floyd.

B. A. Kindergarten-Primary and

B. S. Home Economics. Ellen Rich-

J. L. JEWELL, Greene. B. A. Commercial Education . . . ELEANOR MAE JOHNSON, Hampton.
B. S. Home Economics. Pi Tau Phi, Lambda Delta Lambda . . . ELY A JOHNSON, Winfield. B. A.
Home Economics . . . VERLE E. JOHNSON, Jolley. B. A. Commerce. Art League . . . LEO KAGAN,
Ozone Park, New York. B. S. Physical Education. Blue Key, Social Science Honors, "I" Club ... ROBERT
BALZ KAMM, West Union. B. A. Speech. Kappa Delta Pi, Blue Key, Tutor Tickler Director ..•
EDWIN C. KEPLER, Greene. B. A. English. Alpha Delta Alpha . . . HARRIET KERR, Hudson.
B. A. English. Sigma Tau Delta, Playcraft . . . JOSEPHINE M. KERR, Hudson. B. A. School Music.
Alpha Beta Gamma . . . MARJORIE KERR, Hudson. B. A. Commerce. Golden Ledger . . . BONNYBEL KIRKPATRICK, Mount /lemon. B. A. Kindergarten-Primary. Kappa Pi Beta Alpha . . . JEAN
KLEIN, Sigourney. B. A. Elementary. .Beta Beta Beta, Gamma Theta Upsilon, Beta Alpha Epsilon . . .
LEONA G. KNOER, Monmouth. B. A. Kindergarten-Primary. Kappa Pi Beta Alpha . . . VIRGINIA

A. KNOSTMAN, Ro ckford, Ill. B. A. Mathematics. Lambda Delta Lambda, Delta Phi Delta .••
LILLIAN KNUDSEN, If? aterloo. B. A. Vocal Music. Sigma Alpha Iota.
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LOIS KNUDSEN, Waterloo. B. A. Commerce. Pi Omega Pi . . . R. C. KRULISH, Cedar Heights.
B. A. Commerce. Alpha Chi Epsilon, Student Council, Men's Union . . . RUTH KRUMM, Decorah.
B. A. Elementary Education.

Symphony Orchestra, Kappa Delta Pi, A Cappella Choir . . . HELEN

KUFNER, Elliott. B. A. Hoi:ne Economics . . . PAULINE KVIDERA, Dysart. B. A. School Music .••
HELEN S. LAIPPLE, Cedar Falls. B. A. Art. Art League, W. A. A . . . . ROLAND D. LAMBIRTH,
Barnes City. B. A. Social Science. Gamma Theta Upsilon . . . DUNCAN LAMPMAN, Charles City.
B. A. Industrial Arts. Epsilon Pi Tau, Kappa Mu Epsilon, Kappa Delta Pi, Band . . . EDNA M. LANDSIEDEL, Wellsburg. B. A. English. Sigma Tau Delta . . . FRANK WALTER LAPITZ, Britt. B. A.
Social Science. S. C. A . . . . GRACE JEANETTE LEASK, Waterloo. B. A. Home Economics. Ellen
Richards Club . . . EARL LEGLER, Corwith. B. A. Biology . . . CLEO LENZ, Dubuque. B. A. Commerce.

Pi Theta Pi, Alpha Chi Epsilon, Beta Beta Beta, Seerley Hall, President . . . VIRGINIA H.

LEPLEY, Union.
B. A. Commerce.
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B. A. Elementary.

Gamma Theta Upsilon . . . FRED LOFQUIST, Biwabik, Minn.

JOHN H. LOUNSBERRY, Colo.
ington.

B. A. School Music.

Thompson.
History.
Falls.

B. A. Commerce.

Lambda Gamma Nu, "I" Club . . . MILDRED LUND, Waterloo.

B. A.

Women's League Council, Kappa Delta Pi, Delta Sigma Rho . . . VICTORIA MADSEN, Cedar
B. A. Elementary . . . HOvVARD T. MARQUARDT, Strawberry Point.

JUSTIN MARTIN, Bloomfield.
Falls.

B. A. Chemistry . . . ANTON MONROE LUND, //a11coll'ver, Wash-

Phi Mu Alpha, Orchestra, A Cappella Choir . . . HOMER LESLIE LUND,

B. A. Social Science.

B. A. Commerce . . . LUCILLE McBRIDE, Missouri //alley.

MARY H. McCREA, Charfrs City.
McMILLAN, 1-Judson.
Fort Dodge.

B. A. Commerce . . .

A. D. A., College Ey e . . . PAUL MAST, Cedar

B. A. Kindergarten-Primary.

B. A. English.

C. S. A . . . .

K. P. B. A . . . . GEORGIANNA

B. A. Commerce.

Kappa Theta Psi, Senior Counselor . . . JOE McPHERSON,

B. A. English and Speech.

A. X. E., Theta Alpha Phi, Kappa Delta Pi, Blue Key .. .

JOHN DOUGLAS MEGSON, Duluth, Minn.
CYRIL J. MEYER, Elkport.
B. A. Public School Music.

B. A. Commerce.

B. A. Ph_vsical Education. Phi Sigma Epsilon, "I" Club .. .
Lambda Gamma Nu . . . DORIS MILLER, Cedar Falls.

S. A. I., Orchestra.
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GALER MILLER, Hampton. B. A. Industrial Arts. Kappa Delta Pi, Epsilon Pi Tau . . . MILAN
MILLER, Fayette. B. A. Commerce . . . VERNELLE MILLER, CPdar Falls. B. A. Music. Phi Mu
Alpha, Orchestra . . . ROBERT C. MINECK, Cedar Rapids. B. A. Biological Science . . . MARGARET
F. MINER, Cedar Falls. B. A. Nursery School Education. Kappa Pi Beta Alpha . . . RONALD
MOELLER, Cedar Falls. B. A. History. Kappa Delta Pi, Pi Gamma Nu, Theta Alpha Phi . . . LOIS
MOESSNER, Waterloo. B. A. Applied Music. Sigma Tau Delta, Editor of Purple Pen . . . DORIS
MOORE, Kent. B. A. English . . . GERALD MOSER, Sumner. B. A. Industrial Arts. Kappa Delta Pi,
Epsilon Pi Tau . . . MELVIN MUELLER, Spencer. B. A. Chemistry. A. D. A., Lambda Delta Lambda,
Blue Key . . . JOHN MUIR, Cedar Falls. B. A. Chemistry. A. D. A . . . . HENRIETTE C. MULLER,
Ackley. B. A. Commerce. Pi Omega Pi, Kappa Delta Pi . . . VIRGINIA MURPHY, Dike. B. A. History.

Pi Gamma Mu . . . MABEL MUSKOPF, Webster Gro'Ves, Missouri. B. A. Physical Education.
Epsilon Phi Epsilon . . . GWENDOLYN NELSON, Rolfe. B. A. Home Economics. Theta Gamma Nu.
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HJALMAR NELSON, Story City. B. A. Commercial Education. U. S. M., Commercial Club . . . FREI)
CARL NUS, JR., Waterloo. B. S. Physical Education. Lambda Gamma Nu . . . DALE NUSS, Lena, Ill.
B. A. Music. Pi Mu Alpha Sinfonia . . . DONA A. OLDEN, Hardy. B. A. Commerce. Student Council, Kappa Phi . . . KATHERINE M. OLSEN, Kiinballton. B. A. Elementary Education. Kappa Theta
Psi, Kappa Delta ·Pi . . . MARJEAN FAE ORR, Sioux City. B. A. Home Economics. Student Council, Student Board of Control . . . DALE ORTON, Williams. B. A. Commercial Education. Minnesingers . . . RUTH GLORIA PARROTT, Sibley. B. A. English. Tau Sigma Delta, Inter-Sorority,
Women's League . . . GORDON PATTERSON, Wahpeton, N. Dak. B. A. Commercial Education ..•
WESLEY PATTERSON, Bancroft. B. A. Physical Education . . . M. ELIZABETH PEAK, Esther'Ville.
B. A. Home Economics . . . AUDREY GRACE PEET, Cedar Falls. B. A. English. Purple Pen, Business
Manager, Sigma Tau Delta ..• HENRY ALBERT PETTERSON, Roland. B. A. Physical Education.
Xanho, Senior Counselor .•• EDWARD J. PHIPPIN, Nev.:ton. B. A. Biological Science. Phi Sigma
Epsilon, "I" Club . . . MARLYS PLAEHN, Hudson. B. A. Kindergarten-Primary.
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ALDO PODESTA, New York City.
B. A. Physical Education.
English.

B. A. Physical Education •.. LEE ERNEST POLLEY, Maloy.

"I" Club . . . MERIWYN V. POLLINS, Cedar Rapids.

B. A. Speech and

Kappa Theta Psi, Theta Alpha Phi, Playcraft . . . VIRGINIA A. POTTER, Waterloo.

Social Science.

Social Science Honors . . . EDWIN A. PUCK, 11/oneta.

B. A. Physical Education.

B. A.
Blue

Key, Lambda Gamma Nu, Beta Beta Beta, Men's Union Executive Board . .. HOWARD W. RABEY,
Belmond.
Falls.

B. A. Industrial Arts. Phi Sigma Epsilon, "I" Cluh .. . NATHANAEL R. RATHBONE, Cedar

B. A. Mathematics . . . ARLETTA REFSHAUGE, Cedar Falls.

B. A. Commercial Education.

Bel Canto, Tau Sigma Delta, Senior Counselor . . . RULUFF Y . RESSLER, Clarksville.
mercial Education.

Commercial Club . . . JAMES E. REYNOLDS, Biwabik, Minn.

Phi Sigma Epsilon . . . KATHLEEN RIEBE, Cedar Falls.
. . . HAROLD KENNETH RIGGS, Novil/e.

B. A. Home Economics.

Tau Sigma Delta

B. A. Biology . . . GEORGE L. ROBERTS, Sumner,

B. A. Biology. Alpha Chi, Men's Union . . . HUGH ROBERTS, Des Moines.
. . . WALTER A. RODBY, /lirginia, Minn. B. A. Music. Phi Mu Alpha.
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HARRY SCHLICHTING, Tripoli.

B. A. Social Science.

Alpha Delta Alpha, Pi Gamma Mu, Social

Science Honors . . . JOSEPH W. SCHNEIDER, Wilton Junction.
SCHULTZ, Cedar Falls.

B. A. Vocal Music.

. . . HATTIE E. SCHUTT, Sioux Center.

B. A. Mathematics . . . FRANCES E.

Sigma Alpha Iota, College Symphony, Cecilian G lee Club
B. A. Elementary.

Beta Alpha Epsilon . . . DOROTHY

SCHWARTZ, Greene. B. A. English. Phi Chi Delta . . . VELNETTE M. SCHWERTLEY, Traer.
B. A. Horne Economics. Theta Theta Epsilon, Ellen Richard s Club .. . ALICE SCOTT, Powersville,

Mo. B. A. Public School Music. Band . . . ZULA MAE SCOTT, Powersville, 'Mo. B. A. Commercial
Education . . . EDvVIN E. SHANK, Sumner. B. A. Physical Education. Alpha Chi Epsilon, Minnesingers . . . ROSEMYRA SEXTON, Decoralt. B. A. Commercial Education. Commercial Club .. . BERT

B. A. Physical Education .. . BOB SHAW, Pocaltontas. B. A. Social
B. A. Commercial Education, Alpha Beta Gamma . . .
LEVAN SHUGART, Po11e111ah, Minn. B. A. Biology. Xanho, Beta Beta Beta . . . STANLEY SIMONSEN, Bridgeville, Penn. B. A. Chemistry. Alpha Delta Alpha, Blue Key, Lambda Delta Lambda, Beta
LEROY SHAPIRO, Bronx, N. Y.

Science . . . CLEO SHUGART, Sioux City.

Beta Beta.
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HERSCHEL SLATER, Haze/Jon.

B. A. Physics.

Kappa Delta Pi, Beta Beta Beta . . . CARROLL C.

SOENKE, Stockton. B. A. Biology. Phi Sigma Epsilon, Beta Beta Beta . . . ELSIE I. STEWART, Marshalftovm. B. A. Public School Music. Cecilian . . . LEO STROUP, Wapeffo. B. A. Commercial Education. Editor of OLD GoLD, Alpha Chi, Blue Key, Pi Gamma Mu . . . ELIZABETH TEALE, Lake
Park. B. A. Elementary Education. Pi Theta Pi, Women's League . . . ALICE M. THIERMAN, Cedar
Falls. B. A. History. Pi Gamma Mn, Pi Tau Phi, Kappa Delta Pi . . . GERTRUDE THOMPSON,
McCallsburg. B. A. Physical Education. W. A. A . . . , MARION TONSFELDT, Remsen. B. A. English. V. 0. V. Sigma Phi, Inter-sorority Council . . . JEANNE VAN DEEST, Cedar Falls. B. A. School
Music. Theta Gamma Nu, A Cappella Choir . . . KEITH VAN \VINKLE, Webster r:ity. B. A. Physical
Education . . . DOROTHY ANNA VOGT, Grinnell.
Epsilon . . . VIVIAN E. WAHL, Pal on.

B. A. Mathematics.

Pi Theta Pi, Kappa Mu

B. A. Elementary Education . . . ERNEST WALK, Grafton.

B. A. Social Science. Pi Gamma Mu, Gamma Theta Epsilon . . . WINSON WALLACE, Reinbeck.
B. A. Speech and English. Theta Gamma Nu, Theta Alpha Phi . . . HELEN \VARD, Mecl,anicsviffe.
B. A. Elementary. Gamma Theta U psi Ion.
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CLYDE WARE, Grundy Center. B. A. Industrial Arts. Epsilon Pi Tau . . . ALVIN WELLER, Dolliver. B. A. Biology. Alpha Chi Epsilon, Head Cheer Leader . . . KATHLEEN E . WENTZ, Ionia.
B. A. Home Economics. Beta Beta Beta, President of Off-Campus Girls, 3rd Vice-President of " ' omen's
League, Ellen Richards Club, Biology Club, W. A . A .. . . EVELYN WHETSTONE, Casey. B. A.
Kindergarten-Primary. Pi Tau Phi, Treasurer, Kappa Pi Beta Alpha, Art League . . . MARION L.
B. A. Kindergarten-Primary. Ellen Richards Club, P. E . Club . . .
WILLIAMS, Crawfordsville.
THOMAS B. WILSON, Diagonal. B. A. Commerce . . . ALFRED J. ,vITHAM, Marshalltown. B. A.
Public School Music . . . MARLYS WOLLESEN, Lincoln. B. A. Mathematics. Lambda Delta Lambda,
Phi Chi Delta, Mathematics Club . . . MAXINE WOI.LESEN, Lincoln. B. A. Kindergarten-Primary.
Kappa Pi Bt:ta Alpha, Phi Chi Delta . . . GRACE WYLIE, Maquoketa. B. A. Elementary Education.
Kappa Delta Pi, Beta Alpha Epsilon, L. S. A. , Art Le:igue . . . BETTY L. YEAGER, Waterloo. B. A.
Elementary Education. Beta Alpha Epsilon . . . RUTH E. YOCOM, Sutherland. B. A. KindergartenPrimary. Kappa Pi Beta Alpha, Glee Cluh, Euterpeans.
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BARBARA ABELS, Knierim.

Kindergarten-Primary. Phi Chi Delta, Art League, Kindergarten-Primary
Club . . . NORMA AHRENS, Jewell. Kindergarten-Primarr . . . EVELYN AMSBERRY, Keota. Kindergarten-Primary. Kindergarten-Primary Club . . . DOROTHY ANDERSON, Du111011I. KindergartenPrimary. Primary Club . . . MAXINE C. ANDERSON, Cedar Falls. Kindergarten-Primary. Theta
Epsilon .. . HOPE LAVON APPLETON, Edgewood. Kindergarten-Primary. Kappa Phi . . . EILEEN
M. ARCHAMBOULT, Hamp!on. Kindergarten-Primary. Kindergarten-Primary Club . . . DOROTHY
LOUISE BACHMAN, Clarence.
Kindergarten-Primary.
Kindergarten-Primary Club . . . RUTH
BAHR,

Victor. Elementary . . . LUCILLE BAKER, Winfield. Elementary. Elementary Club ..•
JEANNETTE BALLARD, Rockford. Elementar_L V. 0. V. Sigma Phi, Historian, Elementary Club ...
INABELLE MARGARET BEAN, Laurens. Kindergarten-Primary . . . ANDREA BEAR, Eldora. Elementary. Elementary Club . . . NOVELLA BEIER, Brit!. Elementary. Purple Arrow, Elementary Club
•.. ALVERDA BENTZINGER, Do1111el/son. Elementary. Orchestra, Bel Canto Glee Club, Chorus.
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DORIS BERND, Manson.

Kindergarten-Primary.

Kappa Phi, Purple Arro,v, Kindergarten-Primary

Club, Art League, Senior Counselor . . . MAXINE LOUISE BILSTAD, Callendar.
mary . . . AGNES BLEEKER, Steamboat Ro ck.
QUIST, Fort Dodge.
Elementary.

Kindergarten-Pri-

Elementary Club . . . IONA BLOOM-

Elementary . .. ELENORA BOHNE, N e-wton.

Glee Club . . . PALMA BORLAUG, Cresco.

Rapids.

Elementary.

Kindergarten-Primary.

Pi Tau Phi, Elementary Club . . . GERALDINE BRANCH, Jewell.

Kappa Phi, Glee Club, Elementa ry Club . . . ARVILLA BRASTED, Grundy Center.
Primary . . . MARGIE K. BROvVN, Ki111ballton.

Kindergarten-Primary.

garten-Primary Club . . . VIRGINIA BRO\VN, Kirkmmz.
RINE M. BRUCKEN, Lester.

ley.

El ementary.

Bel Canto

Kindergarten-Primary . . . MILDRED BOWER, Coon

Elementary.

Elementary.
Kindergarten-

Bartlett Hall Council, KinderElementary Club . . . COR-

Elementary Club .. . HELEN PACLINE BUCHAN, Bag-

Elementary . . . · KATHLEEN JO BCCHER, Pioq•er.

Kindergarten-Primary.

phony, Cecilians, Kindergarten-Primary Club . . . DORIS LOUISE BUNSE, N ewton.

Pi Theta Pi, SymKindergarten-Pri-

mary. Kindergarten-Primary Club.
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GRACE CALVIN, North English.

Elementary.

Elementary Club . . . MARGY HAZEL CAMERON,

Scranton.
Kindergarten-Primary. Kindergarten-Primary Club . . . RACHEL ELIZABETH CARLSON, Camanchr. Kindergarten-Primary •.. GENEVIEVE CARROLL, Muscatine. Elementary. Elementary Club .. . ELLA IRENE CARSTENS, Qllimby. E lem entary. Marching Band, Elementary Club ..•
MARY CARUTH, Ellsworth. Elementary . . . THELMA GLYDE CHANNON, Exira. Elementary
. . . GLADYS MARGARET CHAPMAN, Blairsbllrg. Kindergarten-Primary. Kindergarten-Primary
Club, Women's Band, Catholic Students Association . . . EULA ANN CHASE, Dunlap. KindergartenPrimary. Kindergarten-Primary Club, Purple Arrow, Senior Counselor . .. ARLENE CHRIST, Lake
Park.

Elementary Club, Secretary, College Choir . . . MARGARET CHRISTENSEN, Cedar Falls.

Kindergarten-Primary . . . LOIS CLAUSEN, Ilolstein.
Kindergarten-Primary. Pi Phi Omega ..•
IRENE COENEN, Defiance. Kindergarten-Primary . . . LOIS COFFMAN, Richland. KindergartenPrimary Club, Art League . . . GOLDAPERL COLEMAN, Laurens.
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ELSIE LUCILLE COX, Ricltla11d.

Elementary . . . AUDRY LUCILLE CRANE, Tama.

•.. PHYLLIS CRAWFORD, Sltcridan, Wyoming.
Falls,

South Dakota.

Kindergarten-Primary.

ARLYS JEAN CUMMINS, Redfield.

Kindergarten-Primary Club, Cecilian Glee Club .••

Kindergarten-Primary.

..• KATHLEEN RUTH CUTLER, Little Sioux.
. . . E. LUCILLE DAHLGREN, Cltrrokcr.

Elementary

Elementary . . . HELEN BROOKS CRESSEY, Sioux
Pi Tau Phi, Kindergarten-Primary Club

Kindergarten-Primary.

Kindergarten-Primary.

Kindergarten-Primary Club

Purple Arrow, Euterpean Glee Club,

Biology Club . . . MEI.VA DAvVSON, Auduhon. Purple Arrow . . . MIRIAM DAWSON, Hawarden.
Eltmentar.,·.
Elementary Club . . . DOROTHY IRENE DEVICK, Gilman. Kindergarten-Primary.
Kindergarten-Primary Club, Kappa Phi . . . LOUISE DEVINE, Algona.
•.. NE\' A DIETZ, Ma1111i11g.
DUBBERT, Cedar Falls.
Cedar Falls.
/Jope.

Elementar_v.

Elementary.

Kindergarten-Primary.

Elementary.

Elementary Club

Pi Phi Omega, Elementary Club . . . DOROTHY HELEN

Elementary Club, V. 0. V. . . .

1ANE

LOUISE EDWARDS,

Delta Phi Delta, Art League . . . MILDRED L. ERICKSON, Stan-

Elementary. Bel Canto Glee Club, Elementary Club.
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HAZEL ELLEN FELTON, Neola. Kindergarten-Primary. Phi Chi Delta, Kindergarten-Primary Club
. . . DORIS ILENE FRANTZ, Martelle. Kindergarten-Primary. Kindergarten-Primary Club, College
Choir . . . CARMILLA MAE FRASER, Burt. Kindergarten-Primary. Purple Arrow . . . HAZEL
GAULEY, Sheffield. Elementary. 4-H, Kappa Phi, Elementary Club . . . MARY JEAN GILKERSON,
Magnolia. Elementary. Wesley Players, Elementary Club . . . MILDRED GRIFFIN, Waterloo. Elementary. Kappa Theta Psi, Secretary, Elementary, Purple Arrow, Elementary Club . . . DOROTHY GULBRANSON, Laure11s. Elementary. Purple Arrow . . .FLORENCE HACKBARTH, Charles City. Elementary . . . BERNICE EDNA HALL, Whiting. Kindergarten-Primary. Kindergarten-Primary Club ..•
JEANNETE HALVERSON, Osage. Elementary. Elementary Club ..• DOROTHY MAY HANKNER,
Tripoli. Kindergarten-Primary. Kindergarten-Primary Club . . . ESTHER HANSEN. KindergartenPrimary .•. IV ADEL ANN HANSEN.

Kindergarten-Primary.

Bel Cantos . . . FRANCES AL VINA

Kindergarten-Primary Club . . . VIRGIE HARDCOPF,

HANSON, Dayton. Kindergarten-Prim::trv.
Luveme. Kindergarten-Primary. Kindergarten-Primary Club.
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ROSALYN G. HARMON, lla111pto11. Elementary. Elementary Club . . . FLORENCE HASH, Corwith.
Elementary. Theta Epsilon, Elementary Club . . . THELMA MAY HASH, Corwith. Elementary. Elementary Club, Theta Epsilon . . . PEARL ELAINE HASS, W a/nut. Kindergarten-Prim ary. Theta
Gamma Nu, Bartlett Hall Council . . . GERTRUDE HEGGEN, Rrnwick. Elementary. Elementary
Club . . . JEANNETTE HEMINGWAY, Wavrrly. Kindergarten-Prim ary . . . ARLENE HEILMAN,
RicMand. Elementary. Kappa Phi . . . ELEANOR HIATT, Poca/Jontas. Elementary. Elementary
Club . . . HELEN DORIS HOLLIS, If/ atrrloo. Elementary . . . LUCILLE HOLM, Britt. Elementary
. . . RUTH C. HOLT, Northwood. Elementary. Elementary Club, Writers Club, Lutheran Students Association . . . LOIS FERN HORA, Clutier. Kindergarten-Prim ary. Kindergarten-Prim ary Club . . .
MARIE JESSIE HOSIER, Rolfe. Elementary. 4-H, Phi Chi Delta, President, Westminster Student
Council, Secretary . . . RUTH JANE HUBBARD, Cedar Rapids. Elementary. Kappa Theta Psi . . .
CATHERINE ELIZABETH HUGHES, Mason City. Kindergarten-Prim ary. Catholic Students Association.
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JOYCE HUS HA Vi', Clear Lake.
IRWIN, Early.
Marshalltown.

Kindergarten-P rimary Club . . . LOIS JEAN
Kindergarten-Primary Club . . . MERLE CLARICE IVERSON,
Kindergarten-Primarv Club, College Choir . . . SIGNE IVER-

Kindergarten-Primary.

Kindergarten-Primary.
Kindergarten-Primar} .

Kindergarten-Primary Club . . . MARY VON IVES, Rolfe. Kindergarten-Primary. Kindergarten-Primary Club, Chorus, Bel Cantos .. . DOROTHY JACOBIA, Post'Ville. Elementary .. . GLADYS JACOBMEYER, Belmond. Elementary. Purple Arrow, Elementary
Club . . . CONSTANCE MARGARET JACOBSON, Drcoral,. Kindergarten-Primary. Purple Arrow,
Kindergarten-Primary.

SON, Jewell.

Art League . . . PHYLLIS JACOBSON, Lakota. Kindergarten-Primary. Purple Arrow, KindergartenPrimary Club . .. LILLIAN JASPERS, /Vellsburg Kindergarten-Primary. Kindergarten-Primary Club
. . . WILMA MAE JOCHUMSEN, Cedar Falls. Kindergarten-Primary. Women's Band, KindergartenPrimary Club, Symphony . . . ARLENE JOHANSEN, Getie'Va.
Primary Club . . . E\'ELYN JOHNSON, Royal.
ADELE JOHNSON,

/ fooca.

Elementary.
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Kindergarten-Primary.

Kindergarten-

College Singers, Cecilians . , . RUTH

Pi Phi Omega, Inter-Sorority Council . . . ]',ELLIE JOHNS-

TON, Zearing. Elementary. Elementary Club.

T

Elementary.

MARIAN ALBERTA JUSTUS, Brookings, South Dakota. Kindergarten-Primary. Theta Gamma Nu,
Social Chairman, Kindergarten-Primary Club, Program Chairman . . . ADELINE ELIZABETH KADERABEK, Cresco. Kindergarten-Primary. Kindergarten-Primary Club •.. LUCILE SOPHIA KADING,
Casey. Elementary . . . MARY LOUISE KENNEDY, Newton. Elementary. Theta Epsilon, Purple
Arrow •.. LOIS IRENE KETTERING, Lake View. Elementary. Theta Epsilon, Euterpean Glee Club,
Elementary Club . . . KATHRYN KITTLESBY, Calmar. Kindergarten-Primary. Kindergarten-Primary Club . . . CLARA HELENA KLEIN, Acklry. Kindergarten-Primary.
Kindergarten-Primary
Club . . . RETTA MAY KNAPP, Marion. Elementary . . . HELEN PAULINE KOLIND, Cresco.
Elementary. Elementary Club . . . MARGARET KOLTHOFF, New Hampton. Elementary . . . MARJORIE JEANNETTE KRAMER, Renwick. Kindergarten-Primary. Kindergarten-Primary Club ..•
PEARL LACHMANN, West Burlington. Elementary . . . GWENDOLYN MAXINE LARSON, Callender. Kindergarten-Primary. Kindergarten-Primary Club . . . ALICE MARIE LAWLER, Ogden. Elementary. Elementary Club . . . ELEANOR LEA LEASURE, Council Bluffs. Kindergarten-Primary.
Pi Phi Omega, Kindergarten-Primary Club.
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ARLENE LINDSEY, Mt. J/emo11. Kindergarten-Primary. Kindergarten-Primary Club . . . BEULAH
MARIE LOOFT, Lakota. Kindergarten-Primary. College Choir, Kindergarten-Primary Club, Pi Tau
Phi . . . FLORENCE MADRID LOVELAND, Ja11en•ille. Kindergarten-Primary. Art League, Bel
Cantos, Kindergarten-Primary Club . . . RACHAEL E. LUNDVALL, Boxholm. Elementary. Elementary Club, Purple Arrow . . . PAULINE LUCILLE LYON, Mt. Pleasant. Kindergarten-Primary. Kindergarten-Primary Club . . . MAXINE C. MANN, /Vltit1e11. Elementary . . . MARY EVELYN MANZ,
Sloan. Kindergarten-Primary. Kindergarten-Primary Club . . . EMMA LOU MAURER, Les/er. Elementary . . . ANALEE MAcCORMICK, Clarence. Elementary. Elementary Club, Wesley Players ..•
PAULINE M. McKANE, llfo11011a. Elementary. Elementary Club, Purple Arrow . . . JEAN McKINNEY, Nl'w Sharo11. Elementary. Elementary Club . . . MARJORY MEADE, Davenport. Elementary
. . . IRENE
MILLER,

MARGARET

Grand M 01t11d.

MILLER,

MARILYN CLAIRE MILLER, Plover.
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Hampto11.

Kindergarten-Primary.
Elementary.

Elementary. Elementary Club . . . LOIS ADRA
Kindergarten-Primary Club, Women's Band

Pi Theta Pi, Elementary Club, Bel Cantos.
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ANNA BELLE MILLMAN, Pipestone, 111inncsota. Kindergarten-Primary. Kindergarten-Primary Club
. . . ELEANOR IRENE MOLLE, Jr/ferson. Kindergarten-Primary. Euterpeans . . . MARY IMOGENE
MORRIS, Mason City. Kindergarten-Primary. Phi Sigma Phi, Purple Arrow . . . BERNEICE MORRISON, Sac City. Kindergarten-Primary. Kindergarten-Primary Club . . . KATHLEEN MAUREEN
MURPHY, Waterloo. Kindergarten-Primary . . . ETHEL MAE NELSON, Cedar Falls. Elementary.
Kindergarten-Primary. Kindergarten-Primary
Purple Arrow . . . BURNITA NIELSEN, Mapleton.
Club . . . ELAINE MURIEL NIEMAN, Guttenberg. Elementary. Cecilians . . . LORRAINE IRMA
NORBY, Osage. Kindergarten-Primary . . . JUNE HELEN ORR, TVaterloo. Kindergarten-Primary
. . . MARJORIE OTTE, Sidney. Kindergarten-Primary . . . ALICE LUCILLE PALMER, Rockford.
Kindergarten-Primary. Kindergarten-Primary Club . . . BETTY PARMETER, Ocala, Florida. Kindergarten-Primary. Delta Phi Delta, Kindergarten-Primary Club . . . BETTY LA VERLE PEARCE,
Austin, 'Minnesota. Kindergarten-Primary. Kindergarten-Primary Club . . . DOROTHY E. PEARSON,
Ainsworth. Kindergarten-Primary. Kappa Phi, Cecilians.
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ARLENE PETERS, Alexander. Elementary. Elementary Club .•• ARDELL PETERSON, Fort Dodge.
Elementary ...
Phi Sigma Phi . . . PHYLLIS PHILLIPS, New Sharon.
Kindergarten-Primary.
Elementar_"- Marching Band . . . CATHERINE ANN POWERS,
ORMAND PHILSON, Harlan.
Lakota. Kindergarten-Primary. Kindergarten-Primary Club . . . LOLA M. RAKER, George. Kindergarten-Primary. Theta Gamma Nu, Kindergarten-Primary Club . . . GENEVIEVE RANKIN, Trncy.
Kindergarten-Primary. Wesley Foundation .. . PAULINE ELSIE RANKIN, Tracy. KindergartenPrimary . . . BETTY JANE RAUSCHER, Mt. Pleasant. Elementary. Phi Chi Delta . . . FAITH
ESTHER REED, Burt. Elementary. Elementary Club, Biology Club, Theta Epsilon . . . COLLETTE
REUTTER, Ogden. Elementary. Elementary Club . . . AUDREY J. RICHARDSON, Sac City. Kindergarten-Primary. Kindergarten-Primary Club, Campus 4-H . . . LUCILLE M. RIGBY, Havr/ock.
Kindergarten-Primary Club . . . HELEN GRACE RISSER, Mount //ernon.
Kindergarten-Primary.
Kindergarten-Primary. Chorus, College Choir, Bel Canto . . . RUTH CAROL ROBERTS, Cedar Falls.
Kindergarten-Primary.
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ELEANOR ROSKOPF, Jl,felbourne. Kindgergarten-Primary. Kindergarten-Primary Club . . . THELMA
LUCILLE ROSS, 11,furray.

Kindergarten-Primary . . . MILDRED ROYER, Panora.

IRENE RUCKDASHEL, Rockford.
Primary.

Elementary . . . IRMA MAE RUSH, Lake Park.

Elementary •••
Kindergarten-

Purple Arrow, Kindergarten-Primary Club . . . IRENE ANN SCHMIDT, Titonka.

garten-Primary.

Kindergarten-Primary Club . . . MARGUERITE SCHOL TEN, Doo11.

Kinder-

Kindergarten-

Primary.

Kindergarten-Primary Club, Alpha Beta Gamma .. . IRENE SCHROEDER, Gladbrook. Ele-

mentary.

Elementary Club . . . VELMA GRACE SCHC'NTER, Delmar.

SCOTT, Da-1:is, South Dakota.

Kindergarten-Primary.

Elementary . . . VERA M.

Phi Sigma Phi, Secretary, Kindergarten-Primary

Club, Women's League, Member at Large . . . MARTHA SEDG\VICK, I-la<u:arden.
Primary.

Kindergarten-Primary Club . . . IRENE SEEFELDT, St. 1111sgar.

Kindergarten-

Kindergarten-Primary.
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MARY \VILMA STUCKER, New London. Kindergarten-Primary. College Choir, Kindergarten-Primary
Club, \Vriters Club, Lutheran Students Association . . . ANNABELLE MARIE SUTTON, Maquoketa.
Elementary . . . FRANCINE L. SvVA NSON, A /ta. Kindergarten-Primary. Lutheran Students Association . . . MARJORIE FERN TARVIN, Montezuma. Elementary. Phi Chi Delta . . . RUTH TELLEEN, Gowrie. Kindergarten-Primary. Lutheran Student Association ••• MARY JANE THIERMAN,
Cedar Falls. Elementary. Purple Arrow . . . ELAINE THOMPSON, Northwood. Elementary. Purple
Arrow . . . JULIA ANNE TIERNEY, Missouri I/alley. Elementary . . . GWENDOLYN TOMLINSON, Gladbrook. Elementarv . . . PATRICIA MARIE TRAEDER, Odebolt. Elementary. Elementary
Club, Kappa Phi . . . MURIEL TVEDT, Montour. Elementary. Elementary Club, Lutheran Student
Association . . . EMMA BELLE TUPPER, lf/oodbinr.
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LENORA SHAW, Gutlirie Center. Kindergarten-Prim ary. Tau Sigma Delta . . . HELEN SHEAFFER,
Adel. Kindergarten-Prim ary. College Choir . . . RUTH SHEPARD, Pisgali. Elementary . . . IRENE
FERNE SHOOK, Clarkrnille. Elementary . . . ARLET SKAAR, Primgliar. Kindergarten-Prim ary.
Kindergarten-Prim ary Club, Lutheran Students Association, 4-H . . . GERMINA SADIE SMITH, Sioux
Center. Elementary. Epsilon Phi Epsilon, Inter-Sorori ty, Elementary Club . . . IVADEL BETTY
SMITH, Crdar Falls. Kindergarten-Prim ar_v . . . LORNA RUTH SMITH, Sutlierla11d. Elementary.
College Choir, Messiah, Bel Cantos •.. LAURA STILLMAN, Emmetsburg. Kindergarten-Prim ary . . .
Kindergarten-Prim ary. Kindergarten-Prim ary Club, Wesley Players,
Treasurer . . . LEONA ANNA STRACKBEIN, Lowden. Elementary. Elementary Club . . . JOYCE
STRUBE, Spirit Lake. Elementary. Kappa Theta Psi, Social Chairman, Elementary Club, President,
Symphony Orchestra, Messiah Chorus, Bel Cantos.

MARTHA

STOUT,

Keota.
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PRISCILLA VAN DE BRAKE, Sioux Center. Kindergarten-Primary . . . PHYLLIS VAN ENGEN,
Stratford. Elementary. Elementary Club, College Choir . .. DIVONA VAUGHN, Rolfe. KindergartenPrimary. Phi Sigma Phi, Kindergarten-Primary Club . . . BONNIE V,T AKEMAN, Otho. Elementary.
Elementary . . . MARIE WARD,
Elementary Club . . . OPAL EDNA WALTON, Fort Dodge.
M echanicsville. Kindergarten-Primary. Kindergarten-Primary Club, Catholic Students Association . . .
MILDRED WATERS, Lohrville. Elementary. Elementary Club . . . DOROTHY WEISENSEE, Lennox.
Catholic Student As~ociation . . . RUTH vVELHOUSEN, Titonka. Elementary. ElemenPurple Arrow . . .
Elementary.
tary Club . . . RUTH ELIZABETH WELLEMEYER, K/r111111e.
LUCILLE KATHLEEN WENIG, New Hampton. Elementary. Elementary Club, Wesley Foundation
. . . MRS. EDNA F. \VESSEL, Manson. Kindergarten-Primary. Euterpean Glee Club.
Elementary.
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MARY MAE WHEAT, Humboldt. Elementary. Elementary Club . . . FLORENCE WHEELER, Br/le
Plaine. Elementary. Elementary Club, Rainbow Club .. . JANICE \li' HEELER, Marshalltown. Elementary. Elementary Club, Purple Arrow . . . HAZEL WIESE, Alvina Lake. Kindergarten-Primary.
Purple Arrov,, 4-H, Phi Chi Delta, Kindergarten-Primary Club . . . MABEL LOUISE WILEY, Washington. Elementary. Theta Epsilon, Elementary Club, Bel Cantos . . . RUTH BIRDEVA WOLFRAM,
Garner. Kindergarten-Primary. Kindergarten-Primary Club, Bel Cantos, Lutheran Students Association
•.. JANICE EMMA WOSOBA, Oxford Ju11ctio11. Kindergarten-Primary. Kindergarten-Primary Club,
Lutheran Student Association . . . RAE ALISON \VYLAND, Sheridan, Wyoming. Elementary. College
Choir, Pi Theta Pi . . . MARJORIE YOGNG, Gray. Elementary.
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0
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The ultimate goal.

THE ACTUAL EXPERIENCE
After the theory and subject matter
courses are over and the practice
teaching is a thing of the past, there
comes the real test of student and
college. Whether or not the training has been good and the learner
conscientious will be inevitably revealed when Betty Co-ed steps forward to take her first position as
the village English teacher and Joe
College gets his first chance at a
coaching job.
From coast to coast in the United
States and even as far afield as
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Japan are scattered Teachers College graduates, carrying on with
their sound philosophies of education (a la Dr. Denny and cohorts) .
A job as teacher of five subjects,
adviser of three organizations, and
play coach in the little red schoolhouse, or specialized work in a
teeming metropolis- it's a matter
of chance and of past record which
one it will be. But jobs there are,
and T. C. tutors are ready and willing to fill them (with the able assistance of the placement bureau).

As the Campanile stands in the center of the campus so does the Student
Government in the minds of the students.

CHAPTER IV
Student Government

"What government is best?
That which teaches us
to govern ourselves."
Anon.

'

CHAPTER IV
Student Governme nt
ACK of every student activity, controlling almost every
phase of student life 1
stretches the long
network of student
government. The student body,
through its agencies, the Student
Council, the Men's Union Executive Board, and the vVomen's
League Executive Board, helps
control many important campus
functions.
The Student Council is the administrative group which represents the entire student body. With
the stated objectives of stimulating
intelligent thinking upon college
problems, promoting sympathetic
understanding between students and
faculty, and representing the student body in matters affecting student interest, the Council, through
its six standing committees, helps
regulate social life, elections, lectures and entertainment, customs
and traditions, orientation of freshmen, and the supervision of campus organizations.
This year, prexy John Cross and
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his band of eight faithful com rades 1
began the fall term under the customary barrage of College Eye editorial criticism-accusing them of
a "passive existence". With dignity only slightly perturbed, the
group entertained the repeated adverse comment for its questionable
worth, and then turned its attention
to the supervision of its standing
committees.
The Council's first action was to
move some of its files from the
Dean of ,vomen's office to the Student Office, Commons, where members kept afternoon office hours, and
where weekly Wednesday meetings
were held. At the request of Al
Weller, head cheerleader, a survey
of campus organizations was conducted to discover the proper
method of deriving membership for
a new campus pep organization, replacing the defunct Rho Epsilon
Rho.
After reviewing the functions of
recent class officers, the Council decided the class organization contributed little, if any, to the social
and academic program of the col-

Top Ro'lL~Cross, Laird, Kendle, Orr
Second Row--Fockler, Charlene Gilbert, Kadesch, Mast, McCabe

STUDENT COUNCIL
lege. Class officer positions died a
natural death, when the Council's
Election Committee did not provide nominating petitions.
To eliminate the practice of
"self-perpetuation" by the Council,
and to insure a more democratic
basis of membership, the Council
drafted a series of changes to its
own constitution. First, th es e
changes provided that nomination

of candidates to the Student Council
shall be done by popular ballot, in
place of the Executive Boards of
Men's Union and Women's League.
Second, the changes provided that
persons appointed to fill mid-term
vacancies on the Council must stand
election the following registration.
The major problem of the Council was to orientate students to the
Point System governing student
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participation in extra curricular activities.
Replacing the :M ajorMinor System, the Point System
aims at safeguarding the academic
and health interests of the students 1
and giving a greater number of students training in the benefits to be

derived from participation in extracurricular life.
Dona Olden, chairman of the Organizations Committee, reported
that students responded very well
by adjusting their activities to conform to the plan.

STUDENT COUNCIL
COMMITTEES
The lifeline of the Student Council.
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Again the Tutor Ticklers scored a
triumph. This tenth presentation
of an old tutor tradition was directed by Robert Kamm and Horace Hoover.
"T. C. Cavalcade," as it was
named this year, "swung out" with
acts presented in three different
periods of time: "Then, Now, and
\Vhen." The orchestra, the "T. C.

Cavaliers" under the direction of
William Hitch set the pace for the
entire performance with their first
well-played prelude, a group of
popular tunes. After the orchestra
lights had been dimmed, the symphonic choir presented the first
number of the "Then" period, singing a special arrangement of "Lover
Come Back to Me."

TUTOR
Tops in Tutor Ticklers. Hoo ve r, Kamm, co-directors.
Kappa Chi Greeks.
Phi Mu Alpha Floradora Chorus. Hobson, J epson; arti sts.
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Kadesch alias Winchell. Symphonic choir deluxe.
Tau Sig-Bean surprise.
Unchie Krunchie Hoch and McDonald. Delt-A. D. A. " ·inners.

TICKL ERS
First prize for a main act went
to "Keyhole Peepers," a "Now"
production, the presentation of
Alpha Delta Alpha fraternity and
Delta Phi Delta sorority. "Walter
\Vinchell" and his chirpy chatter
tied together a series of dramatic
pictures.
Second mention was awarded to
"A Surprise Package", another
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"Now" production in which a man
was preserved for the future world.
Herbert Hoch and Dennis McDonald, in their skit, "The Great
American Institution" walked away
with the first prize honors in the
entree division. This great "Institution" or a breakfast food program, (99 % advertising and 1%
exciting adventure), with a testi-

TUTOR TICKLERS
mony for the product thrown in for
good measure by Mc Don a 1 d
dressed as a mother, hit an all time
high for laughs. But the "Floradora Chorus," a bevy of "beautiful" men, in pink frilly shorts
prancing and singing for a hilarious
crowd, was second in prize capturing and comedy.

These prize winners were by no
means the only highlights of the
gay and novel production. The
Kappa-Chi act, "Greek vVeek" or
"Odysseus Misses His Missus More
Than His l\1issus .Misses Odysseus,"
the only main act of the past was
an artistically beautiful performance of songs, puns and jokes.

Choir in the future.
Seerley Hall and Co: Minstrel show.
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Top Ro<u,~Puck, McCabe, Yaggy, Roberts, Colville
Su ond Ro<u,~Kendle, Krul ish, Lund, Mershon, Riebe, Runft

MEN'S UNION
Enrollment at Teachers College is
the only requirement for membership in l\1en's Union, an organization active on this campus. Eleven
men, chosen by popular election,
carry on the varied and extensive
duties undertaken by the group.
This year's president, Edwin Puck,
was assisted by co-officers Robert
McCabe, l\1ark Yaggy, George
Roberts, and the chairmen of the
standing committees.
Transforming the t rem b 1 i n g
freshmen lads to self-confident scholars with well-developed personalities is the self-imposed duty of
Harland Riebe and his Student Relations Committee. Robert KruPage 119

lish's Extra-Curricular Committee
efficiently guides bashful boys into
positions of leadership and participation in athletics, contests, social
events, debates, and many other
extra-curricular activities.
Having a housing problem, fellows? Call on Harold Runft and
his committee to solve it for you.
Dissatisfied with the curriculum?
John Colville and gang will attempt to make it fit the needs of
teachers-in-training. Homer Lund,
chairman of the Constitution Committee, studies the needs of the
local men's organization and sets
the proper objectives for them.

Pershing, McNally. Improvisation.
VVho? Nice form.

MEN'S UNION DANCE
Brightly hued sweater and skirts
and many descriptions of sports
togs · flashed across the dance floor
of the Commons as the Men's
Union sponsored their annual
sweater hop with the idea of football as the theme this year. This
idea was carried out in the maroon
and gray programs, which featured
the new Iowa State Teachers College stadium and which were designed by Dennis McDonald.

At the half, commonly known as
the intermission, a skit entitled
"From Sliver to Sliver on the
Teachers College Bench," arranged
by Ed Kepler, was presented.
Wally Wallace and his orchestra
furnished the music for the evening's dancing. George Roberts,
Ray Kendle, and Robert l\1cCabe
made the general arrangements for
the dance, and Ed Puck was 111
charge of hospitality.
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The second l\1en's Union-sponsored
play day was the riotous occasion
for the boys from Seerley Hall,
laughingly dubbed "Boys Town,"
to prove their strength and valor,
and retain the tug-of-war trophy
won by them last year. Straining
teams who vied for the first prize
honor dragged at the rope in a hardfought battle. The Baker Hall
residents just couldn't withstand the
onslaught, and after many harrowing experiences, decided to permit
their opponents to triumph over
them, and then took the attitude of
"Let them keep their old trophy;
we didn't want it anyway."
Another hair-raising event of the

Getting ready to participate.

fun-packed afternoon was the pieeating contest. This was the highlight of the afternoon, and what
with everybody ear-deep in pies, it
proved to be the most entertaining
from the standpoint of laughs. Bob
Homan emerged from his pie crust
smeared and beaming and triumphant.
Various other competitive games
and contests were held and participated in by any men students of
Iowa State Teachers College who
attended. Three-legged races made
the audience howl, and when the
fellows let themselves go in kid
games the fun was doubled. W. C.
Snyder announced the event.

The winner in the pi e eating contest.

MEN'S UNION PLAY DAY

Top Ro<w--Teale, Moen, Vogt, Wentz, Holmes, Denny
Second Ro""~Cath ey, Gilbert, Huus, Lund, Parrot, Smith, Zeiger

-WOMEN'S LEAGUE
While professors are dominating
life in the classroom and supplying
the necessary knowledge and training for a professional life, the
Women's League goes quietly about
its self-appointed task- that of providing a wholesome social background.
Every woman student on the
Teachers College campus automatically becomes a member of the
League the moment she enrolls.
Since most enrollees are planning
to enter the teaching profession, in
which personality is of unquestionable value, the accomplishments of
the Women's League are of no
small significance. Through a carefully planned program of recrea-

tion, a distribution of helpful literature on personal appearance, etiquette, and vocations, and a system
for encouraging membership in organizations, each girl is helped to
develop the ability to get along with
herself and others.
The Le ague does its work
through the executive committee, a
body composed of six officers, eight
members-at-large, the chairmen of
standing committees, and the representative members.
A welcoming tea for new women
members and wives of new faculty
men is sponsored each year by
leaders of this group. This year's
president, Bette Teale, presided efficiently over her organization.
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-Women "s League
Committees

Gilbert, orientation; Parrott, customs and traditions; Zeiger, social standard; Lund, organizations.
Moen, social regulations; Huus, vocations; Smith, recreation.

The eight standing committees of
Women's League function both independently and in co-operation
with the entire executive committee.
The social standards committee
is headed by .M arjorie Zeiger.
Marjorie Armstrong is chairman
of the recreation committee, which
sponsors Sunday afternoon hobby
displays and the Femme's Fancy.
Freshman girls find a place on
the campus through the help of the
orientation committee, under the
direction of Catherine Gilbert.
Gloria Parrott and her customs
and traditions committee work out
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the traditions and customs ceremonies which are long remembered
by alumni.
The organizations
committee, directed by Mildred
Lund, is active in enforcing the
point system whereby each student
is urged to take part in at least one
extra-class activity.
Maxine lVloen leads the work of
the social regulation committee.
The vocations committee and its
chairman, Helen Huus, bring informative material on the teaching
profession within the reach of students. The bulletin board committee is headed by Lucy Ann Cathey.

One of the most impressive ceremonies on the campus of this college was the installation service for
the 1939-19+0 Women's League.
Bette Teale, senior, was installed as
the organization's highest executive. Under her direction, three
vice-presidents, a secretary, treasurer, chairmen of standing committees, and class representatives carried out the plans of the council.
l\,1iss Sadie Campbell, Dean of
\Vomen, is a member ex-officio.
On the all-important night when
the new officers replaced the old ex-

ecutives, the old and new officials
were seated in a row of chairs, opposite each other; the atmosphere
was one of solemnity and dignity.
After the various talks and speeches
had been completed, the out-going
officers gave their robes to their
predecessors and their duties were
over. This is the representative
council for the women students at
Teachers College. In May, another
body of executives was installed;
Catherine Gilbert, junior, was
elected to the presidency of Women's League.

WOMEN'S
LEAGUE INSTALLATION
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Top Row-Kagan, McPherson, Mueller, Kamm, Buch\\"ald, Cross
Second Row-Dennis, Dubbert, Erdman, Hoover, Krulish, Laird, Legler
Third Ro<U-~Mast, Maurer, Moeller, Puck, Riebe, Simonson, Stroup

BLUE KEY
Blue Key is a national organization
recognizing leadership among men
in colleges and universities throughout the country. To be a member
of this organization, however, one
must not only be above average in
curricular work, but outstanding in
The
extra-curricular act1v1t1es.
local chapter was organized in 1931
to promote a feeling of friendliness
among the students and to advance
a spirit of loyalty to the college.
This past year has been a busy
one for Blue Keyers. Besides the
meetings, which were held twice a
month, there were a party for
Homecoming members, two formal
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initiations, and the Blue Key
One of the nicest
Blow-Out.
dances of the year was the semiformal Christmas Dance.
Another important feather in
their hat is the responsibility for reviving the tradition of a Homecoming parade this year. The long
parade of floats, ca rs and bands
added more pep and vigor than had
been seen for many Homecomings.
Leo Kagan is president of Blue
Key; Joe McPherson, vice-president; Bob Kamm, secretary; and
Melvin .Mueller, treasurer. In an
advisory capacity is Dean Reed.

Dinner music? Jam session for sure.

Blue Key Blow-Out
l\1en students who enjoy disrupting
conventionalisms did just that at the
"Bloody Bucket," Blue Key's blowout dinner in the West dining room
of the Commons.
An orchestra played throughout
the e v e n i n g , accompanying the
musical numbers, including songs
by Frank Quinn, the Phi Mu Alpha
Sinfonia quartet, and Carl Carmichael. Horace Hoover and Robert Kamm entertained with their
take-off on the Russian ballet,
commonly called the ballet-ache,

Hoover also did his far-famed hat
act, and Bert Shapiro emceed the
program.
Placid Commons patrons were
startled out of their mid-meal lethargy by the sound of masculine
voices raised in hearty whooping,
and the fervent bearing of an enthusiastic orchestra, which penetrated from the scene of the frolic.
The "convention busters" who attended the "blow-out" emerged
hoarse and happy from an evening
of real fun.
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Ho 1 id a y atmosphere prevailed
throughout the Commons for the
Christmas dance sponsored by Blue
Key. Blue-lighted Christmas trees,
which reflected in the Recreation
Hall windows from their floor positions on the mezzanine, and mistletoe where it was least expected
added to the frivolity of the occasion- as such subtle aids to romance
always do.
At intermission each girl was

presented with a gift- price not exceeding five cents- by her escort.
"Ohs" and "Abs" of various pitches
accompanied the opening of such
gifts as nickel cigars, c 1 o t h e s
brushes, pencils, and other odds and
ends from the five and dime store.
These inexpensive surprises, which
tested the originality and shopping
ability of their purchasers, made
unique souvenirs of the occasion.
John Cross was general chairman.

"Jitters" get ready for action .

BLUE KEY DANCE
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INTER-FRATERN ITY
COUNCIL

The governing body of Teachers
College social fraternities is the
inter-fraternity council which is
composed of two representatives
from each of the five fraternities.
Donald A. Lenth served as the
1939-1940 president; Bill Close
held the office of vice-president;
Bob Hunt was secretary, and EdAmong
ward Lyons, treasurer.
fraternithe
governing
those rules
ties, each of which maintains its
own off-campus house, are: that no
one may be initiated as a fraternity
brother until he proves that he
carried fourteen hours of work during the term he was pledged, and
that he has a "C" average. The
new Teach ers College men must

have resided for at least six weeks
on the campus before they can be
rushed.
Pledging, smokers, and principles of the traditional "Hell
Week" were supervised by the
council. Exactly how many foot
pounds can be applied to the seat
of a bent-over pledge, in what degree of undress the heckled initiates
may parade around the campus,
and how many jelly beans each sufferer must furnish to actives are
matters considered by this band of
representatives from the Greek social organizations for men. Any
dissension between the individual
fraternities is decided by this group
of mediators.
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Top Row---Weller, Dettmer, McConeghey, Elwood, Adams, Aschenbrenner, Berg, Bennett, Bolinski
Second Ro<U,~Britson, Buchwald, Carl, Carney, Colville, Cronk, Dodson, Foote, Foss
Third Row---Foster, Fowler, Fry, Hamilton, Hoxie, Irwin, Johnson, Jones, Kendle
Fourt!t Row---Kienzl c, Krulish, Kurtz, Legler, McDonald, McNabb, McPherson, Moser, O'Connell
Fift!t Row---Pershing, Roberts, Shank, Slater, Bob Steinkamp, Eugene Steinkamp, Stephenson, Stroup
Sixt!t Ro<U,~David Swanson, John Swanson, Templeton, Thompson, Troy, Tubbs, Van Arkel, Vaughan,
Von Lackum, Weaver, Yetley

ALPHA CHI EPSILON
Mondays at eight P.M. the halls
on Twenty-Fifth Street bulge with
Alpha Chis who congregate for a
meeting. The "high officials" during the fall term were: president,
Richard Britson, vice-president,
Harry Carney, secretary, John Colville, treasurer, Richard Elwood,
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social secretary, Alvin Weller and
pledge captain, "Bid" Snyder.
Important events in the "Chis"
social whirl were the traditional
"Broiler Maker's Brawl" at the
Armory, Founder's Day Banquet,
fall dance, Christmas dance, and
l\1other's Day Dinner.

ALPHA DELTA ALPHA

Top Ro,u,~Maurer, Laird, Simonson, Gosline, Betz, Blesie, Robert Brown, Merrill Brown, Eells
Second Row-Ellenberger, Eilertson, Erikson, Ekstam, Evans, Fisher, Gidley, Haahr, Horton
Third Ro,u,~Jellinger, Jensen, Jurgemeier, Kadesch, Kepler, Knights, Loeb, Martin, Ma son
Fourth Ro,u,~McCowan, McGaffin, McKeefer, Mershon, Miller, Moodie, Clem Morphew, Dick Morphew,
Mueller, Muir
Fiftlt Row----Otto, Overgaard, Peterson, Riebe, Runft, Schlichting, Slayton, Todd, Wick, Yaggy

Sharing top honors for Tutor Tickler Acts with their "Walter Winchell Act" was one of the most important accmoplishments.
The traditional Hell-Week featured a "damp and frosty march"
for newly-acquired preps. A spring

formal and informal parties were
on the fraternity social calendar.
I van Mauer was president over
his "fellow men" while Dugan
Laird, A. Simonsen, and Carl Goslin were vice-president, secretary,
and treasurer respectively.
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Twelve men, added during the fall
pledging period, became fraternity
men of the well-known "Beans".
The scholastic ra ting of the fraternity was 2.18 at the end of the fall
quarter. Russ Schmidt was the
highest officer of his fellow-men,
and Bernard Erdman, Ro b e r t
Todd, and Louis Growney were
vice-president, secretary, and treas-

urer, respectively.
The usual informal dances during the year and the traditional
spring formal were among the social events. The second prize-winning act in Tutor Tickler entrees
was that of the "Beans" and Tau
Sigma Delta's "Surprise Package,"
in which a fall pledge, Peter Seip,
took a leading part.

LAMBDA GAMMA NU
Top Row-Schmidt, Erdman, Todd, Patterson, Abel, Baird, Bishop, Bolt
Second Ro<U-~Bredow, Burns, Close, Dennis, Goodman, Grady, Growney, Hanifan
Third Row-Hildebrand, Hermann, Iverson, Delbert Jensen, Milo Jensen, Jespersen, Lewis, Lund
Fourth Row-Miller, Nus, Pritchard, Puck, Quinn, Seip, Shane, Vito
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PHI SIGMA EPSILON
Loren B. Conry was president of
the Phi Sigs during the past season;
his associate officers were: v1cep resident, Bob Hunt; secretary,
Robert Keyes; treasurer, James
Reynolds.

During the winter quarter intramural basketball and other team
sports were participated in by the
brothers. Two Phi Sigs were selected for "All-Team" honors on
the first intramural basketball team.
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The "frat of the athletes" is that
of the Xanhos, whose president during the last year was Roger Isaacson, varsity wrestler.
William
Jenkins, star track man, was the
next officer in line, and John Clark,
quarter miler of the track team, was
the secretary, and Gerald Pieres,
treasurer, followed in order.
Eighteen men became Xanho

"preps" during the fall term.
Pledge parties and smokers, various
Homecoming engagements, a n d
dances throughout the year, with a
special emphasis on a spring dance
were a few of the events in a Xanho's social life.
For the fall term Xanhos, actives
and pledges, had a 2.19 scholastic
average.

XANHO
Top Rocu,~Isaacson, Jenkins, Clark, Pieres, Bockelmann
Second Row--Borwick, Gardner, Gerdes, Hadenfelt, Hauser, Hershire
Third Row-Lenth, Liberman, Mcritz, Pastorino, Perrin, Peterson
Fourth Row----Philson, Schuldt, Thoman, Turpin, Valle, Weitz
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Dugan and Temp aid inter-fraternity spirit. Is that Krusenstjerna (whew!) with Peterson?

Members of the five social fraternities on the campus and their chosen
guests danced to the swingy music
of Wally Wallace and his orchestra
at the annual Interfraternity semiformal prom. As the girls entered
the dance floor of the Commons,
each received one of the corsages,
which were provided by the Interfraternity council.
Before the feature dance a group
of members from each "frat" sang
the new inter-fraternity song, with

original words and music written
for the occasion by Robert McCabe. During the feature dance, a
number was dedicated to each
Greek group. Only fraternity members to whom the number was dedicated danced this dance with their
guests.
Harry Carney, as general chairman of the dance, superintended its
organization and planning. Dancers
attending the event voted it outstanding in the year's program.

·INTER-FRATERNITY DANCE

1

1
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Mary Ann Smith is in the heart of the feature dance.

No, there's nothing like a photographer.

INTER-SORORITY DANCE
Inter-sorority spirit was advanced

l\1ary Ann Smith, standing in the

when members of the eleven soror-

frame of a lacy Valentine, sang a

ities on the campus and their es-

medley of sweetheart songs for the

corts danced to the music of Paul

feature dance.

Moorhead and his orchestra. The

the course of the evening, traded

event was the annual Inter-sorority

two dances with members of other

Valentine dance, which this year

sororities.

was dubbed the "Greek Gallop".

Audrey Stevens, president of the

Each girl, during

Miss Catherine Peck,

The programs, designed by Doris

Inter-sorority council, and her es-

De] ong, exemplified the Valentine

cort stood in the receiving line.

theme with the colors of red and

General chairman of the dance was

white in a heart design.

Virginia Knostman.
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The governing body for the sororities and their standards is that of
the Inter-Sorority Council, headed
this year by Audrey Stevens, a
member of Pi Tau Phi sorority.
Those rules established by the
council, stating that a girl must have
been a student at the Iowa State
Teachers College for at least a
term, and must have at least a "C"
average, seemed to have worked
very satisfactorily. Not only was
there a better scholastic standing,
but the freshman girls had a chance
to look around and find worthwhile
friendships.
Last fall, the council, with the

sorority girls as hostesses sponsored
a tea for the freshman girls. The
Beaux and Arrow Ball of February 9, was the annual dance sponsored by the group. The InterSorority dinner and the regular
meetings were on the "accomplishment list" of the council.
At a special meeting during the
winter quarter, Audrey Stevens and
her co-workers spoke to the freshman girls and gave them the "lowdown" on bidding, rushing, and
pledging. The book "Who's Who
in Sororities", edited by Miss
Stevens, was presented to each girl
as an aid in forming friendship.

IINTER-SORORITY

COUNCIL

I

Top Row-Stevens, Betz, Bliss, Brouillet, Cooper, Cupp, Denny
Sero11d Ro<W--Duncan, Halvorson, Ruth A. Johnson, Knostman, Moor, Muskopf, Parrott
Third Ro<W--Raymond, Rupp ell, Dorothy Smith, Germina Smith, Thierman, Tons_feldt, Workman
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ALPHA BETA GAMMA
Top Ro<U,~Blough, Smith, Armstrong, Duncan
"iecond Ro,u,~Crisman, Ebe rs, Jeannette Edgerton, Joyce Edgerton, E,ving
Third Ro,u,~Hill, Law, Scholten, Schuchert, Shugart

Picnics and informal parties in the
fall, a formal dinner dance in the
winter, spreads, and another formal
in the spring were listed on an
Alpha Beta Gamma's social calendar.
Bettie Blough was the newly
elected president of the winter
quarter, Dorothy Smith was recognized as vice-president, Marion
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Law took over as corresponding
secretary, the recording secretary
was Marjorie Armstrong, while the
social secretary was Josephine Kerr,
and Betty Duncan guarded the
funds as treasurer.
Social life, better scholarship,
and promotion of finer friendships
were the aims of this sorority,
which met Tuesdays at five o'clock.

DELTA PHI DELTA
Top Ro<W--Knostman, Charlene Gilbert, Donovan, June Adams, Lois Adams, Anderson
Second Ro<u-~Barker, Bergum, Betz, Borchart, Catherine Gilbert, Edwards
Third Ro<u-~Kelly, Parmeter, Roach, Scanlan, Sheldon, Wagoner, Workman

Having a share of the first prize
as the winner of Tutor Tickler acts,
the "Delts" were justly proud of
themselves. l\1onday afternoons at
S o'clock, these sorority members
were to be found in the Men's Club
room of the Commons, with President Virginia Knostman calling the
meeting to order. Charlene Gilbert bore the title of vice-president,

the "minute-taker" was Betty Donovan, treasurer, June Adams, corresponding secretary, Ve r on i c a
Roach, social chairman, Maxine
Anderson, and custodian, Carol
Sheldon. Catherine Gilbert represented the Delts in the Inter-Sorority council.
Dinners, dances and parties filled
their "date" books.
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EPSILON PHI EPSILON
Top Row-B a rragy, Mu skopf, Kell ey, Lorna Smith
Second Ro<u-~Bickenba ch, Knud se n, Murphy, Ra smu sse n, Ge rmin a Smith
Third Row-Sprol e, Th eim, Van Horn , Va n Roek el, " ' intakger

These "Greeks", with Frances Barragy as their president, spent the
year in a rush of social events, including a Homecoming lunch at
the Commons, various informal
parties, a winter semi-formal dance,
and a spring dinner-dance. Then,
of course, the actives thoroughly
enjoyed putting the pledges through
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their paces. The placards "I'm an
Epsilon Phi Epsilon Prep" were
not an unfamiliar sight during the
traditional "Hell-week".
Mrs. E . A . Robinson, Mrs.
George Robinson, and Mrs. George
Holmes are advisers. Mondays at
5 o'clock in the Yellow Kitchen, is
when the members "get together."

KAPPA THETA PS I
Top Row-Pollins, Tesmer, Griffin, Baird, Beulah Blunt, Faith Blunt, Cole
Second Row-Cooper, De Jong, Dycus, Fockler, Gronberg, Gunth er, Hook
Third Row-Hubbard, Kitchen, Krusen stjerna , Levsen, McMillan, Ol sen, Mae Louise Ruppel, Mary Ann
Ruppel
Fourth Ro<U~Schuck, Strube, Tharp, Thompson, Tostl ebe, Val entine, Wilson , V.'ood

A fall dance at th e country club
was one of the events in the social
life of "Kappa" during the last season. The event was informal; scarecrows, petit cider jugs, doughnuts,
and cider serving as decorations and
refreshments. Also during the fall
term, the Kappas entertained at a
formal representative dinner, which

is fast becoming a tradition with
this group. The annual homecoming dinner for alumni and actives;
the winter formal, using the theme
"Stars of a Winter Night"; and the
spring dinner dance added to
Kappa festivities.
President of the Kappa Theta
Psi sorority was j\1eriwyn Pollins.
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During the past year the group's
activities varied from the very informal steak fries to the formal
spnng dance at the Sunnyside
Country Club, lvlay 4. A semiformal Dinner Dance was enjoyed
by the actives and new pledges at
the Hotel President in Waterloo,
January 27. A Homecoming din-

ner at the Women's Club House
and various other minor functions
completed the "Phi Sig's" social
engagements.
The officers for the sorority were:
president, Lorraine Anderson, her
co-worker vice-president, Margaret
Cupp, secretary, Vera Scott, treasurer, Catherine Widmer.

Top Ro<U,~Anderson, Cupp, Scott. \Vidm er
Srco11d Row-Behrens, Bragonier, Brown, Duffus
Third Row-Kramer, McLeod, Oldenburg, Parman, Peterson

PHI SIGMA PHI
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Formerly the national sorority, Pi
Omega Phi, the Pi Phi Omega
now is a local sorority, founded in
1932. The "locals" favor the softer,
more delicate colors, as shown in
their choice of pink and white in
their official flowers.
The sorority's beauty queen,
Ruth A. Johnson, pres ided as highest officer; Vivian Herwig acted as

vice-president, Virginia Gregory
was secretary, and Eleanor Leasure
took charge of the money as treasurer.
lVIrs. John Horns, Mrs. J 0!111
Dietrich, Mrs. C. L. Jackson, and
Mrs. Louis Crowder formed the
advisory council. Mrs.Jackson entertained for a Homecoming luncheon in her home.

Top Row-Johnson, Maurine Clausen, Gregory, Leasure
Second Ro'lL~Ballou, Bear, Clark, Lois Clausen
T !tird Ro'lL~Cookse), Dickinson, Dietz, Herwig

PI PHI OMEGA
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Top Row-Harris, Stevens, Strom, vVhetstone, Bowers
Second Row-Cummins, Deischer, Drake, Halvorson, Hill, Huus
Third Ro,u;-Johnson, Looft, Lundy, Miller, Stoutner, Thierman

Every Tuesday evening at 6 :30, the
Pi Tau Phi sorority "gathered
round" to have the previous meeting recalled to mind by secretary
Helen Strom's reading of the minutes.
Doris Harris, president,
headed the officers; her subordinates for the year were vice-president, Audrey Stevens; treasurer,
Evelyn Whetstone; chairman of soPage 143

cial events and keeper of the chest,
Eleanor Johnson.
Along the line of social events,
Pi Tau Phi celebrated on October
ninth, a formal dinner for the sponsors, a skating party October
twenty-eighth, a dinner theatre
party in the winter term, and the
traditional spring formal dance on
May fourth.

The accomplishment of which Pi
Theta Pi was mos t proud this year
was the fact that the sixth Old Gold
Beauty Queen and the girl chosen
to be sculptured by Christian Petersen was one of their own sorority
sisters, Bette Teale. A homecoming dinner, a winter semi-formal, at
which Burt Russell's orchestra fur-

nished the dance music, a Mother's
Day party, and a spring dance may
be mentioned as "Pi Theta" social
functions.
Officers for the year were: president, Cleo Lenz, vice-president,
.M ary Ellen Bottom, secretary,
l\1arion Lindeman, treasurer, Ruth
Brouillet.

Top Ro<U-~Lenz, Bottom, Lindeman, Brouillet, Broshar
Second Ro<U-~Bucher, Clark, Cowles, Denny, Hess
Third Ro<U-~Holmes, Mammen, McKinney, Miller, Thomas
Fourth Ro<U-~Teale, Vogt, White, Wyland, Zeiger

PI THETA PI
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Kathleen Riebe's title is President
of the Tau Sigma Delta sorority.
The organization was founded in
1920, and has as its colors, yellow
and white. Tradition says that the
official flower is the talisman rose.
The officers who lent "Kay" a
helping hand were: vice-president,
Gloria Parott, secretary, Helendora

Refshauge, treasurer, Lenora Shaw,
and historian, Ruth Lambertson.
Two dances, dinners on Mother's
and Dad's Days, with the respective
parents as honored guests, a wiener
roast on Halloween, and a Christmas party were the events that occupied the social time of a "Tau
Sig".

Top Ro<W--Riebe, Parrott, Helendora Refshauge, Shaw, Adams, Albert, Baughman
Second Row--Benz, Camp, Carter, Connell, Crabill, Cummins, Faris
Third Ro<W--Hall, Henrikson, Horton, Johannes, Lambertson, Lillehei, Maxine Moen, Shirley Moen
Fourth Row--Muller, Paine, Prichard, Arletta Refshauge, Rice, Rohrer, Schive, Smith

TAU SIGMA DELTA
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"The Gridiron Special", Homecoming luncheon, a "Hobo Haunt",
the scary Hallowe'en party of the
Theta Garns, the annual spring formal, and a .Mother's Day luncheon
left little time for homesickness
among the new pledges of Theta
Gamma Nu sorority.
Eleanor Collman, this year a

finalist candidate for beauty queen,
presided in the president's chair
while Gwen Nelson was the vicep resident. .Marilyn .Moor's job was
that of recording secretary, and
Dorothy Raymond's work was
treasurer. Prep captain was Winson Wallace, and Marian Justus
was social chairman.

Top Ro<U,~Collman, Gwendolyn Nelson, Moor, Raymond, Ahrens, Feldman
Second Ro<U,~Gore, Hackett, Hass, Ives, JohPson, J ,1s tus
Third Row-Kaderabeck, Kennedy, Klepfer, Bessie Nelson, Orr, Person, Peterman
Fourth Row-Quirin, Reid, Ricklefs, Stewart, Van Deest, Van Voltinbergh, Wallace

THETA GAMMA NU
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Founded in 1896, Nu Omicron Nu
Sigma Phi has rightful claim to the
title of "the oldest sorority on Iowa
State Teachers College campus".
Gold and white were picked by the
sorority sisters at that time as representative colors, and the narcissus
ranks as the official flower for this
organization.
Lois Adam took charge as presi-

dent this year, while the office of
vice-president was in the hands of
Margaret Wood. Mary Brickley's
position was that of secretary and
Dorothea Feisner acted as treasurer.
Homecoming dinners for alumni,
fall picnics for enthusiastic members, and a spring formal were the
sorority's social engagements.

Top Row--Adam, Wood, Brickley, Feisner
Second Row--Ballard, Bliss, Buck, Gravesen, Kerr
Third Ro'!L~Mangold, Meyer, Peterson, Thoms, Tonsfeldt

NU OMICRON NU
SIGMA PHI
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Making it a grab and a half high?
Epsilon Pi Tau discusses safety education.

I-,

CHAPTER V
Arts and Industrial Arts

"Art is not a thing: it is a way."
Hubbard.

ARTS AND
INDUSTRIAL AR TS

Cole, Conlon, Dietrich, Horns, Palmer, Patt

The department of
novelty pins take
a rt s includes two
f o r m under skilled
main divisions - the
h a n d s wielding a
field of aesthetic art
hammer and saw. In
and that of industrial
the top floor rooms
arts. The six profescollegians with a rtissors in the departtic ability may exment headed by .Mr.
press themselves 111
Bailey, endeavor to
such creative activiturn out the best posties as painting or
sible teachers, qualisculpture.
BAILEY
fied to carry on satisTh re e organizafactory art and mantions are sponsored by
ual tra111111g programs in high
this group. Art League, open to
schools, and to be conversant with
anyone who is interested, carries on
the modern philosophy of educaactivity and social meetings. Intion in these subjects.
dustrial Arts Guild membership is
In sunny rooms on the second
confined to industrial arts majors.
floor of the Vocational Building
The national honorary fraternity,
carpenters and craftsmen transform
Epsilon Pi Tau, recently wrote and
lengths of lumber into finished and
published a 16-page news bulletin,
beautiful products. Furniture, pic"Pi-Grams" which was sent to
ture frames, book-ends, and wooden
alumni members.
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EPSILON PI TAU

Top Row-Mill er, Moser, Lampman
Second Ros.:1-Bro, Ware, Palmer

Though still a relatively new organization on the campus, Epsilon
Pi Tau, the national honorary professional fraternity of industrial
arts, has already become a very important group.
Membership is
open to those majors and minors in
industrial arts who have a "B" average in industrial arts and a "C"

average in all other courses. l\1eetings are held bi-monthly.
Officers are Galer Miller, president; Gerald l\!Ioser, vice-president; and Duncan Lampman, secretary-treasurer. The sponsor is
lv1r. Harold G. Palmer, instructor
of industrial arts.
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Mr. Dietrich directs a project for Art ,League.
Industrial Arts Guild uses its meetings for practical purposes.

For asp1nng Joe College rs who
might wish to model a bust of his
current girl friend, or carve a lamp
out of one of his favorite stumps, or
for the Patty Co-ed who is very
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proud of the fact that she can draw
a straight line, there is the Industrial Guild and the Art League,
both sponsored by the Department
of Arts.

,

' '

Accounting on a cash register is explained by Douglas to Tesmer.

I,;

CHAPTER VI
Commerce

"Let commerce perish-let the world expire."
Anon .

•

COMMERCIA L
EDUCATION

Cummins, Gaffin, Kuykendahl, Mach, Myers, Skar

HE departextend to the broader
ment of
fields of marketing
commerce
and accounting.
stands at
The department
the head of Iowa
prides itself on its unState Teachers Colusually fine supply of
lege in number of
equipment. Fifteen
four-year majors, and
typewriters, each with
can lay claim to the
i t s o w n drop-head
outstanding achievedesk, are at the disment of having, for
posal of students. A
DOUGLAS
the last four years, senew course in office
cured one hundred
machines, being ofpercent placement of its graduates.
fered this year for the first time, has
The course offered to enrollees in
resulted in the installation of dictathe field covers a wide range of subphones, a vari-typer, electric calcujects. Students who covet a knowllator, and other modern business
edge of shorthand, which will enequipment
able them to procure an office job
This group, besides sponsoring
or help them keep up with the lecthree organizations, makes possible
tures of Professor "Z," may find it
a conference of high school comhere. Ranging from this skill and
mercial teachers of the state every
other skills of typing, classes also
other year.
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Top Ro<w--Cross, Muller, Blewett, Hamilton
Second Ro<w--Bell, Bosworth, Dilly, Knudsen, Douglas

PI OMEGA PI
Are you.majoring in commerce? If
you are a commerce major, and if
you type with agility, transcribe
shorthand rapidly, or keep books
accurately and neatly, there is an
honorary organization for you.
At the beginning of each term informal and formal initiations are
held for those who are fortunate
enough to be eligible for membership.
Pi Omega Pi, the national commercial honorary fraternity, was organized on the campus on N ovember 23, I 925. Th rough the cooperation of its members it seeks to recognize and promote interest and
scholarship in commerce, to encourage and foster high standards in
business and professional life, to aid

in civic betterment, and to teach the
ideal of service as the foundation of
all worthwhile work. At the meetings different ways of attaining the
above goals are discussed and put
in to practice.
C nder the wing of Pi Omega Pi
is a local organization, the Golden
Ledger, a club made up of freshman and sophomore students who
have declared a major in the commerce department. From the students of this group future Pi
Omega Pi members are chosen.
John Cross holds the highest office in this group, Henriette Muller is vice-president, Averil Blewett is secretary, and Herbert Hamilton serves as treasurer.
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One of the largest and most active
groups on Iowa State Teachers College campus is the COMMERCIAL CLUB. Tucked under the
wing of the commerce department
and headed by Henrietta Muller it
faithfully interests the members in
the various fields of commerce. The

twice monthly meetings bring the
students in contact with business
leaders. The GOLDEN LEDGER, another departmental club,
is open to freshman and sophomore
commercial students who have been
voted on by active members.

Bottom Row--Bell, Bothe!, \Veid ave r, Barry, Dougherty, Refshauge, Mull er, Kuykendall, N. Lynn Smith,
Nye, v\Theeler, L. Orton
Second Row--Frost, Katz, Bogh, Denny, Rierscn, Kelsen, Betz, Blewett, Meyers, v\Tood, Eggland, Schuchart,
Nelson
Third Row-Shore, Scott, Lindberg, McKutcheon, White, Bosworth, Kronenberg, Miller, Rasmussen,
Schwertley, Schlattman
Fourth Row--Eells, Kerr, Heaton, Dorothy Smith, Locker, Starton, Elsie Smith, Howe, Kane, Ball, Staveley,
Schuchert, Marquardt
Fifth Row--Davenport, John Cross, Nelson, Dale Orton, Kruse, Fuegen, Jewell, Bechter, Dilly, Ted Cross,
Bockelmann, Robinson, Hutchens, Muntz

)

.,o

It's true-all education comes in books.

)I.

CHAPTER VII
Education

"Education has for its object the formation of character."
Spencer

EDUCATION
HE department of education, with its broad aim
of supplying the professional training required
for teachers, is a vital part of
Teachers College.
Collegians are painlessly transformed into capable instructors
when they have absorbed the information that the department makes available
for them. Psychology
courses familiarize
them with the characteristics of boys and

girls at various age levels, thereby
forming a basis for understanding
and sympathetic teaching; methods
classes present techniques of instruction. Under the careful guidance of these courses
each prospective
teacher f o rm s for
himself the s o u n d
philosophy of education that is so essential
The state conference of elementary
principals held here
April 5, was a project
of this department.

Arey, Brown, Buffum, Charles, Riebe
Slacks, Smith, Todd, Walters, Wilcox
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Top Row--Hoxie, Lund, Huus, Bennett, Babcock, Behrens, Bollhoefer, Blewett, Brinkman, Brown
Second Row----Butterfield, Clayton, Cross, Cupp, Edwards, Fitzgerald, Hawk, Hull, Kamm, Krumm
Third Ro<U~Laird, Lampman, Lundy, Moeller, Martin, Mayer, Miller, Moser, Muller, McPherson
Four/It Row----Nelson, O'Banion, Olsen, Quirin, Schuhart, Slater, Smith, Tesmer, Thierman, Van Winkle,
Dr. Charles.

KAPPA DELTA PI
Kappa Delta Pi, the national honorary education fraternity, is one of
the largest honoraries on the camIt invites to membership,
pus.
however, only ten per cent of those
students who are in the upper
fourth scholastically of the junior
and senior classes. Kappa Delta
Pi aims to encourage high scholastic standards and to recognize outstanding contributions to education.
It was first organized in 1911 at
the University of Illinois, and in
1923 the local Psi chapter was
founded at the Iowa State Teachers
College. Three or four meetings
are held every term. Banquets and
parties are frequent and are many

times highlighted with superintendents and other educators as guest
speakers.
This year representatives from
the Iowa State Teachers College
organization were sent to the national convention in St. Louis.
These delegates arranged for the
appearance of a nationally known
individual to speak at the college.
One of the activities of Kappa
Delta Pi is the annual awarding of
a scholarship paying the tuition of
an outstanding senior student.
Gordon Hoxie is president of the
local group; Katherine Olsen, vicepresident; Alice Thierman, secretary.
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Purple Arrow, honorary organization for freshman and sophomore
women, aims to promote scholarship, encourage high standards in
individual and community living,
and further the best interests of
Iowa State Teachers College. Purple Arrow girls, who have earned
their membership by maintaining a
B average for two consecutive
terms, learn and endeavor to adopt
as their own the club's motto,
"Knowledge, Integrity, Loyalty".
Business meetings are held three
times a term, with groups of girls

having the same major presenting
organized programs based on new
developments or things of interest
in their respective fields.
This organization strives to develop leadership by offering opportunities for participation in programs and committee functions, and
provides an incentive for scholarship by honoring members having
the highest grade averages. By
10111111g in this year's campaign
against cheating, Purple Arrow expressed its fundamental belief in
honesty and truthfulness.

PURPLE ARROW
Top Ro'W--Miller, Bernd, Van Duyn, Barker, Barry, Baumgartner, Beier, Boltz, Chase, Cummins
Second Ro<w~Dahlgren, Dawson, Faris, Felton, Fockler, Fraser, Hackbarth, Halverson, I-less, Hiatt, Jacobmeyer
Third Ro<w~C. Jacobson, P. Jacobson, Johnson, Kaplan, Kennedy, Larson, Lundvall, Lyon, Morris,
McKane, Nelson.
Fourth Ro'W--Rush, Thierman, Thompson, Tupper, Van Roekel, Volz, \Verkheiser, Wheeler, Vi1 ilkinson,
Willis, Buxbaum
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Bottom Row--Calderwood, Wolleson, Carstensen, Miner, Goldsberry, Welch, Gregory
Second Row--Bristol, Pippert, Edwards, Toedt, Nelson, Briggs, McCrea
Third Row--Stephens, Kennedy, Loken, Hackett, Hall, Yocum
Fourth Row-Siemen, Smith, Knoer, Huus, Kirkpatrick, Whetstone

Bottom Row--McCormick, Dawson, Reutter, McKane, Halverson, Kennedy, Foote, Bahr, Van Engen
Second Row--Branch, Erickson, Nieman, Lorna Smith, Smith, Carstens, Wellemeyer, Thompson, Tvedt,
Hiatt
Third Row--Wheat, Florence Hash, Thelma Hash, Dietz, Bear, Miller, Rauscher, Baker
Fourth Row--Schroeder, Channon, Rasmussen, Johnson, Brown, Bretin, Vi1 heeler, Chantland, Manus, Lawler, Carroll
Fifth Ro<u-~Kettering, Gilkerson, Porter, Beier, Calvin, Harmon, Traeder, Heggen, Kramer

KAPPA PI BETA ALPHA
ELEMENTARY CLUB
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FIRST YEAR KINDERGARTEN PRIMARY CLUB
Bottom Row----Holland, Stockfleth, Coffman, McLeod, Schock, Stewart, Evans
Second Row----Higgins, Yoder, Thomas, McCreary, Mammen, Davis, Hovey, Swanson, Hunter
Third Row----Collinson, Dickinson, Jarboe, Sargent, Johnston, Margaret Johnson, Roberts, Meils
Fourth Ro<zL~Davis, Miller, Cooper, Beatty, Pelham, Herrmann, Windfeldt, Woodward, Vermeer
Fiftlt Ro<zL~Thompson, Rohrer, Plotner, Marjorie Johnson, Cummings, McMahon
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SECOND YEAR KINDERGARTEN PRIMARY CLUB
Bottom Row----Chapman, Cressey, Von Ives, Kramer, Bernd, Rush, Bucher, Hansen, Borlaug, Barker, Van
Roekel
Second Row----Archamboult, Anderson, Vande Brake, Ahrens, Kaderabek, Otte, Leasure, Bean, Looft, Pearce,
Bragonier, Wolfram, Coleman, Gerber!
Third Row----Orr, Cutler, Molle, Iverson, Bilstad, Schmidt, Hall, v'i'osoba, Dahlgren, Frantz, Lyon, Bunse
Fourth Row----Hanson, Kittlesby, Picht, Bachman, Hardcopf, Swanson, Brown, Chase, Sedgwick, Lindsay,
Richardson, Miller, Fraswer, Stucker
Fifth Row----Morris, Viliese, Parmeter, Sheaffer, Bohne, Pt'arson, Norby, Nielsen, Vi'ard, Jacobson, Hansen,
Iverson, Jochumsen, Felton

KINDERGARTEN-PRIMARY
CLUBS
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Books seem to be the center of attraction in the mind of Dr. Booth and
his prize students.

CHAP TER VIII

English

"When I read some of the rules for speaking
and writing the English language
correctly- I think"Any fool can make a rule
And every fool will mind it."
Thoreau

Buxbaum, Fagan, Hake, Halvorson, H enrik son, Holmes, Lamb ert
Lambertson, Lynch, Reninge r, Robinson, Rohlf, Sorenson, Strayer, T erry

In the main phase
N excepof English, that of
tion a 11 y
literature and creabroad and
tive writing, extenthorough
sive work is being
instruction is given
done towards makstudents majoring in
English, drama and
ing the course more
speech by a staff of
philosophic a 11 y
fifteen department
sound for a gradumembers.
ate who will live and
The field branches
teach in the MidBOOl'l-lE
out to include draWest.
matics ( in which talented performThis year marks the beginning of
ers produce plays of Broadway calan important innovation- an adiber, while technique classes create
visory system whereby all English
lighting effects and build scenery
and speech majors are given indiin the Drama Shop), speech ( in
vidual instruction and guidance in
which voice recordings are made,
outside reading with the purpose of
orators and debaters trained, and
furthering self-expression. A stuspeech defects corrected), and redent play writing contest was sponligious literature and philosophy.
sored this year for the first time.

ENGLISH
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To stimulate the creative ability of
promising yo ung authors, poets, and
other writers of creative material is
the fundamental purpose of Sigma
Tau Delta, th e national honorary
The group
English fraternity.
meets not only to further the ability
of the members, but also to get a
first hand acquaintance with the
recognized literary masterpieces.
Qualifications for membership in
the fraternity are outstanding ability in creative writing and high

scholarship in English.
One of the most significant of the
year's activities is the publication
of the Purple Pen, student literary
magazine. Open house is held for
students interested in creative writing in cooperation with the Writer's Club.
.M iss Selina Terry is adviser of
the group; Florence Hansen, president; Julia Entz, vice-president;
Edna Landseidel, secretary-treasurer, and Harriett Kerr, historian.

SIGMA TAU
DELTA
Top Row-F. Hansen, J. Entz, Landseidel, W. Chesley,
Church, H. Kerr
Second Ro'!L·-Moessner, Peet, Riebe, Roupe, Schuchert,
Tostlebe

Miss

SELINA TERRY
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Top Row--Camp, Charles, Hawk, Kadesch
Second Row--H. Kerr, Laird, M. Lund, McConeghey,
C. Morphew
Third Ro<U,~Mueller, Olden, R. Schuchart, H. Thompson, Todd

importance of speaking ability
in the teaching field, Dr. Lambertson tries to develop in his
students the art of clear expression of ideas.
Training the greatest number
of students in the art of debating
rather than devoting all attention to a few repeatedly winning
speakers is the creed of Dr.
Lambertson, director of debate
and oratorical activities. Members of his classes are given extensive opportunities to profit
from actual experience in both
public speaking and debating
with other schools.

DEBATE AND ORATORY
Students with a yen for oratorical speaking a la Demosthenes
are not neglected. Representatives were sent to this year's
Peace Oratorical Contest at
Central College in Pella, as
well as to the extemporaneous
speaking contest. William McGahey, upholding the reputation of Teachers College orators, participated in the former
event, and Dugan Laird spoke
in the latter. Not to be outdone
by out-of-state colleges, Hamilton Club sponsored an afterdinner speaking contest on the
campus.
Never underestimating the

Laird, McGahey
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Delta Sigma Rho, national honorary forensic fraternity, is the oldest
debate fraternity in the United
States. It was founded in 1906.
Iowa State Teachers College can
boast real distinction in that it is
the only institution of its kind in
the country that has been granted
a charter by the national organization. There are but two other institutions in Iowa which have been
given a charter.
To be a member of this organization one must have outstanding ability in oratory, ex tempore speaking,
and debate. Another requirement

is participation in debate in at least
three of the major schools throughout the country.
An annual attraction is the debate
between two of our campus orators
<1nd a pair of British debaters. This
year's college representatives, Dugan Laird and Melvin Mueller,
matched wits with the English lads
on the topic of "Should America
Help England Win the War by the
Cash and Carry Plan?" Lair and
Mueller stood firmly negative on
the question. Dr. Lambertson, professor of speech, is faculty adviser
for the group.

DELTA SIGMA
RHO

LAMBERTSO N

Laird, Lund, Mueller, Olden
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DRAMA
The gloomy old sitting room of a
parsonage at Haworth, in Yorkshire, England, was reproduced on
the stage last spring, as a setting for
the powerful play "l\1oor Born" .
Anne and Charlotte and Emily
Bronte came to life again in this
Dan Totheroh drama, produced for
the annual conference on play production. All the pathos and tragedy of the Bronte family's life was
vividly portrayed by the cast of
drama students, directed by l\1iss
Strayer.
Above the tragedy of Branwell's
death, above the threat of inherited
consumption, and above the domination of Reverend Bronte, the
brilliant minds of Emily, Charlotte,
and Anne rise triumphantly. :M eriwyn Pollins, Charlotte Steinkamp,
Mary Jane Brindley, Robert
Kamm, and Joe McPherson played
the leading roles.
Hollywood may have its movie
stars and its razzle-dazzle publicity
--New York may have its farfamed actors and its Little Theatres-but these wonder cities of the
East and West have an Iowa rival
when it comes to world premieres.
Last summer the first production of
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a new play, "Footloose," by Charles
Quimby Burdette, took place on
the Iowa State Teachers College
stage.
The three-act comedy, designed
for high school use, was staged by
Mr. Hake and enacted by summer
school students before the playwright and a Cedar Falls audience.
First-nighters indulged in an evening of chuckles at the tribulations
of the eldest Early daughter, newlyelected head of a family exhilarated
by freedom from parental restraint.
,¥hen Mother and Father Early
take a second honeymoon, the offspring run riot. An automobile
smash-up, a law-suit, a forbidden
romance, and a surprise marriage
occur almost simultaneously. The
struggling daughter's disastrous attempts to cook rice and the ludicrous efforts of Big Brother as he
irons his shirt for the first time vie
for top-ranking honors as laugh
provoking scenes.
But all ends well, the tangled
th reads of life are unravelled, the
mistakes are all corrected, and the
family affairs are running smoothly
once more when Mr. and Mrs.
Early return from their travels.

McPherson in a serious mood. Steinkamp & Kamm.
Polly queries. Melancholia.
A heart throb. First door to the left, please.
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DRAMA
"Family Portrait," produced on
Broadway last season, excited a
storm of comment, argument, objection, and praise. A Teachers
College cast of selected drama students portrayed these living scenes
from the life of Christ last fall for
an auditorium packed with Homecoming crowds. Chosen one of the
ten best plays of the year by New
York critics, "Family Portrait"
made a profound impression on audiences here for the human reality
of its story, the superb interpretations of character by college actors,
and the beauty of the scenic backgrounds. Scenes were adapted by
Mr. Hake from those used in the
New York show. The home and
carpenter shop of Jesus' family,
with its graceful olive tree beside
the door, and the interior of the inn
where Mary met Judas were masterpieces of environment for acting.
The drama is unique in one respect - th e principal character
never appears. Only the influences
of his life upon the lives of each
separate member of his family and
home town people are shown on the
stage. "A prophet is not without
honor except in his own country,"
is the thesis of playwrights Lenore
Coffee and Joyce Cowen.
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Against a striking interior set of
solid wood panelling, "The Torchbearers" was presented last winter
by members of the class in play production. A scintillating satire on
amateur play giving, it concerns the
brief career of misguided Paula
Ritter, who wanted to be an actress.
Egged on by her staunch supporters, Mrs. J. Duro Pampinelli, authority on the "theatah" and selfappointed director, and Nelly Fell,
thrice-widowed yes-woman, Paula
is initiated to the stage in a community play. Husband Frederick objects strenuously, but "There will
be actresses when husbands are a
thing of the past," proclaims Mrs.
Pampenilli, with appropriate gestures.
When the final curtain has fallen
(because the guy rope broke) Paula
decides to renounce her theatrical
career in favor of home.
In quality of plays and excellency
of directing, staging, and acting,
this college's drama department has
proved itself worthy of being considered one of the finest in the
country. lVIiss Strayer's directing
talent, combined with Mr. Hake's
scene-designing assure play-goers
that every performance given here
will be artistic and polished.

Polly scores as Mary, mother of Christ. The brothers argue over Jesus' departure. McDonald the salesman.
Mrs. Pampinelli erupts. Meeting of the housewives.
Play rehearsal. Zimmerman tells them off.
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McPherson, Wallace, Hoover, Kamm, Moeller,
Pollins

Mi ss

STR AY ER

THETA ALPHA
PHI
Theta Alpha Phi is one of the
smaller organizations at Iowa State
Teachers College. The adage
"quality rather than quantity" is
well proven in this case, however,
as shown by the important place
this group has on the campus. The
members are striving to maintain a
high standard for dramatic productions and to encourage the appreciation of drama among the students.
Invitations to membership are
sent to only those students who are
outstanding in dramatics. Discussions of drama and dramatic literature are features of the meetings.
The members of Theta Alpha Phi
play a very important role in helping to make the annual Drama Conference, which is held each spring,
a success. At this year's conference
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the blank verse drama of modern
social conditions, "Winterset," was
produced for audiences of high
school pupils and their teachers. A
demonstration of costumes used in
past plays, with descriptions of material and cost, and a make-up demonstration were given by Miss
Strayer. Mr. Hake talked to conference attenders on photographing
the high school play.
Parties and social gatherings are
held several times throughout the
year. A Homecoming party welcomed returning dramatists who received their training at Teachers
College.
Members of the honor group
went to Des Moines to see the New
York stage success, "Abe Lincoln
in Illinois," with Raymond Massey.

lJmm !

Here's hoping.

CHAPTER IX
Home Economics

Digestion, like Love and Wine, is no trifling brook."
MacBeath

HOME ECONOMICS

Miss McCLELLAND, Acting Head

Youthful home-makers and designers, stylists and dieticians
choose home economics as their major field. In the course of study,
candidates for a B. A. degree in
this department are given a broad
and varied training.
Calory conscious coeds learn to
count fat and carbohydrate values;
girls with one eye on Paris designs
and the other on new material
weaves, fashion gowns that would
do credit to a campus queen; homecrafts classes weave colorful scarfs
and doilies; forward-looking members of the feminine sex become
skilled in child care, meal planning, and home furnishing. The
ability to combine colors, the technique of making bound buttonholes
and side plackets, the correct method of cutting a grapefruit, and the
way to can vegetables are only a
few of the myriads of arts mastered
by these students.
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MISS NYHOLM

The planning, preparing, and
servmg of dinners form a regular
part of the home economics training schedule. Originality and efficiency are in constant demand as
the majors labor to turn out attractive and nutritious meals. Banquet
dinners are also achieved by the
ambitious home-makers in various
themes, which involve detailed
planning and decoration, as well as
elaborate cookery. Anything from
a sound background in chemistry,
which gives them indispensable information on the elements of which
foods are made, to an accurate
knowledge of Emily Post's decrees,
which will enable them to transform rude and untrained high
school youngsters into polished and
suave young ladies and gentlemen,
is required of a student in this department.
Theta Theta Epsilon is the honorary home economics group.

Top Row-Briggs, Gronberg,
Arnold
Second Row - Butterfield, Harris, Schwertly

Miss

McCLELLAND

THETA THETA EPSILON
One of the newest organizations on
the campus is Theta Theta Epsilon,
which was organized in June, 193+,
by the home economics department.
This honorary home economics fraternity invites to membership juniors and seniors with twenty-five
hours of 2.75 grade points in home
economics work. Members must
also have a "C" average in all other
work and must have participated in
some organization other than the
Ellen Richards Club. Through
its strict membership requirements,
the fraternity thus encourages high
standards, not only in specific home
economics skill, but in all-around
classwork.
Pledging and informal initiation

are scheduled three times a year.
Following initiation a dinner is usually held for members and initiates.
Every third 'fuesday the group eats
together in the alcove at the Commons. Business meetings are subject to call by the president.
Theta Theta Epsilon aims to foster and recognize high scholarship
among Home Economics students
and to inspire advanced economical
methods for modern homemakers.
President of Theta Theta Epsilon for this year is Madeline
Though comparatively
Briggs.
young, this up-and-coming organization has proved itself a worthwhile and valuable one to both its
members and the campus.
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Four H Club in the midst of a meeting.
Ellen Richard s Club relaxes.

Whether your interest lies in mixing up a wicked tasting Devil's food
cake or in remaking last year's coat
for a pair of trousers for next-door
Johnny 1 it will be taken care of in
the Ellen Richards Club, the departmental club of the Home Economics majors and minors. Once
every month the group, with Doris
Harris as president, convened for a
business meeting; later in the month
a social meeting for the members
occurred in the Yellow Kitchen.
Not only acting as a supplement

to class work, and learning vastly
more in an informal manner, the
organization participated in many
events during the past year. Among
them were a tea for new members
of the department, a Homecoming
tea, a Thanksgiving Dinner, a
Christmas party, a Style Show, a
Mother's Day tea, and a Bon Voyage picnic honoring the seniors.
Members of the organization were
hostesses to a style show for schools
of Northeastern Iowa which took
place in the early part of the fall.

DEPARTMENT ACTIVITIES
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To speak the language it is necessary to understand the environment
of the people.

CHA PTE R X
Lang uage

"Languages are the pedigrees of nations."
Johnson

LANGUAGE S
cabulary, declensions, or conjugaIn extending the limits of the fortions, the department members atmal education offered at this coltempt to so acquaint pupils under
lege and in broadening the views
their instruction with the life of the
students
its
of
and understanding
people that they will have a comconcerning foreign affairs, the imprehensive general background for
portance of the role played by the
the language they are studying.
language department cannot be
Social, and, at the same time,
overestimated. A mastery of any
educative experiences are provided
one language opens the way to apby the three organizations. The
preciation of the literature of that
Romance Language Club, compeople in the original; a reading
posed of French and Spanish stuknowledge of it entitles the interdents, is entirely responsible for
ested learner to accurate and firstsponsoring the Mardi
hand news of the
Gras.
country in its publiThe Classical Club,
cations.
for Latin scholars,
French, German,
plans p r o g r a m s
Latin, and Spanish
which include discusare taught by five
sions of Roman life,
well-qualified prof esand experiments with
sors, and the departLatin cookery. Prement offers majors in
senting German films
the first three subis an annual project
Besides prejects.
the German Club.
of
sen ting merely VOLILLEHEI
Merchant, Miller, Schaeffer, Thomes.
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MARD I GRAS

The Latin Quarter.

Gaily costumed students who
danced at the lvlardi Gras ball
proved that New Orleans hasn't
anything on Teachers College, for
the balloons, confetti, serpentine,
horns and masks were much in evidence at the dance sponsored by the
Romance Language club.
Richard Corton was general
chairman of the dance. Assisting
him were Dennis McDonald and
Bill Chesley, in charge of publi-

city; Vivian Cooper, who had
charge of judging; Evelyn T esmer,
in charge of hospitality; J oe McPherson, who had charge of the
ticket sale; and Bob l\1cCowen,
who arranged the feature.
Carl Carmichael and Jean Sulentic sang a few Spanish songs preceding the crowning of the l\1ardi
Gras queen by Dick Corton. Court
Hussey and his orchestra played
for the ball.
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Miss Thomes talks to Romance Language club. Can't say in what tongue.

For those students whose tongue
fluently flips off French and Spanish, the Romance Language Club
offers a chance to get together
and exhibit the knowledge they
have gained in the year or more that
they have taken of one of the two
languages and to view pictures and
films that .M iss Thomes and Dr.
Lillehei have gathered.
Twice a year French films, sponsored by the club, are shown to the

public in the college auditorium.
"La l\1aternelle" was presented for
student entertainment in April.
The big event sponsored by the
club was Teachers College only
costume ball, 'The Mardi Gras,
held March 29. l\1eriwyn Pollins,
French student, was chosen Mardi
Gras queen by student ballot. Dr.
Lillehei, French professor, and
l\1iss Thomes, Spanish and French
instructor, are faculty sponsors.

ROMANCE LANGUAGE
CLUB
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Dr. Van Engen shows how to measure a state in a class room.

CHAPTER XI
Mathematics

"Men love to wonder, and that is the seed
of our science."
Emerson

Condit, Lambert, ~ ' atson, Wester.

To train teachers in
appreciating the
place of mathematics
in a modern civilization, in finding the
place for it in the
lives of secondary
school boys and girls,
and in understanding
it so that they can better organize materials
for their p u p i 1 s these are the aims of
the mathematics department. The
social significance of mathematics
and its relationship to other fields
of learning are not ignored by the
five professors of the department.
They seek to make their subject an
interesting and integral part of the
work and thought of each teacher,
whether he will instruct the tots in
the primary grades or give high
schoolers their doses of arithmetic.
Majors can lay claim to estimat-

ing the height of trees
without a yardstick or
a ladder, beginning
an understanding of
the fundamental laws
of the universe, surveying a farm or a
city block, putting a
failing business back
on its feet financially,
and finding the sum
of x and y, the two
unknowns.
The Mathematics Club, open to
all stu dents taking the subject or interested in it, meets regularly to
hear lectures by outside speakers
and student-prepared papers, as
well as to enjoy mathematical
games and puzzles. Kappa Mu
Epsilon, the honorary organization
of the department, is one of the oldest clubs on the campus. Plans are
being made for the celebration of
its thirty-first birthday this year.

MATHEMAT ICS
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Top Row-Dubbert, Vogt, Hull, Wahl, Briggs, Cross, Charlotte Davis
Second Row-Dwight Davis, Kamm, Knostman, Lampman, Mayer, Rathbone, Lambert

KAPPA MU EPSILON
Miss Emma Lambert is adviser of
one of the most significant and active h on o r a r y organizations on
Iowa State Teachers College campus- Kappa lvlu Epsilon, the national honorary mathematics fraternity. Since its founding in 1931,
this organization has done much to
further the appreciation of mathematics and enable sponsoring of
scholarship, and fellowship.
:M embership in Kappa .M u Epsilon is open to those students who
have a three point average in twenty
hours of mathematics, five of which
must be in calculus. A 2.5 average
must have been attained in all other
subjects. Informal and formal initiations for those who are fortunate enough to be asked to J0111 are
held during the winter and spring

terms. One interesting thing new
members of the fraternity must do
during their pledgeship is prepare
a research discussion on some phase
of mathematics.
At the bi-monthly meetings
which are held in the administration building interesting discussion
of mathematics and subjects pertaining to mathematics are engaged
111.

Kappa l\1u Epsilon also participated in several social events
throughout the year. Among them
were several dinners at which special speakers talked.
Donald Dubbert is president of
this organization; Dorothy Vogt is
the vice-president; Ruby Hull,
secretary; and John ,iVahl, the
treasurer.
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MATH CLUB
The mathematics department is especially active in bringing current
problems and experience before the
students. One way of carrying out
this objective is through the .M athematics Club which is open to anyone interested in mathematics and
who has five hours of credit in the
department.
Besides the mathematical information which is received at the monthly meetings, the
members enjoy several picnics and
parties a year. Ruby Hull is president of the organization, with Elmer Falk, vice-president, and Betty
Larsen, secretary-treasurer.
The department was also active

in another channel this year. With
the department of teaching and the
Extension S e r vi c e co-operating
with them, the department of mathematics sponsored the sixth annual
conference on the teaching of arithmetic, on Saturday, A p r i 1 6.
S p e ec h e s , demonstrations and
group meetings were important
items of the conference. Ira S.
Condit presided at the sessions.
Among the speakers on the program were W. C. Findley, director
of elementary education, in Des
Moines, E. Grace Rait and Annabelle Pollock of the department
of teaching.

This may be all G reek to you but it's Math to thi s club.
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Buck explains intricate plays.

CHAPTER XII
Men's

Physical Education

"The wise for cure on exercise depend."
Dryden

MEN'S
PHYSICAL EDUCATION
EN of muscle, speed, and
courts, mauling each other in the
endurance are enrolled
wrestling rooms, or paddling in the
111
the department of
pool.
p h y s i c a 1 education,
High school boys of the future
will be coached well in athletic
which trains students for coaching
games, health care, and ethics of
positions in high school and junior
sportsmanship, if the physical eduhigh. Led by Mr. Mendenhall,
cation department has its way.
the six athletic professors drill their
Fu tu re teachers are rigorously
pupils in football, basketball, track,
swimming, and wrestling. Grid
schooled in methods, rules, and
stars and record-maksubject matter.
Anatomy, kinesioling sprinters develop
from the ranks of the
ogy, therapeutic exerMEKDE N HALL
classes in physical
cise, and physiology
education required of
of exercise are taught
all f r e s h m a n and
besides the regular
sophomore men. The
sports work.
Four
men's gymnasium, lofootball fields, four
baseball diamonds,
cated in the west end
tennis courts and a
of the quadrangle, is
quarter
mile track are
the scene of milling
maintained by this
throngs of players,
department.
pract1c111g on the
four basketball
Bend er, Dickin son, McCu skey, Nordly, Starbeck, Whitford.
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Bottom Row---Pastorino, Borwick, Rogel, Isaacson, Finn, Goodman, Rabey
Second Row---Clark, Hanifan, Phippin, Megson, Polley, Bayevsky, Hafke
Third Row-Bogott, Marsden, Puck, Dilly, Lenth, Burchard
Fourth Ro<W-Lund, Van Winkle, Boland, Podemski, Breitbach

CLU B
Looking for a real man? Well,
look no farther-the I Club has
them. Only th ose college men who
have earned varsity letters in football basketball, track, or baseball
are eligible for membership in this
organization. The I Club members have sponsored, among other
things, Play Days, and a get-together for Homecoming. The annual "Butcher-Maule rs" classic interpretation of basketball was held
between halves of one of the season's basketball games. The I Club
dance was held soon after Christmas holidays. Several representatives of the feminine portion of the
student body, garbed in I sweaters,

gave a burlesque of a meeting and
then the crowning of the queen as
a feature.
A lucky girl is she who is chosen
each term to reign over the sports
events of that quarter. This novel
idea was instigated by I Club members of 1938-39. So popular did it
prove to be that the recognition of
our campus's most fair has been
continued. In the fall Eleanor Collman was elected, and as a result,
she rode on the I Club float in the
Homecoming parade. The winter
queen, Ardell Peterson, was
crowned by I Club members during intermission of a basketball
game.
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Quee11 Ardell. The feature dance.
Dilly helps E leanor.

QUEENS-DAN CE
Collegians who danced to the melodic interpretations of Dick Mills
and his orchestra at the annual I
Club dance witnessed the crowning
of a special winter I queen by the
feminine chapter of the organization. Reversing the usual procedure of men-crown-girl, Ardell
Peterson, presiding officer for the
night, placed the golden crown on
the glistening locks of Robert Hadenfeldt. This queen-electing event
follows the tradition begun last year
of choosing a new favorite monarch
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to reign each term.
Gold cardboard I's with 1940
printed on them were distributed
among the dancers for the feature
tag dance, which was the one most
enjoyed by dance-goers this year.
Roger Isaacson arranged for the
feature dance and the special coronation. General chairman for the
dance was Lee Polley.
Swing-steppers who attended the
entertainment voted it right at the
top of the list in the fun-value it
contained.

Top Ro<tu-Bayevsky, Boland, Bolinski, Burckhard, Dutcher, Finn
Second Ro=-Griffith, Jensen, Kagan, Lewellyn, Lyons, Marsden, McCabe, Nus, Pastorino, Podemski
Third Row-Raber, Riebe, Riordan, Roberts, Santee, v\7 right
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FOOTBALL
The greatest football comeback
ever shown by a Teachers College
team, the completion of the new
stadium, and revived football interest provided most of the highlights
of the 1939 grid season. After losing three out of their first four contests, the Panthers showed a decided reversal of form to tie their
next game and finish the season
with four straight victories. Their
final record of five wins, three
losses, and one tie was the best compiled by a Teachers College team
in several years.

With the completion of the
$100,000 new football stadium,
seating approximately 6,000, attendance took a turn upward with
the near capacity Homecoming
crowd climazing the season.
Faced with one of the stiffest
schedules in many years, with a
light squad, numbering fewer than
30 players, Coach Clyde L. "Buck"
Starbeck elected to play a fast, wide
open game, gambling on a most
deceptive aerial attack and an
equally tricky and speedy running
game.

Sept. 23-Northeast Missouri State Teachers College at Cedar
Sept. 30-Creighton University at Omaha .
Oct. 6-University of North Dakota at Grand Forks .

ISTC

Foes

12

0

0

26
19

Oct. 21-Western State Teachers College at Cedar Falls

6
7
13

34
13

Oct. 28-Coe College at Cedar Rapids.

16

0

Nov. 4-Morningside College at Sioux City

0

Nov. 11-University of South Dakota at V crmillion

7
14

0

Nov. 18-North Dakota State College at Cedar Falls

19

0

Oct. 14-Kansas State Teachers College at Cedar Falls .
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Up and over. People.
Before the game.
Burkhard runs rampant.
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FOOTBALL
In the opening game with the
Northeast Missouri Teachers of
Kirksville, the Purple and Gold
came through with an impressive
12-0 victory. At Omaha the Tutors
lost their first game to the Creighton eleven, 26-0.
In its first conference tilt
Teachers College fell into a slump
for its only conference defeat when
the University of North Dakota
handed theni a 19-6 trimming. Returning to the local gridiron for the
annual Dad's Day game, the hapless Panthers dropped their third
game in a row as Kansas State
Teachers of Emporia ran rough
shod over the Tutors almost at will
to win, 34-7.
Inspired by a huge Homecoming
crowd and imbued with a new drive
and will to win, the Panthers
roared out of their victory drouth
to push the Western State Teachers
all over the field but had to settle
for a 13-13 tie. Continuing in their
cool, methodical and determined
way, the Teachers swamped Coe at
Cedar Rapids, 16-0. Morningside
fell before the rejuvenated Panthers, 7-0, as Teachers College returned to the conference wars.
Playing their most brilliant ball of
the year, the Panthers tripped the
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favored defending champions at
Brookings, 14-0, in a game featured
by an 80-yard run by Wendlen
In the final game
Burckhard.
North Dakota State, the early Conference favorites, came to Cedar
Falls and were beaten, 19-0.
Winning three games and losing
one, Teachers College won second
place in the conference behind
North Dakota, South Dakota, and
South Dakota State, who shared a
three-way first place tie.
At the coaches' post-season meeting in Minneapolis four Panthers
were named to the official all-conference squad of 22 men. Wendlen
Burckhard, fullback, Leo Kagan,
center, Jim Podemski, tackle, and
Hugh Roberts, guard, were named
to this team and were also given
honorable mention of the Little
George
All-America selections.
Dutcher, 1938 All-Conference halfback, was handicapped all season by
injuries, but was an invaluable aid
to the team for his punting.
Leo Kagan, iron man center, set
a new Teachers College record by
playing every minute of the nine
game season. In addition he played
the last 110 minutes of the 1938 season, giving him a total of 650 consec utive minutes of action.

BASK ETBA LL

Top Row-Bohling, Bolt, Buchwald, Carney, Close
Second Ro'l.(:-Dahl, Dodd
Third Ro<W--Gersema, Grinnell, Jennings, Lofquist, Riordan, Santee
Sky's the limit.

Coach Oliver 1\1. "Hon" N ordly
experienced his best basketball season since coming to Teacheres College, from a won and lost standpoint, when he tutored the Panthers to a final record of eleven
victories, and seven defeats, among
which four can be classified as upsets.
Undaunted by the failure of three
fine prospects to return to school,
the Tutors won their first five games
in a row before being upset by Coe

in the finals of the l\1arshalltown
invitational tournament during the
holiday recess. Coe was beaten
twice and Grinnell, Kirksville
Teachers, and Southwestern Louisiana Institute also bowed.
Detroit U niversity eked out an
overtime 29- 28 victory in one of the
most colorful games of the seaso n,
and following this the Panthers
were beaten the second straight time
by the lvlacomb Teachers at Macomb, Illinois. Opening th e conPage 208

ference grind at Cedar Falls, Sou th
Dakota State, pre-season favorites,
fell victim to a smooth Tutor quintet by a 36- 31 count. The next
week found the Panthers in a slump
and they were trounced by Sou th
Dakota, 1939 champions. North
Dakota University was added to the
vanquished before a sizzling hot
North Dakota State Bison team
edged out a 44- 40 score over the
T'eachers. Then came successive
victories over Omaha, Grinnell,
and Morningside before the Panthers again hit a slump during

which the Kirksville Teachers, and
Omaha won surprise victories. A
40- 39 win over Morningside at
Sioux City ended the season.
Fred Lofquist, sensational forward from Biwabik, Minnesota,
broke his year-old scoring record
for the season with a 197 total, but
lost conference crown, finishing
fifth in the circuit. Lyle Dodd also broke his all-time record for
guards. Both were awarded allconference positions. Merlyn Gersema, six foot, seven and one-half
inch center,was third high scorer.

Mad Scramble

BASKETBALL
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-WRESTLIN G
Coach Dave McCuskey and his
"giant killing" Panther wrestlers
gave Teachers College its best mat
season since the sport was introduced here way back in 1923 when
they wound up the 1940 season with
seven victories in eight starts. The
Tutor's lone defeat was at the
hands of a powerful University of
Minnesota team which eked out a
narrow 18- 14 triumph. Three Big
Ten schools, Iowa, Illinois, and
Wisconsin, fell victims to the hard
working Panthers. Also for the

first time in the history of local
wrestling, Teachers College won
the mythical Iowa state championship when it whipped Iowa, Iowa
State, and Cornell.
,Vith one of the most rigorous
schedules on record and with a very
small squad to work with, Coach
1\1cCuskey accomplished what appeared little short of miraculous in
compiling the fine season's record.
His success further stamped him as
one of the "coming" mat coaches on
the national scene, and established

Top Row--Bolin ski, Breitbach, Creel, Rassman, I saacson, J en se n
S econd Roc.v-Kirstein, Lenth, Lund, P ea se, P errin, Roberts
Cave man stuff.
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Teachers College more firmly as
one of the outstanding small college wrestling schools in the nation.
The University of Nebraska, of
the Big Six, was first to bow before
the Teachers when they lost, 25- 5,
in the season's inaugural at Lincoln.
Colorado State, Rocky Mountain
conference champion, and a newcomer to the schedule, came east
seeking new fields to conquer, only
to become the next Panther victim,
falling by a 23- 5 score. In the next
meet at Cedar Falls, the Tutors met
the University of Illinois. The
Panthers pulled one of the prize
upsets of the season when they
nosed out the Illinois, 13,½- 10,½ in
a series of thrilling matches.
Cornell was the next added to the
list when the Co rnellians lost, 15- 11
at Mount Vernon. In the next meet

Iowa Teachers broke the Iowa
State jinx by decisioning them for
the first time, 17-13, here before a huge crowd. .M innesota's
Gophers snapped their winning
streak at five straight by beating the
Purple and Gold at Minneapolis,
18-14 with Minnesota going into
the last match on the short end of a
14-13 score, Leonard "Butch"
Levy, 225 pound Gopher, pinned
Allen Creel, 165 pound Tutor,
wrestling in the heavyweight class,
to give .M innesota the match and
the meet.
Iowa's Hawkeyes were walloped
here 15- 9 in the last home meet,
and the Panthers journeyed up to
Madison, Wisconsin, to win an
easy 26- 8 victory over the University of Wisconsin to wind up the
season.

Bolinski is successful. Isaacson, the winner.
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TRACK

Top Ro<W-Bogott, Bredow, Brown, Clark, Eells; Hermann, Jen kins
Second Ro<u,~Jones, Keyes
Third Row-Lenth, Mayer, Megson, Phillips, Rogel, Santee, Vaughan
Relays. Jenkins, miler.

Following the most extensive preseason training in the team's history, the Panther track team looked
forward to the 1940 season with optimism. The completion of a fast
indoor track in the football stadium
enabled Coach Arthur Dickinson's
men to get the much needed early
practice and conditioning work that
was lacking in previous years. Only
a few men were lost through graduation.
Prospects for a good season were

further accelerated when the Panthers scored 20 points to finish
fourth in a fast field in the indoor
Armour Tech relays at Chicago.
Other high spots of the season were
expected in the annual "color
pageant," the 'Teachers College relays, and the North Central conference meet, which the Teachers were
out to win for the second year in a
row.
Among the outstanding veterans
returning were John Megson, Jack
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Mayer, John Clark, Bill Rogel,
Bill Jenkins, and Jim Vaughn.
A sophomore quintet composed
of Claude Santee, Curtis Harmon,
Bob Keyes, Bob Jones, and Lionel
Lieberman were most impressive
among the newcomers early in the
season, but Jack Selbig, George
Hermann, Walter Riodan, Bill
Phillips and several others were
pressing them for positions.
Several all-college indoor meets
were run off on the new track tofu rnish actual meet competition.
The 1940 roster: Sprints- John
l\1egson, Claude Santee, John

Clark, Bill Rogel, Bob Jones, Ionel
Lieberman, Jack .M ayer, Deane
Nuss, Gordon Sorenson, Bill Messersmith, anri. Jack Selbig. Distance
men- Bill Jenkins, Bob Brown,
George Hermann, and Forrest St.
Clair. Hurdles- Bob Keyes, Curtis Harmon, Vernon Bredow, and
John Megson. Broad jump--] ohn
Megson, Bob Keyes, Don Eells,
and Francis Babcock. Pole vault
- Walter Riordan and David
Swanson. Weights- Jim Vaughn,
Bill Phillips, Don Lenth, Leo
Kagan, Clem Marsden, Francis
Babcock, and Max Bogen.

Over the bar? Rogel comes through. Relays referee.

TRACK
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BASEBALL

Top Row-Bolt, Borwick, Dill y, Dodd, Goodman
Sewnd Roq,c;-Hafke, Hanifan, Polley, Puck, Van \Vinkle
Baseball enthusiasts. Base hit?

With the arrival of spring, baseball
shared the sports spotlight with
track on the western end of the campus. Again the resounding echo of
hickory against horsehide, the white
curve of a baseball against the blue
sky, stylish ball handling, leaping
catches, brilliant pitching and all
that the national game connotes
called a new list of candidates for
Coach Lawrence Whitford's Panther nine and bigger crowds to the
Teachers College ball park. :M ost

of last year's players and a likely
group of newcomers reported for
practice in preparation for one of
the Tutors' toughest schedules.
In addition to such baseball
standbys as Iowa State, Luther,
Macomb Teachers, and the Kalamazoo Teachers on the Tutor
schedule, two new teams, Illinois
Normal University, DeKalb
Teachers, perennial powerhouses,
were scheduled for the first time.
Fourteen games were listed on the
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schedule early in the season with
one or two more expected to be
added later.
Expected to pace the Panthers in
their 1940 campaign was Jim
Goodman, brilliant second baseman. Among the other veterans
who appeared to have their positions clinched ,vere Paul Hafke,
left fielder, Don Dilly, center fielder, Art Borwick, shortstop, Ed
Puck, pitcher, and Bill Bolt, catch. er. Also returning was Keith Van
Winkle, regular first sacker, who
faced strong competition but held
an edge, however.
First base candidates included,
besides Van \Vinkle, Lee Polley,
E rnest Herbrechtsmeier, and Bert
Shapiro. Involved in the fight for
the regular third base position and

reserve infield posts were Charles
McGaffin and Dean Breitbach, reserves, and newcomers Bob Bowen,
Ed ""\Vittman, Lyndon Schaffer, and
Everett lvlueller. Right field was
a scramble with the final outcome
resting on hitting ability. Bernard
Erdman and Lee Polley appeared
to have the jump on the other candidates because of their experience.
Ed Puck and Wes Patterson were
expected to give the Panthers plenty of strength in the first string
pitching corps with additional support coming from Harley Hilborn,
Bernard Erdman, Warren Hardy,
Leonard Ellertson, and Charles
Clevenger.
A close fight for the second string
receiver's post was anticipated
by Coach Whitford.

Catching prospect. Home run in th e offin g ?
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GOLF
Coach Oliver M. "Hon" Nordly
started his third season as golf
coach seeking his third conference
title in as many years with two veterans, Ted Buchwald and Bill
Close, forming the nucleus of a
small squad. Buchwald has been a
place winner in the conference for
two years and Close, a junior, has
considerable experience. In addition to these, N ordly is expecting
some help from the newcomers,
who include Bill J\1cKeever, Dale
Gidley, and Charles Todd. The

golf team jumped the gun to play in
the first varsity outdoor event at
Teachers College this year when
it met Grinnell, April 13 on the
local course. A triangular meet
with Coe and Cornell climaxed the
season here. The next meet on the
Tutor schedule was a double header
with Coe the first foe in a meet at
Cedar Rapids in the morning of
l\1ay +, with Cornell facing the
Panthers at Mount Vernon in the
afternoon. A return meet at Grinnell was part of the program.

Close gets in forms. The team: Front row-McKeever, Bohling.
Back row-Gidley, Buchwald, Close, Todd, Coach Nordly.
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'vViller, incomparable head cheerleader.
The peppy girls' squad. Weller' s helpers.

"I.! S. ! T. ! C. ! Fight! Fight!
Fight!" When the rafters echo
these shouts, you can be sure that
the five Teachers College "pepsters" are leading the yells that encourage the team.
From the first football game in
the fall to the last basketball game
of the winter sports season, Al
Well er, head cheerleader, and his
associates made their appearance
before the student-packed gym
where they anxiously awaited the
moment when they would have a

chance to release some of their excess energy.
Last fall, for the first time on the
Teachers College campus, the feminine aspect was added to the cheerleading corps.
Al Weller, Paul l\1ast, Bob Moser, Les Fry, and Kenny Haahr were
the regular cheerers, while Dorothy l\1ilversted, Connie Hoffma11,
Ruth Feldman, Marian Shostrum,
and Virginia McCreery constituted
the group which was the added attraction at games and pep meetings.

CHEERLEADERS
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New composition looks at Kurtz.

CHAPTER XIII
Music

"Music is the universal language of mankind."
Lo·ngfellow

MUSIC

Barker, Baum, Bock, Crowder, Donato, Ha) s, Hill
Holst, Rnegnitz, Russell, Samson, Searight, \Vilkins, \Virth

EH IND

Symphony Orchestra,
and the college bands
the music
are sponsored by this
departdepartment. In the
ment's purorganizations, too,
pose of training
participants not only
young men and womincrease their profien to teach in that
ciency in a chosen
field lies the deeper
line, but also learn
aim of cultivating an
the philosophy which
appreciation for muteaches that music is
sic in both its majors
KuRTz
an art, not just an
and the student body
entertainment.
in general. It is the
hope of the fourteen faculty memCollegians who aspire to a career
in the realm of notes must be rebers that people who come in contact with the department will be resigned to a rigorous practice schedule. Certain students are selected
warded with a better understanding
of what music means.
to give recitals, and all music maChorus, A Cappella Choir, the
jors must appear in public at some
men's and women's glee clubs,
time.
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HONORARY MUSIC
A.ttention you women who are majoring or minoring in music! Do
you sing beautifully? Can you
tickle the ivories with a loving
touch, coax soulful strains from
your fiddle, or coax sweet notes
from your clarinet? If so, and if
your scholarship is what it ought to
be, you may be invited to join Sigma Alpha Iota, the national honorary music fraternity for women.
The Alpha Upsilon chapter of
Sigma Alpha Iota was organized
on the campus for the purpose of
developing a greater interest in and
appreciation of music.
The S. A. I. calendar was full of
interesting activities du ring th is
past year. There were banquets
and initiation services for the new
pledges, a Homecoming get-together, a Christmas party at .M iss
Barker's home, and a Lilac Tea for
.Mother's Day. Musicales and joint
recitals with the members of Phi
Mu Alpha Sinfonia were also held.
One of the most important and
significant events of the year is the
presentation of the Alta Freeman
Scholarship which is given each
year to the outstanding girl student
of piano.
Miss Olive Barker is adviser.
President is Ruth Behrens; viccpresident, Lillian Knudsen; and
secretary, Doris Miller.

Phi .M u Alpha Sinfonia is the national honorary music organization
for men. Those men of Iowa State
Teachers College who have distinguished themselves along the line
of musical activity are asked to become members. This fraternity is
seeking to promote interest in music
throughout America, to foster
friendship among music students,
and to encourage loyalty to music
and to the college. Frequent meetings held in the homes of the faculty members of the group help to
further the above aims.
The Phi Mus have engaged in
many activities this year. Formal
initiation in the fall, banquets, and
get-togethers were all featured
events. Besides winning a place in
the Tutor Ticklers, this organization's act, the "Flora Dora Chorus"
won second prize in the cntree divis10n.
Another innovation this year was
an enclosed bulletin board on the
second floor of the music d epartment in which interesting musical
items and information about other
chapters of Phi Mu Alpha appeared.
Cooperation is most prevalent
between the members of Phi Mu
Alpha and Sigma Alpha Iota. Joint
recitals were presented and parties
and musicales were held.
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Top Row--Behrens, Knudsen, Miller, Kelley, Ballou
Second Row--Bowic, Cooper, Miller, Maxine l',,loen, Shirley Moen
Third Row--Schultz, Sparks, Werdel, Wilson, Barker

Top Ro<U,~Lund, Burow, Mahaffey, Baker, Bode, Bruns, Bush
Second Ro<U,~Corton, Cosand, Dennis, Dubbert, English, Fuegen, Fullerton, Gordon
Third Row--Guster, Hilton, Hitch, Hobson, Jochumsen, Kruse, McCabe, McCowan
Fourth Ro<U,~Messerschmitt, Miller, Nuss, Petersen, Rodby, Van de Water, \Vind, Samson
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Cecilia ns
Having celebrated the fiftieth year
of survival on Teachers College
campus last year, the Cecilian Glee
Club, one of the most select groups
of women's voices is heartily striding into the second fifty years of
s111g111g. The group is under the
direction of J\1iss Olive Barker, instructor in voice.
Members of this organization
formed a large part of the "Messiah" chorus which was presented
by the music department before
Christmas. As in years past, a
small group from the club sang at
the spring induction of the Worn-

en's League.
Visiting mothers on Mother's
Day were treated with a concert by
the Cecilians, Friday evening, May
I 0. Beginning the festivities of the
week-end they sang a program
which was built around the theme
of the growth of a child from youth
to old age. Selections included in
the program were "Spring Chorus"
from "Samson and Delilah" by
Saint-Saens, "The Prayer," from
the opera, "Hansel and Gretel,"
by H umperdinck, ((My Mother
Bids Me Bind My Hair," by F. J.
Haydn, "Evening Prayer in Brittany," by Chaminade, and "Bridal
Chorus," by Cowen-Spicker.

Bottom Row-Lewi s, Schultz, \Verd el, Knudsen, Holmes, Barker, Maxine Moen, Shirley Moen, Julius,
Pollin s, Denny
Second Row-Kerr, Quirin, Yoder, Memax, Kennedy, Pollock, Johnson, Jepson, Myers, Miner
Third Row-Stewart, Knudsen, Walter, \Vinth er, Heaton, Manus, Bilstad, Eggland, Smith
Fourth Row-Baber, Evans, Malmanger, Le vse n, Bucher, Broshar, Moklebust, Cressey, Pearson, Evans
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Bottom Row-St. Clair, Yaggy, Moeller, Davenport, Hayes, Messerschmitt, Clark, Kruse
S ec?nd Ro,u,~Ellenberger, Barley, Hauser, Ohlsen, Burow, Mast, McCabe, Bruns
Third Row-Maurer, Bockelm::rnn, Lawrence Orton, Dale Orton, Fullerton, Van De \Vater, Falk, Hobson
Fourth Row-Bell, l\1ahaffey, Nuss, Rodby, Corton, McCowen, Charles Baker, Crawford

Minnes ingers
Organized in 1890, the Minnesingers, the only glee club for men
at Teachers College, completed a
successful year under the direction
of W. E. Hays. Diligent weekly
rehearsals prepared the group for
the annual spring concert and programs presented at various times.
The Vinton School for the Blind, a
concert at the First Baptist Church
in Waterloo and one at a Cedar
Falls church were included on the
Minnesingers' itinerary for the past
year. Of the thirteen selections
sung by the organization for the
spring recital only one was entirely
unfamiliar to the entire group.
· Gilbert Hobson, a member of the
club, was presented as the soloist.
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The J\llinnesingers celebrated the
fiftieth year of existence at the
Alumni dinner, at the Commons,
June 2. C. A. Fullerton, a director of the glee club for fourteen
years was a special guest. All members of the present organization
were present, and all former members.
The Minnesingers have had few
directors in the fifty years of existence at 'Teachers College. After
the first director, Miss Julia Curtis,
had directed the club for four years,
.Mr. Robert Fullerton, a brother of
C. A. Fullerton, wielded the baton
from 1894 to 1897. From that time
on until 1921 when Mr. Hays took
up the direction of the organization, C. A. Fullerton was the leading figure for the members.

BEL CANTOS
Singing for their spring concert,
"The Blessed Damozel", by Debussy, a selection rarely sung by
any but professional groups, the
Bel Cantos under the direction of
1\1 r. Verner Delaney added a mile-.
stone to the history of this group.

EUTERPEANS
One of the most informal of the
singing organizations is the Euterpean Glee Club under the direction
of Miss Annette Wilkins. Intensive work in the weekly rehearsals
culminated in the traditional spring
concert for the group.

Bottom Row-Strube, Hall, Albert, Bohne, Holland, Koerner, Winch
Second Row-McCann, Miller, Cumming, Stockfleth, Ives, Jensen, Wallace, Briggs
Third Row---Moessner, Lenocker, Gulbranson, \Volfram, Hansen, Bentzinger, Henke
Fourth Row---Alice Scott, Zula May Scott, Risser, Moklebust, Nielsen, Kramer, Duty, O'Banion

Bottom Row---Roseburrough, Kitchen, White, s~heu, \Vilkins, Russell, Johnson, Siepert
Second Row---Jensen, Dickinson, Oldenburg, Tharp, Feldman, Donald, Molle, Wegand, Branch
Third Row---'l'hompson, Hushaw, Holroyd, McCorkel, Challgren, Rasmussen, Dahlgren
Fourth Ro<u,~Haigler, Kettering, \Veidaver, Fleming, Eickleberry, McCutcheon, Lortz, Kennedy, Henry
Fifth Ro'U~Rouze, Dehrkoop, Clark, Porter, Jongewaard, Sparks, Rcmbo, "'heeler, Wohl
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Bottom Ro<u-~vVerkheiser, Schultz, Knudsen, Holmes, Barker, Hites, Maxine Moen, Evans
Second Row-Baker, Day, Malmin, Behrens, Julius, Shirle_v Moen, Bucher, Evans, Johnson
Third Row--Nuss, Van de Water, Mahaffey, Rodby, Corton, McCowen, Moeller, Nottger

Bottom Row--HoAer, Heide, V:rn Deest, Behrens, Chapman, Raymond, Doris Miller, Nasby
Second Row---Norris, Kvidera, Sheldon, vVilson, Halvorson, Roelfs, Hook, Werkheiser, Krumm
Third Row---Schuchart, Baker, Wulke, Buck, Porteous, Jean Miller, Hites, Marold, McMahon
Fourth Row---Bro, Bush, Hitch, Grobe, Lawrence, Day, McClintock, Drake, Schuhart
Fifth Row-Coobs, Fuegen, Dearborn, Meier, Homan, Carmich:iel, Skar, Cosand, \Voods

ACAPPELLA

COLLEGE SINGERS

Mr. Harald Holst is the director
of the A Cappella Choir. This singing group is composed of both men
and women carefully chosen at the
beginning of the year. A spring
concert followed the year of biweekly meetings. Among the many
selections rehearsed by this organization during the year were "The

Vale of Tuoni," by Jan Sibelius.
One of the groups which is requested to play at many events is
the College Singers, a small select
group of men and women singers.
They ended the year of 1939 successfully with another performance
of their famous Christmas candlelight service.
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BANDS
MEN'S BAND
Tramp! Tramp! The boys are
marching to the throbbing beat of
drums but these boys are not off to
war; they are the Teachers College
marching band unit whose tempos
brought added pep to the football
and rooters.
The Men's J\llarching B and
paraded their maneuvers before the
critical eyes of students and faculty.
One of the outstanding formations
that the unit executed was that of
a special arrangement of the popular "South of the Border"; a .M exican sombrero was formed by the
combined bands, and the members
sang the lyric.
On alternate nights of the basketball games, the .l\len's Band played
for the cheering section. Trumpet
solos, duets, and trios were enjoyed
between halves of the games. Mr.
Myron T. Russell was the unseen
hand in the direction of the organization.
The signals for the snappily executed drills of both bands were
called by the high-stepping and
smartly uniformed head drum major, Curt l\1ahaffey and his two
satin uniformed assistants, Marion
Hook and Virginia Knostman.

W-OMEN'S BAND
In their snappy uniforms of blue
and gold the Women's Marching
Band marches down the field with
the drum beat. The cymbals clash,
the drums throb, and the sprightly
misses file on the field; the crowd
awaits the presentation of the much
talked about maneuvers by the musicians. No, they aren't making a
letter formation; it can't be a-but
it is- the map of good old Iowa.
There goes the down beat on the
Iowa Corn song to verify the statement.
This intricate drill was
carried out by the vVomen's Band,
in collaboration with the men, at
the first football game of the last
season. At a later game the combined units formed the symbols of
the New York World's Fair- the
Trylon and the Perisphere; the
feat was climaxed by singing and
playing of "Sidewalks of New
York". At every football game of
the last season, moving pictures
were taken of both bands' exhibitions. Every other basketball game
had the musical abilities of the
women displayed.
Mr. Myron Russell is the man
behind the scenes in the direction
of both of these bands.
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Bottom Ro<U,~Philson, Russell, Granger, English, Neal, Bode, Dubbert, Klingman, Balensiefer, Bundy,
Hobson, Hitch, Mahaffey, Freet
Second Row-Satterlee, Turpin, Kruse, Nuss, Burow, Peterson, Bidne, Wind, Carter, Kirchner, Lindskoog,
Ward, Lawrence
Third Ro<W--Clark, Bush, Dorfman, Foote, \\leaver, Simpson, Short, Lyon, Ohlson, Fuegen, Schuldt,
Schuhart, Roberts
Fourth Ro<W--Mayer, Shaw, Reints, Wood, Coobs, Cosand, Faust, Harken, Schuhart, Traupel, Yeoman,
Pritchard
Fifth Ro<U,~Lund, Molumby, Bowers, McCowen, Bidne, Rollstin, Allen, Knight, Arnold, Dearborn

Bottom Ro<W--Knostman, Herman, Bowie, Cooper, Deicher, Bosworth, Yoder, Schmidt, Truesdell, Lochead,
Larson, M. Chapman, Hume, Hook
Second Ro<W--Kelly, McCorkel, Hahn, Miller, Salisbury, Tharpe, Clarke, Jochumsen, Wood, Schmagran,
Johnston, Maxine l\1oen
Third Ro'U,~Pleggenkuhle, G. Chapman, Adamson, Langbehn, Davis, Ginapp, Walter, Dunn, Johnson,
Fossler, Locker
Fourth Ro<W--Scott, Buck, Nicola, Reid, Carstens, Holland, Springman, Hansen, Lennocker, Burington
Fifth Ro<W--Smith, Lindeman, Cummings, Seaberg, Bothe!, Betz, Hofler, Schnoor, Roelfs, Johnson, Lynch,
Shirley Moen

ORCH ESTRA
This group of selected players dedicates itself to the proposition that
music elevates, not merely amuses.
Varying in size from seventy-five
to ninety members, the Symphony
Orchestra maintains a full instrumentation and plays standard orchestral literature.
Four concerts, open to the college
and public, were presented this
year, with a greater audience attendance than ever before. Students and townspeople with an appreciation for good music well
played find what they are seeking

at these performances in the colJ\1r. Edward
lege auditorium.
Kurtz, composer and conductor,
leads his violinists, woodwinds,
brasses, and percussion players in
the interpretations of compositions
by music masters. Original numbers by members of the staff and
arrangements by the orchestration
class were also featured.
Through the medium of membership in the organization with its
high standards of ability and responsibility, music students acquire
experience in actual performance.

Concertmaster, Emil Bock. Violins-Bowie, Krumm, Lois Miller, Hoxie, Behrens, Doris Miller, Valentine,
Sparks, Holman, Bishop, Brown, Dycus, Knudsen, Drake, Sears, Lillehei, Price, Ward, Anderson, Jensen,
Sheldon, Wendel, Cosand, Adams, Truesdeli. Violas-Frank Hill, principal. Eloise Wirth, Rodby, Van
Deest, Barrigar, Marshall. Rochholtz. Cel/os--Roland Searight, principal. Lichty, Jean Miller, Schultz,
Dorothy Jane Wilson, Meier, Kamm, Roelfs. Basses-Doy Baker, principal. Borroff, McCowen, Bucher,
Betty Wilson, Davis. Flutes-Brown, Bentzinger, Strube, Prich3rd. Oboes-Russell, Mitze, Malmanger.
Clarinets-Hilton, Bosworth, Carter, Lewis. Bass Clarinet-Davis. Bassoons-Vernelle Miller, Hitch,
Hofler. French Homs-Carl 'Wirth, Nicola, Jochumsen, Van De Water. Trumpets-English, Burow,
Peterson, Granger, Wind. Trombones-Gordon, Mahaffey, Lund, Rollstin, Shirley Moen. Tuba-Arnold.
Percussion-Bode, Bundy, Hanson, Erickson. Harp--Nagle. Piano-Raymond.
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Bottom RB<u-~Bentzinger, Deischer, Heaton, Hermann, Bm,·.ie, Baker, Dorfman, Malmanger, Miller
Second Ro,u,~Hilton, Bosworth, Clark, Kirschner, Lampman, Lewis, Wood, Moodie, Guster, Nicola, Jochumsen, Davis, Hofler, Hitch
Third Row-Carter, Nuss, Lyon, Bush, Lochead, Kruse, Hume, Phillips, Turpin, Johnson, Faust, Bruns,
Lynch, Rollstin, Shirley Moen, Bidne, Mahaffey. Lund, Granger, Lynskoog, Peterson, Burow, English
Fourth Row-Loman, Chapman, Tharpe, Maxine Moen, \Vood, McCorkel, Larsen, Broshar, Lichty, McCowan, Molumby, Arnold, Bode, B3lensiefer, Dubbert, Jochumsen, Ward, Clark, Bidne, Wind

Wood winds sound the Decision to
Love motif, the horns and oboes
take up the strain, the Rhine motif
swells to a mighty crescendo- and
the band plays Wagner's "Siegfried's Rhine Journey". At the annual spring concert this ye a r
Tschaikowsky, Hanson, Dukas, and
Foster shared honors with Wagner
as the sixty-piece organization
played their compositions.
Harold Brown, pianist, Shirley
Moen, Curtis Mahaffey, and Robert McCowen, soloists, as well as

a harmony-minded male quartet assisted at the concert.
Mr. l\1yron Russell, the man who
holds the baton, guides his ensemble
of music-makers in the interpretations of overtures and sonatas. Under his swiftly moving hands the
th reads of melody are woven together into a harmonic skein of
song.
Members of this organization are
chosen from the men's and women's
bands on the basis of playing ability
and conscientiousness.

CONCERT BAND
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Dr. Cable explains mineralogy to students.

CHAPTER XIV
Science

"Science when digested is nothing but good
sense and reason."
Stanislaus

SCIENCE
HE department of science
Wind and rainfall charts, maps and
endeavors to develop in
graphs surround geography students as they learn their state capithe individual a sound
tols. Anything from the coy skelephilosophy of living and
ton in the biology classroom to a
the ability to take an active part in
pickled water snake is apt to conimproving social and environmenfront Teachers College's future
tal conditions. Further, it seeks to
Pasteu rs and Kochs.
develop new and more clearly deThe science departfined life interests,
ment sponsors three
and present a clear
CABLE
national honorary orpicture of science itganizations- Gamma
self- what it has done
Theta Upsilon, geoand what it can do.
graphy, Lambda
Beakers and retorts,
Delta Lambda, physibunsen burners and
cal science, Beta Beta
test tubes stretch in a
t
Beta, biology. One
glittering panorama
of the best museums
before the eyes of the
in the state is mainlaboratory class memtained by the departbers as they carry on
ment.
th e i r experiments.
Abbott, Aitchison, Begeman, Getchell, Grant, Hersey
Kadesch, Lantz, Rath, Recd, Scott, Uttley
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BETA BETA BETA

Top Row-Erdman, Van Winkle, Cupp, Babcock, Bennett
Second Row-Cooper, Gersema, Grady, Klein, Knostman
Third Ro'U,~Legler, Nelson, Puck, Simonson, Stout, Wentz

Beta Beta Beta-more commonly
known as Tri Beta-is the national
hon o r a r y biological fraternity.
This organization seeks to join together students of the biological
sciences and thereby to stimulate
sound scholarship, to promote the
furthering of scientific fact, and to
encourage scientific investigation.
Membership is by invitation to
biology majors or minors who rank
above average scho lastically, and
who have displayed outstanding interest and ability in biology. For-

mal initiations for the new members are held in the spring and in
the fall.
This organization is not "all
work and no play," for several social gatherings are listed among the
year's activities. During Homecoming, Tri Beta alumni were entertained with a breakfast of hot
chocolate and doughnuts in the new
greenhouse and renewed old acquaintances.
Meetings are held on the second
Tuesday of each month.
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LAMBDA DELTA LAMBDA
The purpose of the Lambda Delta
Lambda, the national honorary
physical science fraternity, is to advance scholarship and to further interest in physics and chemistry.
During the fraternity's nine active
years on the campus it has upheld
this purpose by choosing for members only science majors and minors
maintaining a "B" average in 21
credit hours of physics and chemistry.
Lambda Delta Lambda met once
a month during the year in the

alcove of the Commons. At these
monthly meetings the members discussed very informally current scientific subjects.
Probably the most significant activity of this organization is the
awarding of a trophy to the science
student who shows the greatest
promise of success in the future.
The president of Lambda Delta
Lambda is Melvin .Mueller; Stanley Simonsen is vice-president, and
Llewelyn Long is the fraternity's
secretary.

Top Ro<ter-Mueller, Simonson, Long, Dubbert, Cullison, Harris
Second Ro<ter-Johnson, Knostman, Rathbone, Tedore, Wolleson, Getchell
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Top Ro'l,(,~Crozier, Walk, Klein, Moore, Amasson
Second Ro'l,(,~Bainbridge, Campbell, Delbridge, Hoxie, Lambirth
Third Ro'l,(,~Madsen, McCrea, Swanson, Tostlebe, Ward, Aitchison

GAMMA THETA UPSILON
Practical experience and academic
knowledge are both pursued in
Gamma Theta Upsilon, national
honorary earth science fraternity.
Majors and minors of this science
are eligible to be considered members of this organization when they
have completed fifteen hours of
work in the department with an
average of "B."
Former members of the group
were entertained at a waffle breakfast at Miss Aitchison's home during Homecoming weekend. Conservation projects at McGregor

were inspected by the group during
the summer of 1939. In the spring,
the group continued the large project of plotting out the different sections of Waterloo. The fraternity
finished a similar project of Cedar
Falls several years ago. Included
in the year's activities were three informal and two formal initiations
for new members, and a meeting at
which Dr. Erma Plaehn of the
teaching department showed the
movies of her trip through the British Isles and France last summer.
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For those Teachers College students whose interest trend is in the
field of chemistry, the science department sponsors the Chemistry
Seminar.
Semi-monthly the thirty-three
members of the club congregate to
present topics of chemical interest.
Dr. R. W. Getchell was club adviser and Professor 0. B. Read was
Marion
an honorary member.
Mason, president, Carl Gosline,
vice-president, M. J. Molumby,
secretary-treasurer, and John Muir,
sergeant at arms executed the official duties for the group.

Another of the departmental clubs
for those chemically minded persons is Alembic. Every Thursday
noon, throughout the past year, the
"scientists" called the meeting to
order in the Alcove of the Commons.
Jim Baumann was elected president over his fellow members.
The purpose of the organization
is to develop social contacts and information on late developments in
the science of chemistry. Weekly
luncheon meetings and various informal parties were the social functions offered the group.

Chemistry students.
Magician Mueller presides.

SCIENCE ACTIVITY
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Bet it's a Republican talk.

CHA PTE R XV
Socia l Scien ce

"A series of judgments, revised without ceasing,
goes to make up the incontestable progress
of Science."
Ano·n.

Beard, Erbe, Fahrney, Hunter
Osbo rn, Riggs, Robinson, Sage, Wellborn

in two European wars
E social
and the New Deal
science deAdministration h as
p a rtmen t,
with its
kept Dr. Thompson,
staff of ten w e 11 department head, and
his colleagues busy
trained professors,
handles efficiently the
eve r y moment this
extensive range of
year. Recent complico u rs es m governcations in the foreign
m en t, history, ecosituation also gave an
added impetus to stunomics, and sociolTHOMPSO~
o g y . Enrollees i n
dent s tu d y i n g for
these classes are reContemporary A f warded with such practical knowfairs, an experimental class which
ledge as the problems of labor in
has just completed its second year
present-day America, the relationof existence at I. S. T. C. Because
ships of this nation to others, and
of the increasing number of importthe organization of the United
ant nation a 1 and international
States government.
broadcasts, the social science office
Staying abreast of developments
is now equipped with a radio.

SOCIAL SCIENCE
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Top Row---Bickenbach, Lund, Colville, Davis, Evans, Fitzgerald, Hawk
Second Row--1-Ioxie, Lundy, Martin, Moeller, Murphy, Parrott, Quirin
Third Ro<u~Schlichting, Schuhart, Stevens, Stroup, Thierman, Beard, Robinson

PI GAMMA MU
Pi Gamma Mu was organized on
the campus in 1928 as a means of
high scholarship in the social science field. Dr. F. W. Wellborn
is the adviser of this national honorary fraternity.
Besides holding regular meetings
at which current social science questions were raised and discussed, Pi
Gamma Mu sponsored two meetings of the Tuesday afternon Musing Hour. Both times the group
discussed the vital topic of international relations. This organization was also in charge of discussions following the "Town Meetings of the Air". These interesting
sessions, well attended by members

of the student body, were held in
the Commons.
Several social meetings held the
spotlight for the club's activities
this year. At one particularly entertaining gathering Dr. Erma B.
Plaehn showed movies of her
travels in the British Isles and
France. Dr. Ralph R. Fahrney
also presented some movies.
Students with a "B" average in
at least twenty hours of social science are eligible for membership in
this honorary social science fraternity. Aspiring pledges face a battery of questions to test them on
knowledge of matters at the informal initiation.
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There are both national honor fraternities and local honor groups represented on the Iowa State Teachers
College campus. One of the more
significant and more active of the
local societies is the Social Science
Honors. Since it was first organized in 1933, it has rapidly become
one of the important campus
groups. Requirements for membership are high- a B average must
have been made in thirty hours of

Social,, Science work before a student is invited to membership. On
the calendar of this organization
were lectures and group discussions.
This, plus initiations for new members, made a busy and interesting
year. Social Science Honors continued this year a very interesting
project- a student poll. At the beginning of the fall term all students
were asked their opinions on several
current political problems.

SOCIAL SCIENCE
HONOR S
Bottom Ro<w---U ll erich, Bickenbach, Thompson, Hoxie, Sage, Fl eming, Osborn
S econd Ro<U,~Potter, Lundy, Quirin, Martin, Moeller, Fitzgerald, Hamilton, Lund, Thierman, Wilkinson,

Ol<ien

Third Ro<w---Stroup, Lockwood, Scott, Arends, Colville, Schlichting, Schuhart, Evans, Walk
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Miss Koehring directs learning by doing.

CHA PTE R XVI
Teac hing

"The man who can make hard things easy is the
educator."
Emerson

l

.,.

TEACHING

Top Ro"w-Anderson, Brugger, Caldwell, Divelbess, Fitzsimmons, Hansen, Heinonen
Second Row--Jackson, Smith, Starr, Stone, Struble, Schneirier, Kearney, Koehring
Third Row-Mantor, Paine, Peterson, Plaehn, Pollock, Rait, Ruppel, Rice

bugaboo for
the timid, a
lot of fun
for the selfassured, and an indispensable opportunity
for actual pre-graduation practice in tutoring for everyone
concerned, the teaching division is a vital
LUSE
part of I. S. T. C.
W i th its imposing
staff of forty-three, the department
leads student teachers into the paths
of rightness as they parcel out college-acquired wisdom to classes in
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the campus school.
This is the real test
of a student's qualification for his chosen
career; this, too, is
the concrete grading
on which some superintendent is going to
base his decision as he
considers applications
for positions. As the
young teacher-to-be
explains grammar to
wide-eyed Johnny or initiates little
Susie into the mysteries of long
division, professional cnt1cs are
watching his method and technique.

Betty and Caroline ready to get in the splash.

CHAPTER XVII
W'omen's

Physical Education

"Health is the vital principle of bliss,
And exercise of health."
Thomson

WOMEN'S
PHYSICAL EDUCATION
healthy
mind in a
healthy
body is the
ideal of the department of physical education for women.
Through the training
offered in varied programs of physical activities, the eight professors strive to achieve their goal.
Every coed in the college is given
a good start towards better health
in the wide range of courses from
'"·hich she may choose during her
freshman and sophomore years.
Whether she aspires toward swinging a wicked tennis racket with
technique like that of Helen Jacobs,
or following in the footsteps of
Robin Hood, with a bow and arrow, the department can oblige.
If she likes to compete in team
games, classes in baseball, hockey,

basketball, volleyball,
soccer and cricket will
take her eye. If she
has a yen for individual act1v1t1es, th e
schedules of go 1 f,
swimming, canoeing,
fencing, horseback
riding, winter sports,
and recreational
games invite her.
W1Lo
And if she has rhythm, there are
folk dancing, social dancing, and
tap and clog to develop it.
In connection with the physical
education department, the college
maintains a putting green, athletic
fields for hockey, soccer, and baseball, an archery range, and 10 tennis courts which are among the finest in the state.
A spectacular success in the
year's program of events was the
colorful and entertaining water carnival sponsored by this group.

Humiston, Michel, Moore, Short, Van Ness, White
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CLUBS
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WOMEN'S PHYSICAL
EDUCATION ACTIVITY
Swimming, volley ball, hockey, tennis and outing activities are indulged in by the vV. A. A. and the
Physical Education Club. The latter organization, an interest group,
also plans parties and other social
activities. During the past year,

they participated in a Christmas
party, and a spring picnic. The W.
A. A. has a definite aim of stimulating interest in athletics and recreational games. The department
again presented the very successful
Water Pageant in the spring term.

Mmm. Off the d eep end.
Ebers prepares for the Carnival.
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ORCHESIS
"One, two, three, four- down, up,
reach over, and back."
Such
sounds you might hear issuing at
any time from classes in women's
physical education studying rhythmic art.
Chances are that the latter girl
will be asked to participate in Orchesis, an organization for the
study of interpretative dancing.
Orchesis is a national organization representing perfection in
poise, rhythm, and grace. This national group ranks high among student organizations, the annual recital being always well attended

and recognized as one of the loveliest entertainments among campus
productions.
Interpretative dancing as presented by the Orchesis uses principles of rhythmic form, body movement, and spatial design to compose
dances having significance and
meaning to those who designed
them and to those who watch.
Those gliding girls whose efforts
made the organization a success
numbered sixteen, and most of them
are physical education maJors.
Muriel Dirks, Viva Erickson,
Betty Ebers, Florence Bliss, Mar-

Symmetry p ersonified.
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garet Cupp, Agnes Holm, Janet
Hill, Mabel Muskopf, Doris
Meyer, Elsie Gronberg, Marian
Shostrum, Ula Jensen, Caroline
Grow, Maurine Clausen, Virginia
Miller, Joyce Bakke, and LeOna
Clark were the personnel that climaxed their hours of rehearsal with
a spring recital, May 3. Miss
.Maude Moore is the director of
Orchesis, the aim of which is to
promote interest in creative dancing. Requirements for membership

in the group are: ability, invitation
and the members' vote. Members
meet weekly in the Women's Gym.
Hard work goes into the dances
which the members present, and
which are creations of the girls
themselves. Costumes worn by the
dancers are designed by the members of the organization, also. The
lighting effects which are created
for each recital contribute a great
deal to the impressiveness of the
art.

Into the dance.
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Utensils of publications.

CHAPTER XVIII
Publications

"No government ought to be
without censors; and where
the press is free none
ever will."
Jefferson

